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From daysa at oplin.org Mon Mar 1 09:34:10 2010
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Mon, 1 Mar 2010 09:34:10 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] ***SPAM*** charging for obituary searches
Message-ID: <598D3AB84CA64452B1880E99573C9F71@Ohio>
Hi
I guess I will play the part of devil's advocate in regard to charging for obit
searches. When I started at our library 15 years (1994) ago we charged $3. Actually
there was no set policy so I had to make my own and after about a year I felt this
was way too low so I increased it to $5 for up to 5 obits. The policy was you could
get one obit or 5 obits for the fee. Still a bargain in compared to traveling to
our city. In 2003 I made the decision to double the fee but here is why. We now
charge $10 for one or up to 5 obits. If more than 5 are requested at one time,
then a determination is made, normally we charge $1 each after the initial five
requests. We always offer value added obit searches. I have a habit of speed
reading the obit to see if:
cemetery location is given
the person married in our county 1800-1916
person was born in Jefferson Co 1867-1908
where they worked or went to church
in military service or naturalized here
Then I proceed to send as much proof of this as I can, still spending on average
about 30 minutes or less on each obit. We often get comments on our next day
service and added info. And yes we do get an occasional complaint about the price
but most are very happy to pay our fee and get the obit very fast. We now have
available online payment and many times people will pay much more for the service.
In Feb we received 3 seperate $50 payments online instead of $10 so I feel we are
doing something right. I never apologize for our fees but when someone does comment
negatively I say nicely that its still cheaper than driving or flying here. If they
want to come in person each obit is only a quarter.
Okay I will get off MY soapbox now.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville OH
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100301/
e502e3ce/attachment.html
From prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us Mon Mar 1 09:52:45 2010
From: prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Mon, 1 Mar 2010 09:52:45 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Obituary Fees
In-Reply-To: <D67A7DB159F2BD489394F763E46BBFEF04390D58F3@mail.scdl.local>
References: <mailman.13.1267203604.17826.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<D67A7DB159F2BD489394F763E46BBFEF04390D58F3@mail.scdl.local>
Message-ID: <004201cab94e$daa5ff60$8ff1fe20$@lib.mi.us>
Lauren and her library have helped me several times with my personal
research. The results are always timely. I have always sent more than the
requested amount in return. I have used their library (several hours away)
and it is a wonderful facility. Their website has a lot of helpful
information (including indexes) and it is very easy to request the
additional information. One time I called to explain the situation I was
attempting to solve as it did not fit neatly into any of the web based

forms. The person I talked to listened, asked questions and said that they
would see what they could do. (At this point, I had more clues than when I
had been there in person.) A few days later the mystery was solved.
All I can say is - this is a wonderful facility. They do everything right
and I try to follow their lead.
Thank you, Lauren.
Phyllis Rickard
Local History / A-V Librarian
Lenawee County Library
4459 West US-223
Adrian, MI 49221
prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us
517-263-1011

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lauren Landis
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2010 4:36 PM
To: 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Obituary Fees
Kathy,
I realize that you probably had little or no say in your library's decision
to charge $5.00 for obituary look-ups, but I always hate to see this happen.
For some reason genealogy patrons always seem to have to pay extra fees for
services that libraries would not dream of charging for otherwise. Would a
library charge for reference information about a local company or celebrity
if the question came from a patron outside it's service area? I doubt it.
Do libraries charge for services to teachers, which take far more staff time
than a simple obituary lookup? Not likely. Yet genealogy seems to be fair
game.
Yes, yes, I know most genealogists don't pay taxes in the localities where
their ancestors lived, but so what? They are paying taxes where they do
live and can't get what they need. Surely there are people in the
ancestor's locality who pay taxes yet never even set foot in the library.
It seems to me that it all evens out.
I have been with my library for twenty years. For most of that time we have
had a little notice at the bottom of our genealogy invoice saying, "If you
would like to support the Genealogy Division, any money you send over the
costs stated above will be used by the library for genealogy materials."
That alone has brought us anywhere from $3,500 to $5,000 dollars a year.
Rarely are the donations above $5.00 or $10.00. Genealogists gladly send
extra money when they know it will directly support their area of interest.
But too many times they see their money go into the general fund yet the
genealogy resources and services don't improve. Why should they pay for
that?
Ok, I'll get off my soapbox now.
Thank you for listening.

It's just very discouraging, that's all.

Sincerely,
Miss Lauren K. Landis, Genealogy Division Mgr.
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. North
Canton, OH? 44702-1080
Phone: (330) 452-0665, ext. 2769
Email: llandis at starklibrary.org
?
"No single drop of rain thinks it is responsible for the flood."
--Anonymous
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Mon Mar 1 11:29:54 2010
From: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Mon, 01 Mar 2010 10:29:54 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Obituary Fees
In-Reply-To: <924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F528C7B@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
References: <mailman.13.1267203604.17826.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<D67A7DB159F2BD489394F763E46BBFEF04390D58F3@mail.scdl.local>
<924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F528C7B@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
Message-ID: <4B8B9721.4B2F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
Grapevine Library charges $1.00 per page to cover photocopies and postage from our
local paper, which is available only on microfilm. We have had no issues with this,
and occasionally people will send additional contributions because they appreciate
the service and promptness of replies. The fee policy is stated on the Genealogy
"home page" on our web site, but to be sure they know, I always tell them when they
call, or e-mail them back to be sure they understand it. If they say OK, I send
them the copy.
If an obit comes from one of our online databases, I simply e-mail it to them at
no cost, since no copying or postage is involved.
This policy works just fine for us. As far as newspaper obits and articles are
concerned, nobody has any issues with it.

Nancy Kouyoumjian Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
"To know the character of a community, I need only to visit the cemetery."
Benjamin Franklin

From Grimshaw at cliftonpl.org Mon Mar 1 11:35:46 2010
From: Grimshaw at cliftonpl.org (Grimshaw, Kathy)
Date: Mon, 1 Mar 2010 11:35:46 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Research fees
In-Reply-To: <mailman.3.1267376403.9813.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <899C6645178BEA46BA989EAD529083EC038D81A5@mail01.palsplus.org>
Here in Clifton we charge $5.00 per obituary or newspaper article
request. There are three reasons I think that fee is more than fair:

1. The local historical society charges $25 per hour for non-members
with a 2 hour minimum.

2. For that $5, the patron is hiring a librarian with an MLS. Many times
it has taken me an hour or more to track down what a patron is looking
for and (fortunately!) I make way more than $5 per hour (our local
papers are not indexed or digitized at all).

3. While it would be nice to offer free services to people who don't
live in our city and therefore don't financially contribute (via
property taxes) to the library's budget, the time I spend on their
research takes up time I would be spending on the people who DO pay for
the library. I think it's only fair that our taxpayers be compensated in
some way.

Just my opinion!

Kathy Grimshaw-Haven
Reference Librarian
Clifton Public Library
292 Piaget Ave.
Clifton, NJ 07011
(973)772-5500

1. Re: Obituary Fees (D GLENN PERDUE)
2. Re: Obituary Fees (David Walters)

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Message: 1
Date: Sat, 27 Feb 2010 13:37:17 -0800 (PST)
From: D GLENN PERDUE <glennperdue at bellsouth.net>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Obituary Fees
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <626444.70343.qm at web83808.mail.sp1.yahoo.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"

I may be missing something here but aren't we a "service orginization"?
We seldom have request for hard copies.

In 2003 the Chesterfield (SC) District Genelogical Chapter of SCGS
reached an agreement with the local (county wide) newspaper to do "true"
transcriptions as they appear in the printed edition and to place them
on our web page. I do the transcribing myself,? on a weekly basis. They
are in .pdf format therefore they can be searched with key word.

The local newspaper is a weekly and publish a full obitury (they do not
charge), in contrast to the daily publication.

Please feel free to visit our web page: chesterfield.scgen.org? .? There
are obits posted thru part of '08. At present the ' 08 file is being
indexed.? When that is finished the file will be posted and the ' 09
file will be indexed.

Glenn Perdue, Editor
Chesterfield District Chronicle
editor at chesterfield.scgen.org

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100301/
d76ec037/attachment.html

From petras at mcdl.info Mon Mar 1 13:15:44 2010
From: petras at mcdl.info (Kathy Petras)
Date: Mon, 1 Mar 2010 13:15:44 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Obituary Fees...
Message-ID: <E0F3B68CCA0D1E4D91698CEC995F292501CBA69F@ment6.medina.clevnet.org>
Hi Lauren, et al,
You are right, we had almost no input into the $5 fee the Board decided
on. At a Reference Staff Meeting, I and the other staff person who
loves genealogy tried to suggest a $1 per obituary fee, but the Board
was set on the $5 fee. Our thinking was that if a person only needed
one obituary, a $5 fee is too steep. But it didn't go anywhere.
About the same time that we started charging for obituary copies, the
Board also institute a $5 processing fee for OCLC interlibrary loan
requests. We are part of a large library consortium, CLEVNET, which
includes Cleveland Public Library, so most of our patron's needs are
fulfilled through sharing within the consortium. But we used to process
about 600-700 OCLC requests each year. In addition to our $5 processing
fee, we also pass on any lending fees from the owning library now. We
used to just absorb those costs. Of course, this has substantially
reduced the number of OCLC requests we process. Before charging fees,
the requests represented the gamut of subject areas. And the requests we
handle now are predominately from, you guessed it, genealogists.
I agree that it does seem unfair to target genealogists in these
policies. But could it be in part because of the bias in library
education? How many library schools offer more than just a token of
workshops on doing genealogy reference? And how many libraries use
volunteers to handle their genealogy collection and genealogy requests?
Does any library use volunteers to answer questions at their reference
desk? For years, I have been vigilant about NOT using volunteers to
answer genealogy requests often ranting that "We don't use volunteers to
answer legal, medical or car repair questions, why would we use
volunteers to answer genealogy requests." And to other staff members who
are sometimes reluctant to dip their toes into the genealogy pool,
claiming ignorance, I reply that a genealogy request starts like any
other reference transaction with the Reference interview!
Whew! Now, I will step off the soap box!!
that pent up in me!
Kathy Petras
Library Associate
Medina Library
Medina County District Library
(330) 725-0588 X 2030
(330) 725-2053 Fax
________________________________
<http://www.mcdl.info/>
________________________________

LOL!!

Didn't know I had all

This message contains confidential information and is intended for the
addressee(s). If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby
notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in
reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited.
E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as
information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive
late or incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender therefore does not
accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this
message, which arise as a result of e-mail transmission.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100301/
d8858565/attachment.html
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: image/jpeg
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From DavidsonMK at ci.staunton.va.us Tue Mar 2 09:56:07 2010
From: DavidsonMK at ci.staunton.va.us (Melissa K. Davidson)
Date: Tue, 2 Mar 2010 09:56:07 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] restricting internet access software
Message-ID: <75E7886582E6044A970F9F0F13AECFA404571FB8@cossrv16.staunton.net>
We have traditionally has a computer in our genealogy room which
researchers may use only to access Ancestry and Heritage Quest. I am
trying to find out what programs other libraries use to limit access to
specific websites. We don't want folks in there on eBay and what-not.

So far we have tried K9 and Public Web Browser. Any others?

Melissa Davidson
Adult Services Librarian
Staunton Public Library
Staunton, VA

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100302/
d989d613/attachment.html
From robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com Tue Mar 2 10:49:48 2010
From: robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com (Robert Sullivan)
Date: Tue, 2 Mar 2010 10:49:48 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] restricting internet access software

In-Reply-To: <75E7886582E6044A970F9F0F13AECFA404571FB8@cossrv16.staunton.net>
References: <75E7886582E6044A970F9F0F13AECFA404571FB8@cossrv16.staunton.net>
Message-ID: <32c265401003020749p1f858358m368f1048406b9c21@mail.gmail.com>
>
>
>
>
>
>

We have traditionally has a computer in our genealogy room which researchers
may use only to access Ancestry and Heritage Quest. I am trying to find out
what programs other libraries use to limit access to specific websites. We
don?t want folks in there on eBay and what-not.
So far we have tried K9 and Public Web Browser. Any others?

There's always the "fake proxy" method which is free, but breaks down
if you have a lot of sites you want to make accessible. We wanted to
include all of our databases plus selected links from our Web site
I had better luck with an old (free) version of NetDog, which is a
filtering program but I just used the whitelisting part to create a
list of allowed sites. Works like a dream.
We switched to Public Web Browser at the recommendation of our
consortium a couple of years ago and while its whitelisting works, it
only controls access from within PWB - as opposed to NetDog, which
manages all Internet connections from the computer. If they find
another way out, there's no control over it. We'll probably phase out
PWB later this year when our new public time management system goes
live.
-Bob Sullivan
Schenectady Digital History Archive
<http://www.schenectadyhistory.org/>
Schenectady County (NY) Public Library
From mbakeman at parkbooks.com Tue Mar 2 11:15:23 2010
From: mbakeman at parkbooks.com (Mary Bakeman)
Date: Tue, 02 Mar 2010 10:15:23 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] MINNESOTA Research Note for March
Message-ID: <4B8D399B.5060200@parkbooks.com>
In 1849, Alexander Ramsey, the first Territorial Governor for Minnesota,
said that newspapers are the day books of history. That statement is
still true today, not only for family historians, but for those seeking
context for the stories they want to tell.
Our research note this month discusses some ways that genealogists can
use them and where to find them. "Chronicling America," the Library of
Congress website, is featured, including an article about skee [ski]
jumping in Coleraine in 1910. (Coleraine is located on the Iron Range in
northern Minnesota.)
The monthly note can be found at:
<http://www.parkbooks.com/Html/res_news.html>
The series can be found at:
<http://www.parkbooks.com/Html/research.html>
Enjoy!
Mary Bakeman

Park Genealogical Books
From RKilgallon at florencelibrary.org Tue Mar 2 15:26:55 2010
From: RKilgallon at florencelibrary.org (Ruth Kilgallon)
Date: Tue, 02 Mar 2010 15:26:55 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] ***SPAM*** Re: restricting internet access software
In-Reply-To: <75E7886582E6044A970F9F0F13AECFA404571FB8@cossrv16.staunton.net>
References: <75E7886582E6044A970F9F0F13AECFA404571FB8@cossrv16.staunton.net>
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F201003021526.AA26552227@florencelibrary.org>
We have 4 public computers in our SC Room. They are for genealogical or
historical research only. All others must use the Public computers outside
of the room. Just as they are on the "honor system" to not take our
materials, they are on the same system when it comes to the use of the
computers. Since going to our new building 6 years ago, this policy has
worked and not been a problem for us or our researchers.
Ruth Munn Kilgallon
Library Associate II
South Carolina Room
Florence County Library
509 S. Dargan St.
Florence, SC 29506
843-413-7060- Direct Line
843-413-7091- FAX
-----Original Message----From: "Melissa K. Davidson" <DavidsonMK at ci.staunton.va.us>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Tue, 2 Mar 2010 09:56:07 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] restricting internet access software
We have traditionally has a computer in our genealogy room which researchers
may use only to access Ancestry and Heritage Quest. I am trying to find out
what programs other libraries use to limit access to specific websites. We
don?t want folks in there on eBay and what-not.
So far we have tried K9 and Public Web Browser. Any others?
Melissa Davidson
Adult Services Librarian
Staunton Public Library
Staunton, VA
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100302/
d4e64174/attachment.html
From nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Wed Mar 3 11:33:13 2010
From: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Wed, 03 Mar 2010 10:33:13 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Cite Your Sources by Richard Lackey
Message-ID: <4B8E3AE9.4B2F.00C1.1@grapevinetexas.gov>
Listmembers:

Thanks to those who replied to my query about whether to keep the book Cite Your
Sources by Richard Lackey. The responses were all different in some way. I think it
will be up to me to decide what to do with this donated book, based on our
situation in Grapevine.

Nancy Kouyoumjian Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Frances Pittman Malcolm Genealogy Room
Grapevine Public Library
1201 Municipal Way
Grapevine, TX 76051
Voice: 817-410-3429
Fax: 817-410-3084
E-mail: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
"To know the character of a community, I need only to visit the cemetery."
Benjamin Franklin

From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Wed Mar 3 12:30:44 2010
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Wed, 3 Mar 2010 12:30:44 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] restricting internet access software
In-Reply-To: <mailman.11.1267635603.31794.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.11.1267635603.31794.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0C50A938@rplexch1.rpl.org>
We (our IT dept) uses Fortress Grande to keep people off the porn sites,
eBay, etc. We have a menu that the patrons can choose from that logs
them directly in to Ancestry,. Heritage Quest, New England Ancestors,
etc. If someone "breaks out" and is fooling around they are politely but
firmly told to leave. Regular net access is available on 5 other floors
of the library, and our databases are way too expensive to allow casual
net use on these PC's in our dept.
Larry Naukam
Head of Local History and Genealogy
Central Library of Rochester
and Monroe County, New York
-------------- next part -------------** Confidentiality Notice **
This email message, including all the attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information. Unauthorized use or
disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use,
disclose, copy or disseminate this information. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender immediately by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message, including attachments.
From mmulholl at ahml.info Wed Mar 3 14:05:36 2010
From: mmulholl at ahml.info (Mulholland, Michael)
Date: Wed, 3 Mar 2010 13:05:36 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Census microfilm for the price of postage
Message-ID: <909BA613BFE50F4DBEE0F458192B8467754D939B@Yale2.ahml.info>
I have several 100s of rolls of Federal census microfilm to give away. Here is the
inventory:

Indiana 1900 and 1910
Iowa 1900 and 1910
Michigan 1900 and 1910
Ohio 1900 and 1910
Wisconsin 1900 and 1910
Kentucky 1900
PLease let me know if you are interested and will pay postage.
Thanks.
Michael
Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100303/39c2d9d3/
attachment.html
From genlib at srlsys.org Wed Mar 3 14:21:44 2010
From: genlib at srlsys.org (Genealogy)
Date: Wed, 3 Mar 2010 14:21:44 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Census microfilm for the price of postage
In-Reply-To: <909BA613BFE50F4DBEE0F458192B8467754D939B@Yale2.ahml.info>
References: <909BA613BFE50F4DBEE0F458192B8467754D939B@Yale2.ahml.info>
Message-ID: <B3B9013899D44FB58E72400BD2CF1C27@geneologycirc>
How many rolls for each..

Lydia Lott
Genealogy Department
Satilla Regional Library
200 S. Madison Ave., Suite D
Douglas, Georgia 31533
912-384-4667
912-389-4365 Fax

_____

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mulholland,
Michael
Sent: Wednesday, March 03, 2010 2:06 PM
To: 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] Census microfilm for the price of postage

I have several 100s of rolls of Federal census microfilm to give away. Here
is the inventory:

Indiana 1900 and 1910
Iowa 1900 and 1910
Michigan 1900 and 1910
Ohio 1900 and 1910
Wisconsin 1900 and 1910
Kentucky 1900

PLease let me know if you are interested and will pay postage.
Thanks.
Michael

Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100303/
aa64477c/attachment.html
From ellen at barrfinancial.com Wed Mar 3 14:25:37 2010
From: ellen at barrfinancial.com (AnnEllen Barr)
Date: Wed, 3 Mar 2010 13:25:37 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Census microfilm for the price of postage

In-Reply-To: <909BA613BFE50F4DBEE0F458192B8467754D939B@Yale2.ahml.info>
References: <909BA613BFE50F4DBEE0F458192B8467754D939B@Yale2.ahml.info>
Message-ID: <10A28ABEE486C8439945EC13BDABC85915ACB2@server1.sbs.barrnetwork.com>
The Lake County IL Genealogy Society located at Fremont Library in
Mundelein would love to have
the Wisconsin 1900 and 1910 rolls.
If available I will pick them up from you.
AnnEllen Barr (volunteer in their Reading Room)
ellen at BarrFinancial.com
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mulholland,
Michael
Sent: Wednesday, March 03, 2010 1:06 PM
To: 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] Census microfilm for the price of postage
I have several 100s of rolls of Federal census microfilm to give away.
Here is the inventory:
Indiana 1900 and 1910
Iowa 1900 and 1910
Michigan 1900 and 1910
Ohio 1900 and 1910
Wisconsin 1900 and 1910
Kentucky 1900
PLease let me know if you are interested and will pay postage.
Thanks.
Michael
Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100303/
a71704e6/attachment.html
From gromer at tscpl.org Wed Mar 3 14:59:12 2010
From: gromer at tscpl.org (Greg Romer)
Date: Wed, 3 Mar 2010 13:59:12 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] obit fees
Message-ID: <46E2DC8A9B77134B8B71F2AE68181ACFB0D0DA3518@TSCPLMAILP00.tscpl.org>
A heartfelt thank you to all who shared their wisdom.
Greg
Gregory R. Romer

Public Services Librarian/Genealogy Specialist
Topeka & Shawnee County Public Library
1515 SW 10th Ave.
Topeka, KS 66604
785.580.4553
gromer at tscpl.org
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From joyrichny at earthlink.net Wed Mar 3 22:50:09 2010
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Wed, 3 Mar 2010 22:50:09 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] "Researching Criminal Relatives, a Genealogy Lecture"
Message-ID: <A87E4BB264E6454F83CD8362356E5276@DELL>
Researching Criminal Relatives, a Genealogy Lecture" (free)
Do you have a black sheep in your family but don't know where to begin finding out
more
about his (or her) life? Ron Arons, author of the books "The Jews of Sing Sing" and
"WANTED! U.S. Criminal Records," will share his knowledge and experience in the
area of
criminal research. Based on years of practice, Ron has become familiar with
numerous
sources of information on criminal records. He will discuss the wide variety of
documents
that can be located about a criminal, and where to find them.
Tuesday, March 16th, 5:30 p.m. to 6:30p.m.
Stephen A. Schwarzman Building, South Court Classrooms
New York Public Library 5th Avenue at 42nd Street
The location is fully accessible to wheelchairs.
Joy Rich
Brooklyn, NY
From lmarkel at ala.org Wed Mar 3 12:00:45 2010
From: lmarkel at ala.org (Liz Markel)
Date: Wed, 3 Mar 2010 12:00:45 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Reminder: Ann. Conference Early Bird registration ending
Friday, ASCLA and RUSA programs, preconferences
Message-ID: <647E7C0598258B4194D9A731DAAE59E8017BCB1A@BE144.mail.lan>
Just a friendly reminder from ASCLA and RUSA that Early Bird
Registration for the ALA Annual Conference ends this Friday, March 5.

Registration buys you access to all of our wonderful programs throughout
the conference, which is a not-to-miss event in the library world.
Check out the ASCLA website
<http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/ascla/asclaevents/events.cfm>
RUSA website

and

<http://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/divs/rusa/events/annual10/index.cfm>
descriptions of this year's programs.

for

Don't forget that registration for ASCLA and RUSA preconferences is also
open now! A complete list of our 2010 offerings is below.

These full and half-day workshops are an excellent way to get a leg up
on the competition with new skills and cutting-edge professional
knowledge, and you can purchase tickets for these events without having
to register for the entire conference.
************************************************************
************************************************************
Register now for the conference and these events!
<http://www.ala.org/template.cfm?section=home&template=/cfapps/experient
/redirect.cfm&meeting=a10> (login required)
Learn more about the conference at www.ala.org/annual.
************************************************************
************************************************************
Assembling a Consulting Toolkit: What You Need to Know to Become a
Successful Library Consultant
<http://ascla.ala.org/blog/2010/02/ac2010-consulting1/>
Friday, June 25, 9am-5pm
An overview of library consulting for attendees, who will discover
through self-assessment their personal consulting potential, and also
work together to explore different roles that consultants play, services
consultants may deliver to clients, and how to market consulting
services, find clients and manage a consulting business. Advance
registration: starts at $185 for ASCLA members
Behind the Genealogy Reference Desk: Our Capital's Hidden Genealogy Gems
<http://rusa.ala.org/blog/2010/01/26/ac2010-genealogypreconf1/>
Friday, June 25, 8:30am-5pm
A valuable professional development opportunity for both new reference
librarians, who will benefit from the fundamental tools presented at
this event, as well as experienced genealogy librarians looking for a
refresher course. Speakers include experienced research staff from both
the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum and the Daughters of the
American Revolution Library. Advance registration: starts at $100 for
RUSA members
Giving People What They Want: Information Access in Libraries and Beyond
<http://ascla.ala.org/blog/2010/02/ac2010-sharing-preconf1/>
Friday, June 25, 9am-5pm
A thought-provoking examination of technology and how its pervasive
development is challenging traditional approaches to resource-sharing
and content access. Presenters will discuss users' different
information-seeking behaviors and how they differ significantly from how
libraries have traditionally provided information, among other timely
topics. Advance registration: starts at $205 for ASCLA members

Interlibrary Loan Statistics: What We Gather, How We Use Them, and Who
We Provide Them To
<http://rusa.ala.org/blog/2010/01/26/stars-ac10preconf1/>
Friday, June 25, 8:30am-12pm
Resource sharing practitioners will learn how to sort through the myriad
of ILL statistics available from a variety of sources, and how to use
this data to provide quality service-a valuable event for those involved
with interlibrary loan, document delivery and remote circulation, as
well as consortia and network members. Advance registration: starts at
$140 for RUSA members
Reference Evolution: Envisioning the Future, Remembering the Past
<http://rusa.ala.org/blog/2010/02/12/ac2010-refevolutionpreconf-1/>
Friday, June 25, 9am-5pm
An opportunity to participate in a lively discussion of the current
state of the profession, to see beyond the hype and identify where
things are actually headed. Presenters will acknowledge traditional
reference tools and skills that remain relevant, while projecting how
newer technologies will better serve patrons. Advance registration:
starts at $175 for RUSA members

Sincerely,
Liz F. Markel, M.A.
Marketing Specialist
Association of Specialized and Cooperative Library Agencies (ASCLA)
Reference and User Services Association (RUSA)
Join today! Contact Membership and Customer Service at 800-545-2433,
option 5.
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From Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov Thu Mar 4 09:53:00 2010
From: Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov (Carol Anderson)
Date: Thu, 4 Mar 2010 09:53:00 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Passenger List Notations
Message-ID: <20100304145301.E0F7F1D28033@mailman.forest.usf.edu>
I assisted a patron in finding her ancestor, Paul Albrich [Allrich], on the ship's
passenger list for the SS Ems, arriving at Castle Garden from Bremen on 22 August
1893 as a 26 year old clergyman with four pieces of baggage and listed as
"transient."
My question is regarding his intended destination. For most of the steerage
passengers, a specific city is listed (New York, Chicago, etc.), but for those
indicated in the first or second cabin, as was Paul, most have nothing listed.
Those who do have a code such as 19-18, 12-7, 3-0. His was listed as 2-3. Does
anyone know what those codes mean? I have been unable to locate a key or

explanation - probably I'm just not looking in the right place.
Thank you for your help!
Carol Anderson
Adult Services Librarian
Leesburg Public Library
100 East Main Street
Leesburg, FL 34748
Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov<mailto:Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov>
________________________________
Please Note: Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written
communications to or from government officials regarding government business are
public records available to the public and media upon request. Your e-mail
communications may therefore be subject to public disclosure.
Think before you print.
From dockene at hotmail.com Thu Mar 4 10:25:35 2010
From: dockene at hotmail.com (david ockene)
Date: Thu, 4 Mar 2010 15:25:35 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Passenger List Notations
In-Reply-To: <20100304145301.E0F7F1D28033@mailman.forest.usf.edu>
References: <20100304145301.E0F7F1D28033@mailman.forest.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <COL116-W13995ECD2B41ACC5C3AF5BA2390@phx.gbl>
This may help: http://www.jewishgen.org/InfoFiles/Manifests/
David Ockene
> From: Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov
> To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> Date: Thu, 4 Mar 2010 09:53:00 -0500
> Subject: [Genealib] Passenger List Notations
>
> I assisted a patron in finding her ancestor, Paul Albrich [Allrich], on the
ship's passenger list for the SS Ems, arriving at Castle Garden from Bremen on 22
August 1893 as a 26 year old clergyman with four pieces of baggage and listed as
"transient."
>
> My question is regarding his intended destination. For most of the steerage
passengers, a specific city is listed (New York, Chicago, etc.), but for those
indicated in the first or second cabin, as was Paul, most have nothing listed.
Those who do have a code such as 19-18, 12-7, 3-0. His was listed as 2-3. Does
anyone know what those codes mean? I have been unable to locate a key or
explanation - probably I'm just not looking in the right place.
>
> Thank you for your help!
>
> Carol Anderson
> Adult Services Librarian
> Leesburg Public Library
> 100 East Main Street
> Leesburg, FL 34748
> Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov<mailto:Carol.Anderson at
leesburgflorida.gov>
>

> ________________________________
> Please Note: Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written
communications to or from government officials regarding government business are
public records available to the public and media upon request. Your e-mail
communications may therefore be subject to public disclosure.
>
> Think before you print.
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_________________________________________________________________
Hotmail: Trusted email with Microsoft?s powerful SPAM protection.
http://clk.atdmt.com/GBL/go/201469226/direct/01/
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From amsmith at lib.usf.edu Thu Mar 4 13:46:02 2010
From: amsmith at lib.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Thu, 4 Mar 2010 13:46:02 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Position: Holocaust & Genocide Studies Center Librarian
(USF Tampa)
Message-ID: <5e931bb31003041046vf3dbc46xcdec2b4f274b2669@mail.gmail.com>
Holocaust & Genocide Studies Center Librarian
(Position Number 3623)
The University of South Florida is one of the nation's top 63 public
research universities and one of only 25 public research universities
nationwide with very high research activity that is designated as
community engaged by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching. USF was awarded $380.4 million in research contracts and
grants in FY 2008/2009. The university offers 232 degree programs at
the undergraduate, graduate, specialist and doctoral levels, including
the doctor of medicine. The USF System has a $1.8 billion annual
budget, an annual economic impact of $3.2 billion, and serves more
than 47,000 students on institutions/campuses in Tampa, St.
Petersburg, Sarasota-Manatee and Lakeland. USF is a member of the Big
East Athletic Conference.
Job Description:
Responsible to the Head of the Holocaust & Genocide Studies Center for
developing collections, with a global, comparative perspective, in all
formats to support the USF Libraries? Holocaust & Genocide Studies
Center. This position has primary responsibility for genocide studies,
particularly as it relates to Africa and Asia. The Center?s mission is
to become internationally recognized for the quality of its
collections, research, teaching, and community engagement. To achieve
this goal, the Center crosses international boundaries, engaging
information specialists, scholars, educators, students, analysts, and
activists in a centralized, interdisciplinary, collaborative, and
synergistic approach to genocide education and prevention, including
mental health and public policy.

Responsibilities:
The Librarian will:
?
Build, manage, and assess the USF Libraries? Holocaust & Genocide
Studies Center?s collections
?
Monitor global collection development trends and new forms of
scholarly communication in the field of Holocaust and Genocide Studies
?
Serve as a resource to faculty, students, and other researchers by
creating research guides and by providing consultation and
curriculum-related instruction in Holocaust and Genocide studies
?
Communicate and partner with national and international centers for
Holocaust & Genocide studies, as directed
Required Qualifications:
?
MLS degree from an ALA-accredited institution or foreign equivalent
?
Post-secondary coursework relevant to Holocaust and Genocide studies
?
Work experience in a library, museum or similar institution
developing subject focused collections
?
Experience working in a team environment
?
Effective communication skills in English
Preferred Qualifications:
?
Additional graduate degree, in a related field, with coursework
relevant to Holocaust and Genocide studies
?
Demonstrated record of scholarly research and/or professional service
?
Experience developing digital collections
?
Adequate proficiency in foreign language(s) needed to acquire and
use resources in genocide studies
?
Demonstrated experience with instruction and the development of
subject guides/bibliographies
?
Knowledge of genocide in Africa or Asia desirable

Position Information:
Faculty position, non-tenure track. Full-time, twelve-month contract
with excellent benefits. Minimum $45,000 salary.
Rank commensurate
with experience and qualifications. Anticipated date of appointment
by Summer 2010.
The Application Process:
Applications should include: a letter addressing applicant?s
experience related to the required and preferred qualifications for
the position; a current curriculum vita; and the names, addresses,
telephone numbers and e-mail addresses of three (3) professional
references
This position is open until filled.
Review of applications begins April 1, 2010
Applications and associated materials are submitted through CAREERS at USF.
https://employment.usf.edu/applicants/jsp/shared/Welcome_css.jsp

(An Applicant Tutorial is available on this page.)
Questions regarding the application process as well as
questions about the position can be sent to
Nancy Jacobs-Dilley, HR Staff Assistant at
hr at lib.usf.edu or call (813) 974-2721.
http://hr.lib.usf.edu
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Thu Mar 4 13:51:44 2010
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura W. Carter)
Date: Thu, 4 Mar 2010 13:51:44 -0500 (EST)
Subject: [Genealib] restricting internet access software
In-Reply-To: <75E7886582E6044A970F9F0F13AECFA404571FB8@cossrv16.staunton.net>
References: <75E7886582E6044A970F9F0F13AECFA404571FB8@cossrv16.staunton.net>
Message-ID: <59748.168.12.0.21.1267728704.squirrel@mail.arlsmail.org>

Our library system as a whole uses Fortress (sp?) and is set to different
levels depending on what department (childrens', Teen, etc.)
In the
Heritage Room, we limit use for genealogy and history purposes only,
pretty much on an honor system and so far it has worked fine.? When
people are obviously using for something else, we ask them to work on
appropriate matters.
There is no software blocking access to
other sites in the Heritage room. We have 5 public access computers and
people have access to HeritageQuest Online and Ancestry Library Edition at
any internet accessible computer in the building. (In Georgia, we have
GALILEO so all public libraries have access.)
Sometimes people
do go to their email to send someone an image they got from our microfilm
or to relay something they found - we certainly do not interfere with that
.
Laura
Melissa K. Davidson wrote:
> We have
traditionally has a computer in our genealogy room which
>
researchers may use only to access Ancestry and Heritage Quest. I am
> trying to find out what programs other libraries use to limit
access to
> specific websites. We don't want folks in there on
eBay and what-not.
>
>
>
> So far we
have tried K9 and Public Web Browser. Any others?
>
>
>
> Melissa Davidson
>
> Adult Services

Librarian
>
> Staunton Public Library
>
> Staunton, VA
>
>
>
>
_______________________________________________
> genealib mailing
list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County
Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, GA 30606
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From jlyles at cvrls.net Thu Mar 4 16:35:51 2010
From: jlyles at cvrls.net (Lyles, John)
Date: Thu, 4 Mar 2010 16:35:51 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Skype as a reference tool for
Message-ID: <D82C6B08AFAA894CBF30BDE699142CC7991FAB@cvrlsmail.cvrls.net>
Anyone use Skype as a reference tool for genealogy @ their Library?
John Lyles
Archivist
Chattahoochee Valley Libraries
3000 Macon Road
Columbus, GA 31906
706-243-2681
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From bmenzel at spokanelibrary.org Thu Mar 4 20:58:29 2010
From: bmenzel at spokanelibrary.org (Becky Menzel)
Date: Thu, 4 Mar 2010 17:58:29 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Obituary fees
In-Reply-To: <FC22B5347CC8FC4E9E08BFD53903EEA08770E6@MCKMAIL2.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
References: <FC22B5347CC8FC4E9E08BFD53903EEA08770E6@MCKMAIL2.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Message-ID: <41BB8AE8466CB24996A805F02EB9D3B0020F58B9@newman.spokanelibrary.org>

I agree. This is how we do it here in Spokane and we get
rave reviews. We consider it good PR. Becky, Genealogy Librarian,
Spokane Public Library

Doing genealogy research in Washington State? Check out
http://www.digitalarchives.wa.gov <http://www.digitalarchives.wa.gov/>
for records on births, marriages, deaths and lots more.
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tracy
Luscombe
Sent: Friday, February 26, 2010 2:37 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Obituary fees

We do not charge for finding and printing obituaries for out of town
researchers. At least 90% offer to pay if there is a fee. When we tell
them we do not charge but always welcome donations those 90% make a
donation. If it's just a few pages I can scan the obituary and send it
by email attachment so there are no mailing costs involved. I find
patrons are VERY appreciative of the service and more than willing to
make a payment or donation.

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Public Library
McKinney, TX
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the
individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are
not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use,
disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on
this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in
error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and
paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please
note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility
for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any).
Thank You.
-------------- next part --------------
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From ellen at barrfinancial.com Fri Mar 5 10:17:30 2010
From: ellen at barrfinancial.com (AnnEllen Barr)
Date: Fri, 5 Mar 2010 09:17:30 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Census microfilm for the price of postage
In-Reply-To: <909BA613BFE50F4DBEE0F458192B8467754D939B@Yale2.ahml.info>
References: <909BA613BFE50F4DBEE0F458192B8467754D939B@Yale2.ahml.info>
Message-ID: <10A28ABEE486C8439945EC13BDABC85915ACC8@server1.sbs.barrnetwork.com>
To Michael Mulholland:
Please withdraw my request for the Wisconsin censuses.
accommodate them.

We cannot

Ellen Barr (Lake County IL G.S.)
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mulholland,
Michael
Sent: Wednesday, March 03, 2010 1:06 PM
To: 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] Census microfilm for the price of postage
I have several 100s of rolls of Federal census microfilm to give away.
Here is the inventory:
Indiana 1900 and 1910
Iowa 1900 and 1910
Michigan 1900 and 1910
Ohio 1900 and 1910
Wisconsin 1900 and 1910
Kentucky 1900
PLease let me know if you are interested and will pay postage.
Thanks.
Michael
Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643
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From kdr at ckls.org Fri Mar 5 12:42:12 2010
From: kdr at ckls.org (Kathy Rippel)

Date: Fri, 05 Mar 2010 11:42:12 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: [alctsdeu] Free little book
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20100305114041.027f79f0@ckls.org>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From treviawbeverly at comcast.net Fri Mar 5 13:34:02 2010
From: treviawbeverly at comcast.net (treviawbeverly)
Date: Fri, 5 Mar 2010 12:34:02 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: [alctsdeu] Free little book
In-Reply-To: <7.0.1.0.2.20100305114041.027f79f0@ckls.org>
References: <7.0.1.0.2.20100305114041.027f79f0@ckls.org>
Message-ID: <3D41E493FD684A3A877E9495E40360CB@TreviaBeverlyPC>
If no one in Maine wants it, and still available, I'd love to have it here in
Houston, Texas.
~Trevia
Trevia Wooster Beverly
----- Original Message ----From: Kathy Rippel
To: genealib at lists.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Friday, March 05, 2010 11:42 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: [alctsdeu] Free little book
This came on the duplicate exchange list and I thought someone might be
interested.
The deal is that any postage over $3 is paid by the receiver.
Kathy
From: "Robert Adams" <Robert.Adams at the-bac.edu>
To: <alctsdeu at ala.org>,
<backserv at nalist1.swets.com>
Subject: [alctsdeu] Free little book
We have for offer a free little book.
The Old Town of Berwick by Sarah Orne Jewett.
Its only 28 pages long. 1996 reprint
Priority will go to a Maine library since this is town in Maine.
Maine wants it, then it will go to the first person who responded.
Thank you.
Robert Adams
?????????????Acquisitions and Reserves Coordinator
Boston Architectural College Library
320 Newbury St.
Boston MA 02115
(617)585-0232

If no one in

Kathleen D. Rippel
Dept. Head/Consultant--Resource Sharing and Access ;
Pathfinder Central (Manager)
Central Kansas Library System
1409 Williams
Great Bend, KS 67530
(620-792-4865) phone
(800-362-2642) toll-free, KS
(620-792-5495) fax
kdr at ckls.org
***********************************************************************************
*********
I'm currently reading: Your Guide to the Federal Census for Genealogists,
Researchers, and Family Historians, by Kathleen W. Hinckley.
I'm currently listening to: War of Gifts, by Orson Scott Card.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From dbutta at glenviewpl.org Fri Mar 5 17:28:09 2010
From: dbutta at glenviewpl.org (Deena Butta)
Date: Fri, 5 Mar 2010 16:28:09 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] 2 Books for postage
Message-ID: <ED18DBF443D6E9438218EB979007524A013C3D66@gplmail.GPL.LIB>
I am offering 2 books in exchange for postage.
(These are part of "The Texians and the Texans" series, from the
University of Texas Institute of Texan Cultures at San Antonio):
"The Polish Texans" by T. Lindsay Baker, 1982
"The Greek Texans" 1994
*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``
Deena Hartray Butta
Reference Librarian
Genealogy Specialist
Glenview Public Library
1930 Glenview Rd.
Glenview IL 60025
(847) 729 7500 x152
http://www.glenviewpl.org/genearesources.htm
http://www.gplgenealogy.blogspot.com/

From Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov Sat Mar 6 08:26:19 2010
From: Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov (Carol Anderson)
Date: Sat, 6 Mar 2010 08:26:19 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Passenger List Notations
Message-ID: <20100306132621.93C0A1B580DB@mailman.forest.usf.edu>
Dear David,
I am very grateful for the JewishGen link you sent me via the list. It is
chock-full of information about ship manifests! Unfortunately, it does not address
notations in the destination column. Does anyone have any other suggestions or
ideas? These notations (i.e. "2-3") only appear for some of the first and second
class passengers, not for steerage.
Carol Anderson
Adult Services Librarian
Leesburg Public Library
100 East Main Street
Leesburg, FL 34748
Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov<mailto:Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov>
________________________________
Please Note: Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written
communications to or from government officials regarding government business are
public records available to the public and media upon request. Your e-mail
communications may therefore be subject to public disclosure.
Think before you print.
From DougB81042 at aol.com Sat Mar 6 12:32:38 2010
From: DougB81042 at aol.com (DougB81042 at aol.com)
Date: Sat, 6 Mar 2010 12:32:38 EST
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 78, Issue 5--manifest question
Message-ID: <52387.42e2c09a.38c3ebb6@aol.com>
In a message dated 3/6/2010 12:00:28 PM Eastern Standard Time,
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu writes:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Dear David,
I am very grateful for the JewishGen link you sent me via the list. It
is chock-full of information about ship manifests! Unfortunately, it does
not address notations in the destination column. Does anyone have any
other suggestions or ideas? These notations (i.e. "2-3") only appear for some
of the first and second class passengers, not for steerage.
Carol Anderson
Adult Services Librarian

Carol
APG(Association of Professional Genealogist) has a public list which you
may join and the post queries and comments.
Suggest you do that and provide the link to the record you have the
question about and see if they can help. They are quite helpful on many items like
this. If you would prefer not to post to the list send me the info and I
will as I am a member of thelist.
Douglas Burnett
Satellite Beach

FL
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From kspeaks at pacbell.net Sat Mar 6 21:43:21 2010
From: kspeaks at pacbell.net (Kay Speaks)
Date: Sat, 6 Mar 2010 18:43:21 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] birth location [Becky Menzel - lot of good info for
your patron]
In-Reply-To: <C21A5500-5705-4CEE-AE42-944BE49141EF@yahoo.com>
References: <AE4ED41EA3EB5E42977EDE38629A9104F49ED860@03s-exch01.nngov.local>
<41BB8AE8466CB24996A805F02EB9D3B0020F57CB@newman.spokanelibrary.org>
<C21A5500-5705-4CEE-AE42-944BE49141EF@yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <037601cabd9f$f4edb7f0$dec927d0$@net>
Becky,

Please contact me off-line at the e-mail address below if you can't find the
information below. All was I have found much information for your patron. I
am going on travel in a few days so will provide information in case we
don't connect. I apologize to others on the list for the length of this
e-mail.

The surname you should be researching is D'Aquila (Daquila), not
'Paquilla/Paquila'. Among other records that I have located for Nick and
Filomena, is Nick's U.S. Naturalization (Declaration of Intention & Petition
for Naturalization), indicating Nick was born 18 March 1882, Vinchiature,
[Molise], Italy. Family is living in Hillyard, WA. He emigrated from Naples,
Italy on 1 Sep 1903, on the vessel Cambroman at the port of Boston, MA on 22
Sep 1903. Wife is Filomena, b. 8 Feb 1882, Vinchiaturo, Italy. Four
children:
.
Seattle]

Joseph b. 27 Mar 1904, Vinchiaturo, Italy [SSDI d. 21 Dec 1988,

.

Mary b. 7 Feb 1907, Vinchiaturo, Italy

.

Rosy (adopted), b. 2 Jan 1915, Spokane, WA

.
John, b. 9 Nov 1919, Spokane, WA [SSDI d. 19 Aug 2004,
Westminister, CA]
Ancestry.com | U.S. Naturalization Records | Original Documents | 1795-1972
| Nick Daquila | Washington | District Court | Petition and record, 1922 |
#3649-3733 | Image 112 (Ancestry link); locality court Spokane, WA, District
Court; Title: Naturalization Records of the U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of Washington, 1890-1972; Petition and record, 1922,
#3649-3733; Series: M1541.

There appears to be other family in the same area. There is another

Declaration of Intention for Nicola Daguila, aged "26" years, born in the
same location on 13 Mar 1882 with a different street address, same vessel.
Different handwriting, etc.

1920 - Census you found using Paquila in Seattle area of Washington State.
As the vessel arrived in Port of Boston, MA could the NS we saw on the
census record be Nova Scotia?

Name variations observed: Aquila, Daquila, D'Aquila, Dell'Aquila, Paquila,
Paquilla
Sites Used: Ancestry.com, FamilySearch, Footnote

Kay Speaks | Study Group Chair
Livermore-Amador Genealogical Society
www.L-AGS.org
kspeaks at pacbell.net

On Jan 5, 2010, at 2:27 PM, Becky Menzel wrote:

I am trying to help someone who is working off a census record
that lists the birth of several children of Italian descent as Am. N. Scia
or Am. W. Scia. It is in the 1920 census for Spokane, WA and the two
families are the Nick Paquilla family and the Tony Venditto family. Does
anyone recognize this location? Becky, Genealogy Librarian, Spokane Public
Library
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From joe at genesearch.com Sun Mar 7 12:44:00 2010
From: joe at genesearch.com (Joe)
Date: Sun, 7 Mar 2010 10:44:00 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Online Death Indexes Website - Updates
Message-ID: <a45aa18f1003070944lecc3f54uf3721ad0cc131862@mail.gmail.com>
Hello All,
The Online Searchable Death Indexes Directory has been updated with

new links. You can see a list of the new additions here:
http://genrootsblog.blogspot.com/2010/03/online-death-indexes-and-recordslatest.html
Or:
http://bit.ly/a2KIqW
Thank you.
Regards,
Joe
-Online Searchable Death Indexes & Records
http://www.deathindexes.com/
From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Mon Mar 8 10:16:29 2010
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Mon, 8 Mar 2010 09:16:29 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] birth location
In-Reply-To: <037601cabd9f$f4edb7f0$dec927d0$@net>
References: <AE4ED41EA3EB5E42977EDE38629A9104F49ED860@03s-exch01.nngov.local>
<41BB8AE8466CB24996A805F02EB9D3B0020F57CB@newman.spokanelibrary.org><C21A5500-57054CEE-AE42-944BE49141EF@yahoo.com>
<037601cabd9f$f4edb7f0$dec927d0$@net>
Message-ID: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB940393A576@magneto.wals.local>
Becky,

I looked at this on Ancestry, and as I see it, N. S. is written over the
top of the census taker's first record, which appears to be "amercia,"
his misspelling of America.
See line 47 when he records someone's
language as Amercian!
Which doesn't answer what N. S. stands
for-unless he's really misspelling United States!

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985
"History is where the evidence leads us; heritage is what we choose to
remember and celebrate." Edward T. Linenthal, May 2005
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kay Speaks
Sent: Saturday, March 06, 2010 8:43 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] birth location [Becky Menzel - lot of good info
foryour patron]

Becky,

Please contact me off-line at the e-mail address below if you can't find
the information below. All was I have found much information for your
patron. I am going on travel in a few days so will provide information
in case we don't connect. I apologize to others on the list for the
length of this e-mail.

The surname you should be researching is D'Aquila (Daquila), not
'Paquilla/Paquila'. Among other records that I have located for Nick and
Filomena, is Nick's U.S. Naturalization (Declaration of Intention &
Petition for Naturalization), indicating Nick was born 18 March 1882,
Vinchiature, [Molise], Italy. Family is living in Hillyard, WA. He
emigrated from Naples, Italy on 1 Sep 1903, on the vessel Cambroman at
the port of Boston, MA on 22 Sep 1903. Wife is Filomena, b. 8 Feb 1882,
Vinchiaturo, Italy. Four children:
*
Joseph b. 27 Mar 1904, Vinchiaturo, Italy [SSDI d. 21 Dec
1988, Seattle]
*

Mary b. 7 Feb 1907, Vinchiaturo, Italy

*

Rosy (adopted), b. 2 Jan 1915, Spokane, WA

*
John, b. 9 Nov 1919, Spokane, WA [SSDI d. 19 Aug 2004,
Westminister, CA]
Ancestry.com | U.S. Naturalization Records | Original Documents |
1795-1972 | Nick Daquila | Washington | District Court | Petition and
record, 1922 | #3649-3733 | Image 112 (Ancestry link); locality court
Spokane, WA, District Court; Title: Naturalization Records of the U.S.
District Court for the Eastern District of Washington, 1890-1972;
Petition and record, 1922, #3649-3733; Series: M1541.

There appears to be other family in the same area. There is another
Declaration of Intention for Nicola Daguila, aged "26" years, born in
the same location on 13 Mar 1882 with a different street address, same
vessel. Different handwriting, etc.

1920 - Census you found using Paquila in Seattle area of Washington
State. As the vessel arrived in Port of Boston, MA could the NS we saw
on the census record be Nova Scotia?

Name variations observed: Aquila, Daquila, D'Aquila, Dell'Aquila,
Paquila, Paquilla
Sites Used: Ancestry.com, FamilySearch, Footnote

Kay Speaks | Study Group Chair
Livermore-Amador Genealogical Society
www.L-AGS.org
kspeaks at pacbell.net

On Jan 5, 2010, at 2:27 PM, Becky Menzel wrote:

I am trying to help someone who is working off a census
record that lists the birth of several children of Italian descent as
Am. N. Scia or Am. W. Scia. It is in the 1920 census for Spokane, WA
and the two families are the Nick Paquilla family and the Tony Venditto
family. Does anyone recognize this location? Becky, Genealogy
Librarian, Spokane Public Library
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From treviawbeverly at comcast.net Mon Mar 8 12:05:42 2010
From: treviawbeverly at comcast.net (treviawbeverly)
Date: Mon, 8 Mar 2010 11:05:42 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] TEXAS GENEALOGY CONFERENCE
Message-ID: <4A67C39879CF48E6B5E0BF6BD3429C60@TreviaBeverlyPC>
If you've never attended, give it a good thought! Meet book vendors, speakers, and
network with other "professionals" while meeting a lot of great family
genealogists/historians.
We are pleased to announce the 14th annual Angelina College Genealogy Conference.
July 15-17, 2010 in Lufkin, Texas..
This year's featured speakers will be BARBARA BRIXEY WYLIE and her husband, JOHN
VINCENT WYLIE.
Along with other speakers, attendees will have over 24 sessions to choose from.
Note the two optional all-day Thursday workshops - especially the land workshop by
KELVIN MEYERS, which is a hands-on session limited to 25 people (early registration
is recommended if you want to get in this one!).
Vendors will be on hand with books, etc.
Note the research possibilities for before and after the Conference - come early
and stay late.

Check out the website at http://www.angelina.edu/genealogy/genealogy.html
Comments or questions, please contact me.
~ Trevia
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
713.864-6862
treviawbeverly at comcast.net
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From spellegr at rcls.org Mon Mar 8 12:10:25 2010
From: spellegr at rcls.org (Sally Pellegrini - NWC)
Date: Mon, 8 Mar 2010 12:10:25 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] TEXAS GENEALOGY CONFERENCE
Message-ID: <1525a3f4$d51b46e$3b99df3$@com>
Actually I don't think I got the notice- I wonder if any of those
recruiters from the religious groups would be there for spinster
librarians? fresh meat.
Sally Pellegrini
New City Library
spellegr at rcls.org
845-634-4997 ext 139
---------------------------------------From: "treviawbeverly" <treviawbeverly at comcast.net>
Sent: Monday, March 08, 2010 12:07 PM
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] TEXAS GENEALOGY CONFERENCE

If you've never attended, give it a good
thought! Meet book vendors, speakers, and network with other
"professionals" while meeting a lot of great family
genealogists/historians.
We are pleased to announce the
14th annual Angelina College Genealogy Conference.
July 15-17, 2010 in
Lufkin, Texas..

This year's featured speakers will be BARBARA
BRIXEY WYLIE and her husband, JOHN VINCENT WYLIE.
Along with other speakers, attendees will
have over 24 sessions to choose from.
Note the two optional all-day Thursday workshops especially the land workshop by KELVIN MEYERS, which is a hands-on session
limited to 25 people (early registration is recommended if you want to get
in
this one!).
Vendors will be on hand with books,
etc.
Note the research possibilities for before and
after the Conference - come early and stay late.
Check out the website at http://www.angelina.edu/genealogy/genealogy.html
Comments or questions, please contact
me.
~ Trevia
Trevia Wooster
Beverly
Houston, Texas
713.864-6862
treviawbeverly at comcast.net
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From Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov Mon Mar 8 13:39:16 2010
From: Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov (Carol Anderson)
Date: Mon, 8 Mar 2010 13:39:16 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Manifest List and APG
Message-ID: <20100308183917.60D4C1B5807A@mailman.forest.usf.edu>
Doug,
Thank you so much for this information! I did not realize that the APG list
was a public list that we could use without being APG members. I have registered
and will post my question to them. I appreciate your guidance!
Carol Anderson
Adult Services Librarian
Leesburg Public Library
100 East Main Street
Leesburg, FL 34748
Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov<mailto:Carol.Anderson at leesburgflorida.gov>
________________________________
Please Note: Florida has a very broad public records law. Most written
communications to or from government officials regarding government business are
public records available to the public and media upon request. Your e-mail
communications may therefore be subject to public disclosure.

Think before you print.
From mrarchive at aol.com Mon Mar 8 13:49:36 2010
From: mrarchive at aol.com (mrarchive at aol.com)
Date: Mon, 08 Mar 2010 13:49:36 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] birth location
In-Reply-To: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB940393A576@magneto.wals.local>
References: <AE4ED41EA3EB5E42977EDE38629A9104F49ED860@03s-exch01.nngov.local>
<41BB8AE8466CB24996A805F02EB9D3B0020F57CB@newman.spokanelibrary.org><C21A5500-57054CEE-AE42-944BE49141EF@yahoo.com><037601cabd9f$f4edb7f0$dec927d0$@net>
<9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB940393A576@magneto.wals.local>
Message-ID: <8CC8D073BDAA6D0-C8C-A9E@webmail-m083.sysops.aol.com>

N.S. NOVA SCOTIA AND THEY SPEAK ENGLISH THERE...
STSEAMES

-----Original Message----From: Mara Munroe <Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Mon, Mar 8, 2010 10:16 am
Subject: [Genealib] birth location

Becky,
I looked at this on Ancestry, and as I seeit, N. S. is written over the top of the
census taker?s first record,which appears to be ?amercia,? his misspelling of
America.
See line 47 when herecords someone?s language as Amercian!
Which
doesn?t answerwhat N. S. stands for?unless he?s really misspelling United States!

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh PublicLibrary
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985
?History is where the evidence leads us; heritage is what we choose toremember and
celebrate.? Edward T. Linenthal, May 2005

From:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu[mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kay Speaks
Sent: Saturday, March 06, 20108:43 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] birthlocation [Becky Menzel - lot of good info foryour
patron]

Becky,
Please contact meoff-line at the e-mail address below if you can?t find the
informationbelow. All was I have found much information for your patron. I am
goingon travel in a few days so will provide information in case we don?tconnect. I
apologize to others on the list for the length of this e-mail.
The surname youshould be researching is D?Aquila (Daquila), not
?Paquilla/Paquila?.Among other records that I have located for Nick and Filomena,
is Nick?sU.S. Naturalization (Declaration of Intention & Petition
forNaturalization), indicating Nick was born 18 March 1882, Vinchiature, [Molise],
Italy.Family is living in Hillyard, WA. He emigrated from Naples, Italyon 1 Sep
1903, on the vessel Cambroman at the port of Boston,MA on 22 Sep 1903. Wife is
Filomena, b. 8 Feb 1882, Vinchiaturo, Italy.Four children:
?
Josephb. 27 Mar 1904, Vinchiaturo, Italy [SSDI d. 21 Dec 1988, Seattle]
?
Maryb. 7 Feb 1907, Vinchiaturo, Italy
?
Rosy(adopted), b. 2 Jan 1915, Spokane, WA
?
John,b. 9 Nov 1919, Spokane, WA[SSDI d. 19 Aug 2004, Westminister, CA]
Ancestry.com | U.S.Naturalization Records | Original Documents | 1795-1972 | Nick
Daquila |Washington | District Court | Petition and record, 1922 | #3649-3733 |
Image112 (Ancestry link); locality court Spokane, WA, District Court;
Title:Naturalization Records of the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District
ofWashington, 1890-1972; Petition and record, 1922, #3649-3733; Series: M1541.
There appears to beother family in the same area. There is another Declaration of
Intention forNicola Daguila, aged ?26? years, born in the same location on13 Mar
1882 with a different street address, same vessel. Differenthandwriting, etc.
1920 ? Censusyou found using Paquila in Seattle area of Washington State. As the
vessel arrived in Port of Boston, MA couldthe NS we saw on the census record be
Nova Scotia?
Name variationsobserved: Aquila, Daquila, D?Aquila,Dell?Aquila, Paquila, Paquilla
Sites Used:Ancestry.com, FamilySearch, Footnote
Kay Speaks | StudyGroup Chair
Livermore-AmadorGenealogical Society
www.L-AGS.org
kspeaks at pacbell.net

On Jan 5, 2010, at 2:27 PM, Becky Menzel wrote:
I am trying to help someone who is working off a census record that
lists thebirth of several children of Italian descent as Am. N. Scia or Am. W.Scia.
It is in the 1920 census for Spokane, WA and the two families are theNick Paquilla
family and the Tony Venditto family. Does anyone recognizethis location? Becky,
Genealogy Librarian, Spokane Public Library

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list

genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From sueze at embarqmail.com Mon Mar 8 11:54:01 2010
From: sueze at embarqmail.com (Sue Zellers)
Date: Mon, 08 Mar 2010 11:54:01 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Do you allow patrons that come to your library bring
their own scanner?
Message-ID: <4B952BA9.7060406@embarqmail.com>
I am working on a new policy for our genealogy library on the use of
personal cameras and personal scanners. I have all the input you gave on
camera use, thank you very much, but now I am looking for how you handle
personal scanners. Do you allow patrons to set up their computer and
scanner and then scan what every they are looking for? Does your library
have a scanner policy?
Sue Zellers
Librarian
Kosciusko County Historical Society Genealogy Library
Warsaw, IN
http://www.ingenweb.org/inkosciusko/
From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Mon Mar 8 14:08:53 2010
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Mon, 8 Mar 2010 14:08:53 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Do you allow patrons that come to your library
bring their own scanner?
In-Reply-To: <4B952BA9.7060406@embarqmail.com>
Message-ID:
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE41D25686AF4@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
The two go hand in hand. We do not allow scanners for the same reasons we do not
allow cameras, with the added factor that pressing a book on a flatbed scanner, or
pressing an open book flat to use a handheld scanner, can damage the spine and
needs to be done carefully--or not at all, a judgement we want the staff to make,
not the patron.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sue Zellers
Sent: Monday, March 08, 2010 11:54 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu

Subject: [Genealib] Do you allow patrons that come to your library bring their own
scanner?
I am working on a new policy for our genealogy library on the use of
personal cameras and personal scanners. I have all the input you gave on
camera use, thank you very much, but now I am looking for how you handle
personal scanners. Do you allow patrons to set up their computer and
scanner and then scan what every they are looking for? Does your library
have a scanner policy?
Sue Zellers
Librarian
Kosciusko County Historical Society Genealogy Library
Warsaw, IN
http://www.ingenweb.org/inkosciusko/
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From mmemouse at rogers.com Mon Mar 8 16:52:28 2010
From: mmemouse at rogers.com (Marcia G Kennedy)
Date: Mon, 8 Mar 2010 13:52:28 -0800 (PST)
Subject: [Genealib] birth location
In-Reply-To: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB940393A576@magneto.wals.local>
Message-ID: <40794.5648.qm@web88106.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Could the 'N' in NS actually be a poorly written 'U' meaning US?? I know my
grandfather's handwriting from c1900, and his Ns really DID look like Us. His
middle name was Nelson, which he regularly used as his professional name, so I've
come across it often.
Marcia Kennedy
Guelph ON
--- On Mon, 3/8/10, Mara Munroe <Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org> wrote:
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From: Mara Munroe <Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org>
Subject: [Genealib] birth location
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Monday, March 8, 2010, 10:16 AM
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Becky,

?
I looked at
this on Ancestry, and as I see
it, N. S. is written over the top of? the census
taker?s first record,
which appears to be ?amercia,? his misspelling
of
America . ???See line 47 when he
records someone?s language as Amercian!?
??Which doesn?t answer
what N. S. stands for?unless he?s really
misspelling
United States ! ??
?
?

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public
Library
Oshkosh WI
54901-4985

?History is where the evidence leads us; heritage is
what we choose to
remember and celebrate.?? Edward T. Linenthal,
May 2005
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From:
genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kay Speaks
Sent:
Saturday, March 06, 2010
8:43 PM
To: '
Librarians
Serving Genealogists '
Subject: Re:
[Genealib] birth
location [Becky Menzel - lot of good info foryour
patron]

?
Becky,

?
Please
contact me
off-line at the e-mail address below if you can?t
find the information
below. All was ?I have found much information for your
patron. I am going
on travel in a few days so will provide information in case
we don?t
connect. I apologize to others on the list for the length
of this e-mail.
?
The
surname you
should be researching is D?Aquila (Daquila), not
?Paquilla/Paquila?.
Among other records that I have located for Nick and
Filomena, is Nick?s
U.S. Naturalization (Declaration of Intention &
Petition for
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Naturalization), indicating Nick was born 18 March 1882,
Vinchiature, [
Molise ], Italy .
Family is living in Hillyard ,
WA . He emigrated from
Naples , Italy
on 1 Sep 1903, on the vessel Cambroman at the
port of Boston ,
MA on 22 Sep 1903. Wife is Filomena, b. 8 Feb 1882,
Vinchiaturo , Italy .
Four children:
?????????
Joseph
b. 27 Mar 1904, Vinchiaturo ,
Italy [SSDI d. 21 Dec 1988,
Seattle ]
?????????
Mary
b. 7 Feb 1907, Vinchiaturo ,
Italy
?????????
Rosy
(adopted), b. 2 Jan 1915, Spokane ,
WA
?????????
John,
b. 9 Nov 1919, Spokane , WA
[SSDI d. 19 Aug 2004, Westminister ,
CA ]
Ancestry.com
| U.S.
Naturalization Records | Original Documents | 1795-1972 |
Nick Daquila |
Washington | District Court | Petition and record, 1922 |
#3649-3733 | Image
112 (Ancestry link); locality court Spokane, WA, District
Court; Title:
Naturalization Records of the U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of
Washington, 1890-1972; Petition and record, 1922,
#3649-3733; Series: M1541.
?
There
appears to be
other family in the same area. There is another Declaration
of Intention for
Nicola Daguila, aged ?26? years, born ?in
the same location on
13 Mar 1882 with a different street address, same vessel.
Different
handwriting, etc.
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?
1920
? Census
you found using Paquila in Seattle area of
Washington
State . As the vessel arrived in
Port of Boston , MA could
the NS we saw on the census record be Nova
Scotia ?
?
Name
variations
observed: Aquila , Daquila, D?Aquila,
Dell?Aquila, Paquila, Paquilla
Sites
Used:
Ancestry.com, FamilySearch, Footnote
?
Kay
Speaks | Study
Group Chair
Livermore-Amador
Genealogical Society
www.L-AGS.org
kspeaks at pacbell.net

?
?

On Jan 5, 2010, at 2:27 PM, Becky Menzel
wrote:

?
???????????

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I am trying to help someone who is working off a census
record that lists the
birth of several children of Italian descent as Am. N. Scia
or Am. W.
Scia.? It is in the 1920 census for Spokane ,
WA and the two families are the
Nick Paquilla family and the Tony Venditto family.?
Does anyone recognize
this location?? Becky, Genealogy Librarian,
Spokane Public Library
?

?

-----Inline Attachment Follows----_______________________________________________
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genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
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From Laura.Wickstead at roanokeva.gov Mon Mar 8 18:39:38 2010
From: Laura.Wickstead at roanokeva.gov (Laura.Wickstead at roanokeva.gov)
Date: Mon, 8 Mar 2010 18:39:38 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] WI journals & GA/FL maps to good home
Message-ID: <OF8E0EEBCF.8BF0E35E-ON852576E0.00811BDF852576E0.0081E1AC@roanokeva.gov>
Free for the cost of shipping.
Please reply to directly to varoom at roanokeva.gov
Wisconsin Magazine of History, 1952-1955 (Vol. 35 no.4 - V. 38 n.2), 1955 1956 (V. 38 n.4 - V. 39 n.2),1956 - 1957 (V. 39 n.4 -V. 41 n.1), 1958 1960 (V. 41 n.2 - v. 43 n.3)
The Society (1954). Proceedings: One hundred and eighth year of the state
historical society of Wisconsin. 48 pgs.
MAP. U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey (1942). Georgia Intracoastal
waterway, Johnson Creek to Brunswick River. No.840. 30" h x 24"w
MAP. U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey (1942). Georgia - Florida Intracoastal
waterway, Brunswick River to Nassau Sound. No. 841. 30"h x24"w
Laura

Wickstead

Laura S. Wickstead, MLS
Virginia Room Librarian
Roanoke Public Libraries
706 S. Jefferson St.
Roanoke, VA 24016
PH: 540-853-2073
From stephanie.weiner1 at gmail.com Mon Mar 8 19:29:47 2010
From: stephanie.weiner1 at gmail.com (Stephanie Weiner)
Date: Mon, 8 Mar 2010 16:29:47 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] 2010 Census
Message-ID: <2194b5f91003081629h597eaa87r7987d178a30235a4@mail.gmail.com>
Greetings, folks,
I have just received my census form for 2010, and it raises several issues
in my mind:
1) The form stipulates only that Person 1 must be an adult ? not necessarily
?head of household.? This may be a problem for genealogists in future times.
2) The form contains space for 6 full responses. Should there be 7 or more
persons residing at that address, the Census Bureau indicates that it ?may?
telephone for additional information. If complete information is not
gathered for persons 7+, there may not be an indication of their precise
relationship to Person 1, as the form itself asks only if Persons 7+ are
?related to Person 1.?
3) Even if the Census Bureau telephones and gathers the additional
information, how is that information to be preserved? If only the original
paper forms are scanned, what happens to the additional information for
Persons 7 and following? This is of especial interest in regards to the
relationship between Person 1 and Persons 7+.
If you belong to a genealogical society or organization, you may want to
bring this to the members' attention.
Stephanie Weiner
Reference Librarian
San Diego, CA
stephanie.weiner1 at gmail.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100308/4224a196/
attachment.html
From llandis at starklibrary.org Tue Mar 9 08:44:29 2010
From: llandis at starklibrary.org (Lauren Landis)
Date: Tue, 9 Mar 2010 08:44:29 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Stark Co., OH, Cemetery Locations Map
In-Reply-To: <mailman.5.1268067602.16428.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.5.1268067602.16428.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <D67A7DB159F2BD489394F763E46BBFEF04491CADC3@mail.scdl.local>
Hi everyone. Just an FYI to tell you that there is now a map of the cemetery
locations in Stark County, Ohio, on Google Maps. The link is:

http://maps.google.com/maps/ms?
ie=UTF8&hl=en&msa=0&msid=109369303045884511379.000480eaa6d48db1d60c8&z=9
There are over 200 locations mapped, so it can take a while to load, even with high
speed. Please be patient. I welcome your comments, especially if they are good
<grin>.
Sincerely,
Miss Lauren K. Landis, Genealogy Division Mgr.
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. North
Canton, OH? 44702-1080
Phone: (330) 452-0665, ext. 2769
Email: llandis at starklibrary.org
?
"No single drop of rain thinks it is responsible for the flood."

--Anonymous

From jherman148 at aol.com Tue Mar 9 08:09:12 2010
From: jherman148 at aol.com (jherman148 at aol.com)
Date: Tue, 09 Mar 2010 08:09:12 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] birth location
In-Reply-To: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB940393A576@magneto.wals.local>
References: <AE4ED41EA3EB5E42977EDE38629A9104F49ED860@03s-exch01.nngov.local>
<41BB8AE8466CB24996A805F02EB9D3B0020F57CB@newman.spokanelibrary.org><C21A5500-57054CEE-AE42-944BE49141EF@yahoo.com><037601cabd9f$f4edb7f0$dec927d0$@net>
<9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB940393A576@magneto.wals.local>
Message-ID: <8CC8DA0D88B6CAD-2118-A1EF@webmail-d027.sysops.aol.com>
Could N.S stand for Nova Scotia?

-----Original Message----From: Mara Munroe <Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Mon, Mar 8, 2010 10:16 am
Subject: [Genealib] birth location

Becky,
?
I looked at this on Ancestry, and as I see it, N. S. is written over
the top of? the census taker?s first record, which appears to be
?amercia,? his misspelling of America. ???See line 47 when he records
someone?s language as Amercian!? ??Which doesn?t answer what N. S.
stands for?unless he?s really misspelling United States! ??
?
?
Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985
?History is where the evidence leads us; heritage is what we choose to

remember and celebrate.?? Edward T. Linenthal, May 2005
-----------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Kay Speaks
Sent: Saturday, March 06, 2010 8:43 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] birth location [Becky Menzel - lot of good info
foryour patron]
?
Becky,
?
Please contact me off-line at the e-mail address below if you can?t
find the information below. All was ?I have found much information for
your patron. I am going on travel in a few days so will provide
information in case we don?t connect. I apologize to others on the list
for the length of this e-mail.
?
The surname you should be researching is D?Aquila (Daquila), not
?Paquilla/Paquila?. Among other records that I have located for Nick
and Filomena, is Nick?s U.S. Naturalization (Declaration of Intention &
Petition for Naturalization), indicating Nick was born 18 March 1882,
Vinchiature, [Molise], Italy. Family is living in Hillyard, WA. He
emigrated from Naples, Italy on 1 Sep 1903, on the vessel Cambroman at
the port of Boston, MA on 22 Sep 1903. Wife is Filomena, b. 8 Feb 1882,
Vinchiaturo, Italy. Four children:
????????? Joseph b. 27 Mar 1904, Vinchiaturo, Italy [SSDI d. 21 Dec
1988, Seattle]
????????? Mary b. 7 Feb 1907, Vinchiaturo, Italy
????????? Rosy (adopted), b. 2 Jan 1915, Spokane, WA
????????? John, b. 9 Nov 1919, Spokane, WA [SSDI d. 19 Aug 2004,
Westminister, CA]
Ancestry.com | U.S. Naturalization Records | Original Documents |
1795-1972 | Nick Daquila | Washington | District Court | Petition and
record, 1922 | #3649-3733 | Image 112 (Ancestry link); locality court
Spokane, WA, District Court; Title: Naturalization Records of the U.S.
District Court for the Eastern District of Washington, 1890-1972;
Petition and record, 1922, #3649-3733; Series: M1541.
?
There appears to be other family in the same area. There is another
Declaration of Intention for Nicola Daguila, aged ?26? years, born ?in
the same location on 13 Mar 1882 with a different street address, same
vessel. Different handwriting, etc.
?
1920 ? Census you found using Paquila in Seattle area of Washington
State. As the vessel arrived in Port of Boston, MA could the NS we saw
on the census record be Nova Scotia?
?
Name variations observed: Aquila, Daquila, D?Aquila, Dell?Aquila,
Paquila, Paquilla
Sites Used: Ancestry.com, FamilySearch, Footnote
?
Kay Speaks | Study Group Chair
Livermore-Amador Genealogical Society
www.L-AGS.org
kspeaks at pacbell.net

?
?
On Jan 5, 2010, at 2:27 PM, Becky Menzel wrote:
?
??????????? I am trying to help someone who is working off a census
record that lists the birth of several children of Italian descent as
Am. N. Scia or Am. W. Scia.? It is in the 1920 census for Spokane, WA
and the two families are the Nick Paquilla family and the Tony Venditto
family.? Does anyone recognize this location?? Becky, Genealogy
Librarian, Spokane Public Library
?
?
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From mccartj at halifax.ca Tue Mar 9 09:37:38 2010
From: mccartj at halifax.ca (Joanne McCarthy)
Date: Tue, 09 Mar 2010 10:37:38 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Skype as a reference tool for
In-Reply-To: <D82C6B08AFAA894CBF30BDE699142CC7991FAB@cvrlsmail.cvrls.net>
References: <D82C6B08AFAA894CBF30BDE699142CC7991FAB@cvrlsmail.cvrls.net>
Message-ID: <4B9624FA.E772.006D.0@halifax.ca>
Hi John,
have you gotten many responses about your Skype query? We don't use it at the
Reference desk, but our patrons use it from their laptops.
Joanne
Joanne McCarthy
Local History and Genealogy Librarian
Spring Garden Road Memorial Public Library-Reference Department
5381 Spring Garden Road
Halifax, Nova Scotia
B3J 1E9
902-490-5813 (phone)
902-490-5746 (fax)
http://www.halifaxpubliclibraries.ca
>>> "Lyles, John" <jlyles at cvrls.net> 3/4/2010 5:35 PM >>>
Anyone use Skype as a reference tool for genealogy @ their Library?
John Lyles
Archivist
Chattahoochee Valley Libraries
3000 Macon Road
Columbus, GA 31906
706-243-2681

From dplind at dpl.lib.in.us Tue Mar 9 10:10:55 2010
From: dplind at dpl.lib.in.us (Cindy Rutledge)
Date: Tue, 9 Mar 2010 10:10:55 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Footnote.com printing problems
Message-ID: <DEF359EB57CF0446A6C094D9528A73202DEB251F@DPLDC1.dpldc1.dpl.lib.in.us>
Hello,
Recently our Footnote.com subscription has changed and is now being managed by
EBSCO. We are able to access the images but we are unable to print, download or
share the images. I was wondering if other libraries were having the same problem?
Thanks,
Cindy Rutledge
Indiana Room
Danville Public Library
101 S. Indiana St.
Danville, IN 46122
dplind at dpl.lib.in.us
317-745-2604
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100309/9eed727c/
attachment.html
From cheryls at plano.gov Tue Mar 9 11:04:47 2010
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Tue, 9 Mar 2010 10:04:47 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Footnote.com printing problems
In-Reply-To: <DEF359EB57CF0446A6C094D9528A73202DEB251F@DPLDC1.dpldc1.dpl.lib.in.us>
References: <DEF359EB57CF0446A6C094D9528A73202DEB251F@DPLDC1.dpldc1.dpl.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <AA466D01131B0345810AF398BBB5C9BF01D57D2B@ISMB07.city.plano.gov>
We are having the same problem.
with a new update.

They say it will be fixed in mid March

Cheryl Smith
Senior Public Services Librarian
Genealogy, Local History, Texana, and Archives
2501 Coit Rd.
Plano, TX

75075

972-769-4240
cheryls at plano.gov

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cindy
Rutledge
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2010 9:11 AM
To: Genealib (genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu)
Subject: [Genealib] Footnote.com printing problems

Hello,
Recently our Footnote.com subscription has changed and is now being
managed by EBSCO. We are able to access the images but we are unable to
print, download or share the images. I was wondering if other libraries
were having the same problem?
Thanks,

Cindy Rutledge
Indiana Room
Danville Public Library
101 S. Indiana St.
Danville, IN

46122

dplind at dpl.lib.in.us
317-745-2604

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100309/
ae218022/attachment.html
From nross at bryantx.gov Tue Mar 9 12:23:58 2010
From: nross at bryantx.gov (Ross, Nancy M)
Date: Tue, 9 Mar 2010 11:23:58 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Footnote.com printing problems
In-Reply-To: <DEF359EB57CF0446A6C094D9528A73202DEB251F@DPLDC1.dpldc1.dpl.lib.in.us>
References: <DEF359EB57CF0446A6C094D9528A73202DEB251F@DPLDC1.dpldc1.dpl.lib.in.us>
Message-ID: <E4ADEE76C20D1D45A83A539098F8ACA012D4561E@COBMAIL.cobnet.org>
All,
The Carnegie History Center in Bryan, Texas, is having no
problems...thank goodness! I have been working with a patron with a
common name in our county...no more problems desired.

Nancy M Ross
Carnegie Librarian
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100309/
ba122127/attachment.html
From daysa at oplin.org Tue Mar 9 12:43:25 2010
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Tue, 9 Mar 2010 12:43:25 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] 2010 Census
References: <2194b5f91003081629h597eaa87r7987d178a30235a4@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <A2A5BBB760D54C909BEBE06DF9CCF4DE@Ohio>
I have more info to add on this topic. At our public library there is a Census
enumerator stationed here on a daily basis. I just spoke with her she stated that
the following is the procedure for mailing of the census form.
They are mailing letters to all households stating the form is being mailed
seperately. The form is then mailed and needs to be returned by April 1 2010 which
is Census Day. If it is not returned they will mail a second form. If that one is
not returned they will send a census enumerator to the household. I was also told
that SOME households will receive a long form instead but she was not certain how
that was determined.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville OH
----- Original Message ----From: Stephanie Weiner
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Monday, March 08, 2010 7:29 PM
Subject: [Genealib] 2010 Census
Greetings, folks,
I have just received my census form for 2010, and it raises several issues in my
mind:
1) The form stipulates only that Person 1 must be an adult ? not necessarily ?
head of household.? This may be a problem for genealogists in future times.
2) The form contains space for 6 full responses. Should there be 7 or more
persons residing at that address, the Census Bureau indicates that it ?may?
telephone for additional information. If complete information is not gathered for
persons 7+, there may not be an indication of their precise relationship to Person
1, as the form itself asks only if Persons 7+ are ?related to Person 1.?
3) Even if the Census Bureau telephones and gathers the additional information,
how is that information to be preserved? If only the original paper forms are
scanned, what happens to the additional information for Persons 7 and following?
This is of especial interest in regards to the relationship between Person 1 and
Persons 7+.

If you belong to a genealogical society or organization, you may want to bring
this to the members' attention.
Stephanie Weiner
Reference Librarian
San Diego, CA
stephanie.weiner1 at gmail.com
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org Tue Mar 9 15:53:41 2010
From: Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org (Naukam, Larry)
Date: Tue, 9 Mar 2010 15:53:41 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Do you allow patrons that come to your library to
bring their own scanner?
In-Reply-To: <mailman.3.1268154003.21395.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.3.1268154003.21395.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0C6A10A4@rplexch1.rpl.org>
We do not allow this for the reasons that Susan S from WV has mentioned.
We do provide a service (but not-on-demand because of staffing
issues...) at one dollar per page. We have an Indus brand look-down
scanner for this purpose. Much of what we have digitized is printable
from the computer anyway, and patrons seem to be happy with that. If
they need a scan, we can do it for them for a small fee.
Larry Naukam
-------------- next part -------------** Confidentiality Notice **
This email message, including all the attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information. Unauthorized use or
disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use,
disclose, copy or disseminate this information. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender immediately by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message, including attachments.
From ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au Tue Mar 9 18:00:21 2010
From: ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au (Anne Burrows)
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 10:00:21 +1100
Subject: [Genealib] Off duty all day on Wednesday 11 March 2010
Message-ID: <OFF932063D.3811C8E9-ONCA2576E1.007E6018-CA2576E1.007E601A@LocalDomain>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100310/8aa4311b/
attachment.html

From lmaehrlein at nygbs.org Wed Mar 10 10:49:12 2010
From: lmaehrlein at nygbs.org (Lauren A. Maehrlein)
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 10:49:12 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] 2010 Census
In-Reply-To: <A2A5BBB760D54C909BEBE06DF9CCF4DE@Ohio>
References: <2194b5f91003081629h597eaa87r7987d178a30235a4@mail.gmail.com>
<A2A5BBB760D54C909BEBE06DF9CCF4DE@Ohio>
Message-ID: <C7B708C8EE0A8C4FAA0AB4B2E7925CA64FCB5402D8@NYGBS-EX1.nygbs.local>
I read recently in the paper that the census information is going to be tabulated
and then the entire census is going to be destroyed, as they will have no further
need of it.
Has anyone else heard this?? Does anyone know anything more about this?
If it's true, filling in genealogically pertinent information will be a moot point
as future genealogists will not be able to access it.
Lauren Maehrlein, MA
Director of Education
The New York Genealogical & Biographical Society
36 West 44th Street, 7th floor
New York, NY 10036-8105
www.newyorkfamilyhistory.org
phone: 212-755-8532, ext. 211
fax: 212-754-4218
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sandy Day
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2010 12:43 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] 2010 Census
I have more info to add on this topic. At our public library there is a Census
enumerator stationed here on a daily basis. I just spoke with her she stated that
the following is the procedure for mailing of the census form.
They are mailing letters to all households stating the form is being mailed
seperately. The form is then mailed and needs to be returned by April 1 2010 which
is Census Day. If it is not returned they will mail a second form. If that one is
not returned they will send a census enumerator to the household. I was also told
that SOME households will receive a long form instead but she was not certain how
that was determined.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville OH
----- Original Message ----From: Stephanie Weiner<mailto:stephanie.weiner1 at gmail.com>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Monday, March 08, 2010 7:29 PM
Subject: [Genealib] 2010 Census
Greetings, folks,
I have just received my census form for 2010, and it raises several issues in my
mind:
1) The form stipulates only that Person 1 must be an adult - not necessarily "head
of household." This may be a problem for genealogists in future times.

2) The form contains space for 6 full responses. Should there be 7 or more persons
residing at that address, the Census Bureau indicates that it "may" telephone for
additional information. If complete information is not gathered for persons 7+,
there may not be an indication of their precise relationship to Person 1, as the
form itself asks only if Persons 7+ are "related to Person 1."
3) Even if the Census Bureau telephones and gathers the additional information, how
is that information to be preserved? If only the original paper forms are scanned,
what happens to the additional information for Persons 7 and following? This is of
especial interest in regards to the relationship between Person 1 and Persons 7+.
If you belong to a genealogical society or organization, you may want to bring this
to the members' attention.
Stephanie Weiner
Reference Librarian
San Diego, CA
stephanie.weiner1 at gmail.com<mailto:stephanie.weiner1 at gmail.com>
________________________________
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From annabel at srinst.com Wed Mar 10 12:17:48 2010
From: annabel at srinst.com (Annabel Seltzer)
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 12:17:48 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010
Message-ID: <5FEC6C1088F5402EA9A11191995C8833@office01>
I have received an email forwarded from a friend advising everyone to only
reveal the number of persons living in the premises and that any other
information should be withheld because it is unconstitutional to ask. This
person advises that giving out this information to the Census Bureau could
cause identity theft and/or other bad results. I replied to this email from
a genealogy standpoint. What if we never got any information from the 1850
census forward? Please advise your patrons to answer the questions the
Census Bureau asks so that future generations can find their roots. Several
people around here in Georgia have never let themselves be enumerated
through some fear of identity. That was a shock to me. Have any of you
received any information like this?

Annabel B Seltzer

Annabel B. Seltzer
Hoschton, GA 30548

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100310/82780876/
attachment.html
From loathout at tcpclibrary.org Wed Mar 10 12:23:00 2010
From: loathout at tcpclibrary.org (Larry Oathout)
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 11:23:00 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010
Message-ID: <6032bc63.1cac076.be4ec0.5b8@tcpclibrary.org>
Unconstitutional & Identity Theft?

I think someone needs a nap

Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry Co. Public Library
2328 Tell Street
Tell City , IN 47586
Phone: 812-547-2661
Fax:
812-547-3038
http://www.tcpclibrary.org
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Annabel Seltzer
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 11:18 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010
I have received an email forwarded from a friend advising everyone to only reveal
the number of persons living in the premises and that any other information should
be withheld because it is unconstitutional to ask. This person advises that giving
out this information to the Census Bureau could cause identity theft and/or other
bad results. I replied to this email from a genealogy standpoint. What if we
never got any information from the 1850 census forward? Please advise your patrons
to answer the questions the Census Bureau asks so that future generations can find
their roots. Several people around here in Georgia have never let themselves be
enumerated through some fear of identity. That was a shock to me. Have any of you
received any information like this?
Annabel B Seltzer
Annabel B. Seltzer
Hoschton, GA 30548
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100310/
f83505bd/attachment.html
From gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org Wed Mar 10 12:23:46 2010
From: gresd at ohoopeelibrary.org (Dusty Gres)
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 12:23:46 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010
In-Reply-To: <5FEC6C1088F5402EA9A11191995C8833@office01>
Message-ID: <20100310172350.E7CE72FC270@hedwig.georgialibraries.org>
It is a huge SPAM-like email going around.I have gotten, through various

sources, several of them.
Sigh.
While I was at work the Census worker braved my 6 dogs, ranging in size from
a Pekingese to a Great Dane, to get to my front door and leave the brochure
in a bag hanging on my front doorknob.
I owe it to them to fill it out! :>)

Dusty Gres
Director
Ohoopee Regional Library System
610 Jackson Street
Vidalia, GA 30474
http://www.ohoopeelibrary.org
"Common sense and a sense of humor are the same thing, moving at different
speeds.
A sense of humor is just common sense, dancing."
William James

_____
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Annabel Seltzer
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 12:18 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010

I have received an email forwarded from a friend advising everyone to only
reveal the number of persons living in the premises and that any other
information should be withheld because it is unconstitutional to ask. This
person advises that giving out this information to the Census Bureau could
cause identity theft and/or other bad results. I replied to this email from
a genealogy standpoint. What if we never got any information from the 1850
census forward? Please advise your patrons to answer the questions the
Census Bureau asks so that future generations can find their roots. Several
people around here in Georgia have never let themselves be enumerated
through some fear of identity. That was a shock to me. Have any of you
received any information like this?

Annabel B Seltzer

Annabel B. Seltzer
Hoschton, GA 30548

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100310/
a869f3ad/attachment.html
From jbrannan at uwa.edu Wed Mar 10 12:29:49 2010
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce)
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 11:29:49 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010
In-Reply-To: <6032bc63.1cac076.be4ec0.5b8@tcpclibrary.org>
References: <6032bc63.1cac076.be4ec0.5b8@tcpclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <BA0970D50C2F064A8E0B8A5787D84C070960B19BA7@LEAD.uwa.edu>
I did get an email not to reveal personal info like social security numbers, bank
accounts, etc. That apparently someone had already tried that somewhere.
I have had 2 different people come to my house already supposedly to verify my
address. Both of them insisted that the address I gave them was not what it was.
They both had different streets as well as different numbers. One asked if I had
proof of my address. I told them both to go to the fire department and get the 911
address which is what the post office insists we use.
Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library
University of West Alabama
Livingston, AL 35470
205.652.3677
jbrannan at uwa.edu

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Larry Oathout
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 11:23 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Census 2010
Unconstitutional & Identity Theft?
Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry Co. Public Library
2328 Tell Street
Tell City , IN 47586
Phone: 812-547-2661
Fax:
812-547-3038

I think someone needs a nap

http://www.tcpclibrary.org
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Annabel Seltzer
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 11:18 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010
I have received an email forwarded from a friend advising everyone to only reveal
the number of persons living in the premises and that any other information should
be withheld because it is unconstitutional to ask. This person advises that giving
out this information to the Census Bureau could cause identity theft and/or other
bad results. I replied to this email from a genealogy standpoint. What if we
never got any information from the 1850 census forward? Please advise your patrons
to answer the questions the Census Bureau asks so that future generations can find
their roots. Several people around here in Georgia have never let themselves be
enumerated through some fear of identity. That was a shock to me. Have any of you
received any information like this?
Annabel B Seltzer

Annabel B. Seltzer
Hoschton, GA 30548
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100310/
c4c24066/attachment.html
From canadianlibgenie-mailinglists at yahoo.ca Wed Mar 10 12:30:23 2010
From: canadianlibgenie-mailinglists at yahoo.ca (canadianlibgenie-mailinglists at
yahoo.ca)
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 09:30:23 -0800 (PST)
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010
In-Reply-To: <5FEC6C1088F5402EA9A11191995C8833@office01>
Message-ID: <877673.98584.qm@web88004.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
In 2006, our Canadian Census required consent to make the information it contains
publicly available after 92 years had passed.? Here are a few more details:
http://canadianlibgenie.blogspot.com/2006_04_01_archive.html
I hope you're all able to lobby the US government to preserve the information the
Census contains for use by family historians and to properly identify to citizens
how the information will be used in future!
Sincerely,
Elise
http://canadianlibgenie.blogspot.com
? ?
When we are no longer able to change a situation, we are challenged to change
ourselves ~ Victor Frankl
?

--- On Wed, 3/10/10, Annabel Seltzer <annabel at srinst.com> wrote:
From: Annabel Seltzer <annabel at srinst.com>
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Date: Wednesday, March 10, 2010, 12:17 PM

I
have received an email forwarded from a friend advising everyone to only reveal
the number of persons living in the premises and that any other information
should be withheld because it is unconstitutional to ask.? This person advises
that giving out this information to the Census Bureau could cause identity
theft and/or other bad results.? I replied to this email from a genealogy
standpoint.? What if we never got any information from the 1850 census
forward?? Please advise your patrons to answer the questions the Census Bureau
asks so that future generations can find their roots.? Several people around
here in Georgia
have never let themselves be enumerated through some fear of identity.? That
was a shock to me.? Have any of you received any information like this?
?
Annabel
B Seltzer
?
?
Annabel B. Seltzer
Hoschton, GA
30548
?

-----Inline Attachment Follows----_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100310/67066538/
attachment.html
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Wed Mar 10 12:31:32 2010
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 12:31:32 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] 2010 Census
References: <mailman.7.1268240404.17766.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <5D3A5ADA927E4903B9838AE536FE42F1@DELL>
http://blogs.census.gov/2010census/2010/03/thinking-of-the-genealogists-of2082.html
"One decision we had to make was whether to save both the numeric data record (for
statistical purposes) and the digital image (to aid the genealogists of the
future). We've
decided to save the digital images and transfer them to the National Archives for
safekeeping until 2082."
Joy Rich
Editor, Dorot: The Journal of the Jewish Genealogical Society
-----------------------------Message: 5
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 10:49:12 -0500
From: "Lauren A. Maehrlein" <lmaehrlein at nygbs.org>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] 2010 Census
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<C7B708C8EE0A8C4FAA0AB4B2E7925CA64FCB5402D8 at NYGBS-EX1.nygbs.local>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
I read recently in the paper that the census information is going to be tabulated
and then
the entire census is going to be destroyed, as they will have no further need of
it.
Has anyone else heard this?? Does anyone know anything more about this?
If it's true, filling in genealogically pertinent information will be a moot point
as
future genealogists will not be able to access it.
Lauren Maehrlein, MA
Director of Education
The New York Genealogical & Biographical Society
36 West 44th Street, 7th floor
New York, NY 10036-8105

www.newyorkfamilyhistory.org
phone: 212-755-8532, ext. 211
fax: 212-754-4218
From jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org Wed Mar 10 12:43:27 2010
From: jjeffrey at denverlibrary.org (James Jeffrey)
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 10:43:27 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010
In-Reply-To: <5FEC6C1088F5402EA9A11191995C8833@office01>
References: <5FEC6C1088F5402EA9A11191995C8833@office01>
Message-ID: <4B9777CE.8905.0049.0@denverlibrary.org>
The 2010 Census is more than a nose count. Yes, in 2000 I attempted to list our
standard poodle, William Wallace on the census form, and yes, I had a visit from a
census worker to fill out a fresh form:)
>From 2010 through 2019 every person counted in that area brings back to that
district approximately $850 in annual benefits. For a large metro area such as
Denver that is a staggering amount.
The Denver Public Library is participating as a Complete Count Census partner.
are committed to counting every person in Denver [kicking or screaming]

James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
From lmaehrlein at nygbs.org Wed Mar 10 13:04:33 2010
From: lmaehrlein at nygbs.org (Lauren A. Maehrlein)
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 13:04:33 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] 2010 Census
In-Reply-To: <5D3A5ADA927E4903B9838AE536FE42F1@DELL>
References: <mailman.7.1268240404.17766.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<5D3A5ADA927E4903B9838AE536FE42F1@DELL>
Message-ID: <C7B708C8EE0A8C4FAA0AB4B2E7925CA64FCB5402F3@NYGBS-EX1.nygbs.local>
That's good to hear, Joy!
Lauren Maehrlein, MA
Director of Education
The New York Genealogical & Biographical Society
36 West 44th Street, 7th floor
New York, NY 10036-8105
www.newyorkfamilyhistory.org
phone: 212-755-8532, ext. 211
fax: 212-754-4218
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Joy Rich
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 12:32 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu

We

Subject: Re: [Genealib] 2010 Census
http://blogs.census.gov/2010census/2010/03/thinking-of-the-genealogists-of2082.html
"One decision we had to make was whether to save both the numeric data record (for
statistical purposes) and the digital image (to aid the genealogists of the
future). We've
decided to save the digital images and transfer them to the National Archives for
safekeeping until 2082."
Joy Rich
Editor, Dorot: The Journal of the Jewish Genealogical Society
-----------------------------Message: 5
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 10:49:12 -0500
From: "Lauren A. Maehrlein" <lmaehrlein at nygbs.org>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] 2010 Census
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<C7B708C8EE0A8C4FAA0AB4B2E7925CA64FCB5402D8 at NYGBS-EX1.nygbs.local>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
I read recently in the paper that the census information is going to be tabulated
and then
the entire census is going to be destroyed, as they will have no further need of
it.
Has anyone else heard this?? Does anyone know anything more about this?
If it's true, filling in genealogically pertinent information will be a moot point
as
future genealogists will not be able to access it.
Lauren Maehrlein, MA
Director of Education
The New York Genealogical & Biographical Society
36 West 44th Street, 7th floor
New York, NY 10036-8105
www.newyorkfamilyhistory.org
phone: 212-755-8532, ext. 211
fax: 212-754-4218
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us Wed Mar 10 13:08:10 2010
From: prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 13:08:10 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010
In-Reply-To: <6032bc63.1cac076.be4ec0.5b8@tcpclibrary.org>
References: <6032bc63.1cac076.be4ec0.5b8@tcpclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <009001cac07c$a5ab38e0$f101aaa0$@lib.mi.us>
Every time the census rolls around we have people coming in to ask "WHY
(patron's emphasis) they are asking these questions!?" It has always

astonished me that people in general do not know about the census or its
reason. How could they not know? Where were they in school?

Phyllis Rickard
Local History / A-V Librarian
Lenawee County Library
4459 West US-223
Adrian, MI 49221
prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us
517-263-1011

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Larry Oathout
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 12:23 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Census 2010

Unconstitutional & Identity Theft?

I think someone needs a nap

Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry Co. Public Library
2328 Tell Street
Tell City , IN 47586
Phone: 812-547-2661
Fax:
812-547-3038
http://www.tcpclibrary <http://www.tcpclibrary.org> .org
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Annabel Seltzer
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 11:18 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010

I have received an email forwarded from a friend advising everyone to only
reveal the number of persons living in the premises and that any other
information should be withheld because it is unconstitutional to ask. This

person advises that giving out this information to the Census Bureau could
cause identity theft and/or other bad results. I replied to this email from
a genealogy standpoint. What if we never got any information from the 1850
census forward? Please advise your patrons to answer the questions the
Census Bureau asks so that future generations can find their roots. Several
people around here in Georgia have never let themselves be enumerated
through some fear of identity. That was a shock to me. Have any of you
received any information like this?

Annabel B Seltzer

Annabel B. Seltzer
Hoschton, GA 30548

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100310/4df9c650/
attachment.html
From lcasson at cox.net Wed Mar 10 13:10:22 2010
From: lcasson at cox.net (Lois Casson)
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 12:10:22 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010
References: <5FEC6C1088F5402EA9A11191995C8833@office01>
Message-ID: <A9AB17223CF447F3A7E000753D724789@PC302662807428>
The census is constitutional and refusing to comply can bring legal penalties. All
census workers will carry official ID's. There are long forms and short forms.
Legal status and social security number are not required. The best place to answer
your questions would be to go to http://2010.census.gov.
Lois Casson, Director
LDS FHC
Pensacola, FL
----- Original Message ----From: Annabel Seltzer
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 11:17 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010
I have received an email forwarded from a friend advising everyone to only reveal
the number of persons living in the premises and that any other information should
be withheld because it is unconstitutional to ask. This person advises that giving
out this information to the Census Bureau could cause identity theft and/or other
bad results. I replied to this email from a genealogy standpoint. What if we
never got any information from the 1850 census forward? Please advise your patrons
to answer the questions the Census Bureau asks so that future generations can find
their roots. Several people around here in Georgia have never let themselves be

enumerated through some fear of identity.
received any information like this?

That was a shock to me.

Have any of you

Annabel B Seltzer

Annabel B. Seltzer
Hoschton, GA 30548

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 9.0.733 / Virus Database: 271.1.1/2734 - Release Date: 03/10/10 01:33:00
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100310/2bb871b1/
attachment.html
From lcasson at cox.net Wed Mar 10 13:15:08 2010
From: lcasson at cox.net (Lois Casson)
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 12:15:08 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010...10 questions on short form
References: <5FEC6C1088F5402EA9A11191995C8833@office01>
Message-ID: <9861B98218124068966A0C83293621C0@PC302662807428>
The following is the list of 10 questions which the majority if us will be asked:
The 2010 Census form is just 10 questions, such as:
a..
b..
c..
d..
e..
f..
g..

Name
Sex
Age
Date of birth
Hispanic origin
Race
Household relationship

h.. If you own or rent
Lois Casson
----- Original Message ----From: Annabel Seltzer
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 11:17 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010
I have received an email forwarded from a friend advising everyone to only reveal
the number of persons living in the premises and that any other information should
be withheld because it is unconstitutional to ask. This person advises that giving
out this information to the Census Bureau could cause identity theft and/or other
bad results. I replied to this email from a genealogy standpoint. What if we
never got any information from the 1850 census forward? Please advise your patrons
to answer the questions the Census Bureau asks so that future generations can find
their roots. Several people around here in Georgia have never let themselves be
enumerated through some fear of identity. That was a shock to me. Have any of you
received any information like this?

Annabel B Seltzer

Annabel B. Seltzer
Hoschton, GA 30548

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 9.0.733 / Virus Database: 271.1.1/2734 - Release Date: 03/10/10 01:33:00
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100310/28bff900/
attachment.html
From treviawbeverly at comcast.net

Wed Mar 10 13:26:30 2010

From: treviawbeverly at comcast.net (treviawbeverly)
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 12:26:30 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010 *** how it affects you --In-Reply-To: <5FEC6C1088F5402EA9A11191995C8833@office01>
References: <5FEC6C1088F5402EA9A11191995C8833@office01>
Message-ID: <29FE76D7700F4E94B9D3DD2C49C98D90@TreviaBeverlyPC>
So much information & misinformation going around -But I believe we should answer the questions dealing with the number of person
living on the premises. Is this
not how the number of representatives will be determined? I believe that here in
Texas we very well may gain a seat in Congress.
How it affects the nation .....

http://2010.census.gov/2010census/why/index.php

We should certainly be careful in what we put out there - no SS#, bank act #, etc.
- but there is very little that is not already publicly known. Ever enter your
name in Google??
Trevia Wooster Beverly
Houston, Texas
----- Original Message ----From: Annabel Seltzer
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 11:17 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100310/
fdae0784/attachment.html
From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Wed Mar 10 13:48:59 2010
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 13:48:59 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010
In-Reply-To: <5FEC6C1088F5402EA9A11191995C8833@office01>
Message-ID:
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE41D25686F1F@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
The 2010 Census informational handouts advise that neither the census form nor a
censustaker should ask for any information other than the publicized questions.
They don't need bank accounts, social security numbers, your employer, etc.
Reasons why people avoided the censustaker when I was working in New Jersey for the
Census Bureau in late 1980's, early 1990's: illegal immigrants afraid of being
turned in, legal immigrants and U.S. citizens suspicious of the government in
general, people receiving assistance for dependent children where there was not
supposed to be a father or other relative living in the household providing
support, people living in illegal apartments or sub-lets, people living in
condemned buildings, people who were earning their living in cash "under the table"
and not reporting to the IRS, people who owed back taxes or hadn't filed in years,
people who considered it an invasion of privacy, persons who objected to having to
designate a head of household or who objected to not being able to identify the
person considered a spouse as a spouse.
As for the address questions, before the 1990 census I canvassed rural and
unincorporated communities door to door, asking people for their mailing address so

the form could be mailed to them. Not everyone who lives on a rural route receives
their mail at their residence. Many opt for a post office box. We also had to
check on new construction that did not show on the most recent maps to see what
address had been assigned, or to flag the area for a later recheck if street names
and numbers had not been determined yet. If the census employee was arguing with
the householder, then that either wasn't a legit employee, or was an employee who
wasn't properly trained. All census workers should have photo I.D. I am sure they
have their fingerprints on file, too. I worked for the Bureau in two separate
capacities and was fingerprinted each time.
Forget about federal "entitlement" programs for a moment and think about the fact
that census figures determine whether your community or state has an adequate
amount and type of medical services, school classrooms and teachers, libraries,
water and sewer services, electric lines, natural gas service, computer broadband,
roads and highways, fire and police protection--and much more. The head count alone
determines the number of representatives your state will have to Congress, and that
your local district will have in your state legislative bodies. If enough people in
your area avoid the census, then you could lose representation in your government.
Finally, a simple head count was determined to be inadequate over 150 years ago.
We are asking far fewer questions of the full populace now than were asked over a
100+ year period of our history. The truly informational surveys are the monthly
surveys done in selected geographic areas on an on-going basis.
And I am really wishing I had not read the replies to the blog post supplied by Joy
Rich. It was not good for my blood or my mood.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Annabel Seltzer
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 12:18 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010

I have received an email forwarded from a friend advising everyone to only reveal
the number of persons living in the premises and that any other information should
be withheld because it is unconstitutional to ask. This person advises that giving
out this information to the Census Bureau could cause identity theft and/or other
bad results. I replied to this email from a genealogy standpoint. What if we
never got any information from the 1850 census forward? Please advise your patrons
to answer the questions the Census Bureau asks so that future generations can find
their roots. Several people around here in Georgia have never let themselves be
enumerated through some fear of identity. That was a shock to me. Have any of you
received any information like this?

Annabel B Seltzer

Annabel B. Seltzer
Hoschton, GA 30548

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100310/4a571955/
attachment-0001.html
From mmulholl at ahml.info Wed Mar 10 15:20:09 2010
From: mmulholl at ahml.info (Mulholland, Michael)
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 14:20:09 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010 concerns
In-Reply-To: <mailman.7.1268240404.17766.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <909BA613BFE50F4DBEE0F458192B846779DCC2F1@Yale2.ahml.info>
If anyone is around in 72 years to find out how genealogists are doing, let me
know? Who knows what technology will be like in 72 years? If we can look at scanned
images today of census records over 100 years old, I can only hope they will be
able to do the same in 2072.
Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 11:00 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 78, Issue 9
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific than "Re:
Contents of genealib digest..."
*Please* do not respond to a digest item without editing out all of the items

you're not responding to.
Today's Topics:
1. Re: Footnote.com printing problems (Ross, Nancy M)
2. Re: 2010 Census (Sandy Day)
3. Re: Do you allow patrons that come to your library tobring
their own scanner? (Naukam, Larry)
4. Off duty all day on Wednesday 11 March 2010 (Anne Burrows)
5. Re: 2010 Census (Lauren A. Maehrlein)
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Tue, 9 Mar 2010 11:23:58 -0600
From: "Ross, Nancy M" <nross at bryantx.gov>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Footnote.com printing problems
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<E4ADEE76C20D1D45A83A539098F8ACA012D4561E at COBMAIL.cobnet.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
All,
The Carnegie History Center in Bryan, Texas, is having no problems...thank
goodness! I have been working with a patron with a common name in our county...no
more problems desired.

Nancy M Ross
Carnegie Librarian
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100309/
ba122127/attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Tue, 9 Mar 2010 12:43:25 -0500
From: "Sandy Day" <daysa at oplin.org>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] 2010 Census
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <A2A5BBB760D54C909BEBE06DF9CCF4DE at Ohio>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="windows-1252"
I have more info to add on this topic. At our public library there is a Census
enumerator stationed here on a daily basis. I just spoke with her she stated that
the following is the procedure for mailing of the census form.
They are mailing letters to all households stating the form is being mailed
seperately. The form is then mailed and needs to be returned by April 1 2010 which
is Census Day. If it is not returned they will mail a second form. If that one is
not returned they will send a census enumerator to the household. I was also told
that SOME households will receive a long form instead but she was not certain how
that was determined.

Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville OH
----- Original Message ----From: Stephanie Weiner
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Monday, March 08, 2010 7:29 PM
Subject: [Genealib] 2010 Census
Greetings, folks,
I have just received my census form for 2010, and it raises several issues in my
mind:
1) The form stipulates only that Person 1 must be an adult ? not necessarily ?
head of household.? This may be a problem for genealogists in future times.
2) The form contains space for 6 full responses. Should there be 7 or more
persons residing at that address, the Census Bureau indicates that it ?may?
telephone for additional information. If complete information is not gathered for
persons 7+, there may not be an indication of their precise relationship to Person
1, as the form itself asks only if Persons 7+ are ?related to Person 1.?
3) Even if the Census Bureau telephones and gathers the additional information,
how is that information to be preserved? If only the original paper forms are
scanned, what happens to the additional information for Persons 7 and following?
This is of especial interest in regards to the relationship between Person 1 and
Persons 7+.
If you belong to a genealogical society or organization, you may want to bring
this to the members' attention.
Stephanie Weiner
Reference Librarian
San Diego, CA
stephanie.weiner1 at gmail.com
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100309/38593c92/
attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Tue, 9 Mar 2010 15:53:41 -0500
From: "Naukam, Larry" <Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org>

Subject: Re: [Genealib] Do you allow patrons that come to your library
to
bring their own scanner?
To: <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0C6A10A4 at rplexch1.rpl.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
We do not allow this for the reasons that Susan S from WV has mentioned.
We do provide a service (but not-on-demand because of staffing
issues...) at one dollar per page. We have an Indus brand look-down scanner for
this purpose. Much of what we have digitized is printable from the computer anyway,
and patrons seem to be happy with that. If they need a scan, we can do it for them
for a small fee.
Larry Naukam
-------------- next part -------------** Confidentiality Notice **
This email message, including all the attachments, is for the sole use of the
intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information. Unauthorized use or
disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, you may not use,
disclose, copy or disseminate this information. If you are not the intended
recipient, please contact the sender immediately by reply email and destroy all
copies of the original message, including attachments.
-----------------------------Message: 4
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 10:00:21 +1100
From: "Anne Burrows" <ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au>
Subject: [Genealib] Off duty all day on Wednesday 11 March 2010
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID:
<OFF932063D.3811C8E9-ONCA2576E1.007E6018-CA2576E1.007E601A at LocalDomain>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100310/8aa4311b/
attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 5
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 10:49:12 -0500
From: "Lauren A. Maehrlein" <lmaehrlein at nygbs.org>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] 2010 Census
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<C7B708C8EE0A8C4FAA0AB4B2E7925CA64FCB5402D8 at NYGBS-EX1.nygbs.local>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
I read recently in the paper that the census information is going to be tabulated
and then the entire census is going to be destroyed, as they will have no further
need of it.
Has anyone else heard this?? Does anyone know anything more about this?
If it's true, filling in genealogically pertinent information will be a moot point
as future genealogists will not be able to access it.

Lauren Maehrlein, MA
Director of Education
The New York Genealogical & Biographical Society
36 West 44th Street, 7th floor
New York, NY 10036-8105
www.newyorkfamilyhistory.org
phone: 212-755-8532, ext. 211
fax: 212-754-4218
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sandy Day
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2010 12:43 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] 2010 Census
I have more info to add on this topic. At our public library there is a Census
enumerator stationed here on a daily basis. I just spoke with her she stated that
the following is the procedure for mailing of the census form.
They are mailing letters to all households stating the form is being mailed
seperately. The form is then mailed and needs to be returned by April 1 2010 which
is Census Day. If it is not returned they will mail a second form. If that one is
not returned they will send a census enumerator to the household. I was also told
that SOME households will receive a long form instead but she was not certain how
that was determined.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville OH
----- Original Message ----From: Stephanie Weiner<mailto:stephanie.weiner1 at gmail.com>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Monday, March 08, 2010 7:29 PM
Subject: [Genealib] 2010 Census
Greetings, folks,
I have just received my census form for 2010, and it raises several issues in my
mind:
1) The form stipulates only that Person 1 must be an adult - not necessarily "head
of household." This may be a problem for genealogists in future times.
2) The form contains space for 6 full responses. Should there be 7 or more persons
residing at that address, the Census Bureau indicates that it "may" telephone for
additional information. If complete information is not gathered for persons 7+,
there may not be an indication of their precise relationship to Person 1, as the
form itself asks only if Persons 7+ are "related to Person 1."
3) Even if the Census Bureau telephones and gathers the additional information, how
is that information to be preserved? If only the original paper forms are scanned,
what happens to the additional information for Persons 7 and following? This is of
especial interest in regards to the relationship between Person 1 and Persons 7+.
If you belong to a genealogical society or organization, you may want to bring this
to the members' attention.
Stephanie Weiner
Reference Librarian

San Diego, CA
stephanie.weiner1 at gmail.com<mailto:stephanie.weiner1 at gmail.com>
________________________________
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100310/
aae4e3f5/attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 78, Issue 9
***************************************
From Tom.Mueller at citruslibraries.org Wed Mar 10 15:38:27 2010
From: Tom.Mueller at citruslibraries.org (Tom M. Mueller)
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 15:38:27 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010 concerns
In-Reply-To: <909BA613BFE50F4DBEE0F458192B846779DCC2F1@Yale2.ahml.info>
References: <mailman.7.1268240404.17766.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<909BA613BFE50F4DBEE0F458192B846779DCC2F1@Yale2.ahml.info>
Message-ID: <924599B6B71A9C4FA4B988E99320DE5F5292CC@HLSVEX01.ccls.local>
In the year 2072, Genealogists may indeed be able to let us know.
Now THAT will be advanced technology to the nth degree, yes?
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Mulholland,
Michael
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 3:20 PM
To: 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010 concerns
If anyone is around in 72 years to find out how genealogists are doing,
let me know? Who knows what technology will be like in 72 years? If we
can look at scanned images today of census records over 100 years old, I
can only hope they will be able to do the same in 2072.
Michael Mulholland, M.A./Library & Information Studies
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Arlington Heights Memorial Library
500 N. Dunton Ave.
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(847) 870-3643
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 11:00 AM

To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 78, Issue 9
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific than
"Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
*Please* do not respond to a digest item without editing out all of the
items you're not responding to.
Today's Topics:
1. Re: Footnote.com printing problems (Ross, Nancy M)
2. Re: 2010 Census (Sandy Day)
3. Re: Do you allow patrons that come to your library tobring
their own scanner? (Naukam, Larry)
4. Off duty all day on Wednesday 11 March 2010 (Anne Burrows)
5. Re: 2010 Census (Lauren A. Maehrlein)
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Tue, 9 Mar 2010 11:23:58 -0600
From: "Ross, Nancy M" <nross at bryantx.gov>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Footnote.com printing problems
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<E4ADEE76C20D1D45A83A539098F8ACA012D4561E at COBMAIL.cobnet.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
All,
The Carnegie History Center in Bryan, Texas, is having no
problems...thank goodness! I have been working with a patron with a
common name in our county...no more problems desired.

Nancy M Ross
Carnegie Librarian
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100309/ba1
22127/attachment-0001.html

-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Tue, 9 Mar 2010 12:43:25 -0500
From: "Sandy Day" <daysa at oplin.org>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] 2010 Census
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <A2A5BBB760D54C909BEBE06DF9CCF4DE at Ohio>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="windows-1252"
I have more info to add on this topic. At our public library there is a
Census enumerator stationed here on a daily basis. I just spoke with her
she stated that the following is the procedure for mailing of the census
form.
They are mailing letters to all households stating the form is being
mailed seperately. The form is then mailed and needs to be returned by
April 1 2010 which is Census Day. If it is not returned they will mail a
second form. If that one is not returned they will send a census
enumerator to the household. I was also told that SOME households will
receive a long form instead but she was not certain how that was
determined.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville OH
----- Original Message ----From: Stephanie Weiner
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Monday, March 08, 2010 7:29 PM
Subject: [Genealib] 2010 Census
Greetings, folks,
I have just received my census form for 2010, and it raises several
issues in my mind:
1) The form stipulates only that Person 1 must be an adult ? not
necessarily ?head of household.? This may be a problem for genealogists
in future times.
2) The form contains space for 6 full responses. Should there be 7 or
more persons residing at that address, the Census Bureau indicates that
it ?may? telephone for additional information. If complete information
is not gathered for persons 7+, there may not be an indication of their
precise relationship to Person 1, as the form itself asks only if
Persons 7+ are ?related to Person 1.?
3) Even if the Census Bureau telephones and gathers the additional
information, how is that information to be preserved? If only the
original paper forms are scanned, what happens to the additional
information for Persons 7 and following? This is of especial interest in
regards to the relationship between Person 1 and Persons 7+.
If you belong to a genealogical society or organization, you may want
to bring this to the members' attention.

Stephanie Weiner
Reference Librarian
San Diego, CA
stephanie.weiner1 at gmail.com
----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100309/385
93c92/attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Tue, 9 Mar 2010 15:53:41 -0500
From: "Naukam, Larry" <Larry.Naukam at libraryweb.org>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Do you allow patrons that come to your library
to
bring their own scanner?
To: <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D0C6A10A4 at rplexch1.rpl.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
We do not allow this for the reasons that Susan S from WV has mentioned.
We do provide a service (but not-on-demand because of staffing
issues...) at one dollar per page. We have an Indus brand look-down
scanner for this purpose. Much of what we have digitized is printable
from the computer anyway, and patrons seem to be happy with that. If
they need a scan, we can do it for them for a small fee.
Larry Naukam
-------------- next part -------------** Confidentiality Notice **
This email message, including all the attachments, is for the sole use
of the intended recipient(s) and contains confidential information.
Unauthorized use or disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the
intended recipient, you may not use, disclose, copy or disseminate this
information. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the
sender immediately by reply email and destroy all copies of the original
message, including attachments.
-----------------------------Message: 4
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 10:00:21 +1100
From: "Anne Burrows" <ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au>
Subject: [Genealib] Off duty all day on Wednesday 11 March 2010
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID:

<OFF932063D.3811C8E9-ONCA2576E1.007E6018-CA2576E1.007E601A at LocalDomain>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100310/8aa
4311b/attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 5
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 10:49:12 -0500
From: "Lauren A. Maehrlein" <lmaehrlein at nygbs.org>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] 2010 Census
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<C7B708C8EE0A8C4FAA0AB4B2E7925CA64FCB5402D8 at NYGBS-EX1.nygbs.local>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
I read recently in the paper that the census information is going to be
tabulated and then the entire census is going to be destroyed, as they
will have no further need of it.
Has anyone else heard this?? Does anyone know anything more about this?
If it's true, filling in genealogically pertinent information will be a
moot point as future genealogists will not be able to access it.
Lauren Maehrlein, MA
Director of Education
The New York Genealogical & Biographical Society
36 West 44th Street, 7th floor
New York, NY 10036-8105
www.newyorkfamilyhistory.org
phone: 212-755-8532, ext. 211
fax: 212-754-4218
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Sandy Day
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2010 12:43 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] 2010 Census
I have more info to add on this topic. At our public library there is a
Census enumerator stationed here on a daily basis. I just spoke with her
she stated that the following is the procedure for mailing of the census
form.
They are mailing letters to all households stating the form is being
mailed seperately. The form is then mailed and needs to be returned by
April 1 2010 which is Census Day. If it is not returned they will mail a
second form. If that one is not returned they will send a census
enumerator to the household. I was also told that SOME households will
receive a long form instead but she was not certain how that was
determined.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville OH

----- Original Message ----From: Stephanie Weiner<mailto:stephanie.weiner1 at gmail.com>
To:
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Monday, March 08, 2010 7:29 PM
Subject: [Genealib] 2010 Census
Greetings, folks,
I have just received my census form for 2010, and it raises several
issues in my mind:
1) The form stipulates only that Person 1 must be an adult - not
necessarily "head of household." This may be a problem for genealogists
in future times.
2) The form contains space for 6 full responses. Should there be 7 or
more persons residing at that address, the Census Bureau indicates that
it "may" telephone for additional information. If complete information
is not gathered for persons 7+, there may not be an indication of their
precise relationship to Person 1, as the form itself asks only if
Persons 7+ are "related to Person 1."
3) Even if the Census Bureau telephones and gathers the additional
information, how is that information to be preserved? If only the
original paper forms are scanned, what happens to the additional
information for Persons 7 and following? This is of especial interest in
regards to the relationship between Person 1 and Persons 7+.
If you belong to a genealogical society or organization, you may want to
bring this to the members' attention.
Stephanie Weiner
Reference Librarian
San Diego, CA
stephanie.weiner1 at gmail.com<mailto:stephanie.weiner1 at gmail.com>
________________________________
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100310/aae
4e3f5/attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
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End of genealib Digest, Vol 78, Issue 9
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genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu

http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From jennifer at laurellibrary.org Wed Mar 10 15:47:29 2010
From: jennifer at laurellibrary.org (Jennifer Daugherty)
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 15:47:29 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010
References: <5FEC6C1088F5402EA9A11191995C8833@office01>
Message-ID: <FB1C79AAC2FCDE48BD37A145D927FD3F595885@laurelmail.laurellibrary.org>
In Eastern Kentucky, we have "heard" that people were avoiding the census workers
because they thought they were either trying to find out if the person was lying on
their paperwork for government aid programs or were really the FBI sending their
spies out trying to find drug labs and drug dealers. They were also supposedly
putting mini cameras on people's doors to help spy on them. This did not help
matters at all:
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/34130128/
(A local census worker was found hanging in a grave yard with the word FED on his
chest. They later said he committed suicide.)
We have tried to educate and reassure, but some here are even distrustful of the
library since census worker testing has taken place here.
Jennifer Daugherty
Laurel County Public Library
London, KY
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Annabel Seltzer
Sent: Wed 3/10/2010 12:17 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010

I have received an email forwarded from a friend advising everyone to only reveal
the number of persons living in the premises and that any other information should
be withheld because it is unconstitutional to ask. This person advises that giving
out this information to the Census Bureau could cause identity theft and/or other
bad results. I replied to this email from a genealogy standpoint. What if we
never got any information from the 1850 census forward? Please advise your patrons
to answer the questions the Census Bureau asks so that future generations can find
their roots. Several people around here in Georgia have never let themselves be
enumerated through some fear of identity. That was a shock to me. Have any of you
received any information like this?

Annabel B Seltzer

Annabel B. Seltzer
Hoschton, GA 30548

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 5587 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100310/1df91762/
attachment.bin
From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Wed Mar 10 15:59:26 2010
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 15:59:26 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010
In-Reply-To: <FB1C79AAC2FCDE48BD37A145D927FD3F595885@laurelmail.laurellibrary.org>
Message-ID:
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE41D25686FAE@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
Okay, I may have done my census work in New Jersey, but I am from Johnson County in
Eastern Kentucky, lived in Pike County, KY in the 1990's, now live in West Virginia
and have family all over the country. North or South, East or West, rural,
suburban or urban, the stories are basically the same, and always have been.
The man whose body was found with the work Fed on his body was ruled to have
committed suicide and the proof presented was very strong and convincing. His
death had nothing to do with his work for the census except that he tried to use
known suspicions against census and other federal workers to mask his suicide.
I'm sure Drew will agree with my thinking that we need to end this string since we
have gotten so far afield of GenLib's stated purpose. However, I think we have
proven that the census and census takers have always been viewed with great
suspicion by a significant number of our population for a couple of centuries, and
that nothing has changed much except the misinformation is now spread
electronically much further and faster than the gossip and newspapers of old.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Jennifer Daugherty
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 3:47 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Census 2010
In Eastern Kentucky, we have "heard" that people were avoiding the census workers
because they thought they were either trying to find out if the person was lying on
their paperwork for government aid programs or were really the FBI sending their
spies out trying to find drug labs and drug dealers. They were also supposedly
putting mini cameras on people's doors to help spy on them. This did not help

matters at all:
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/34130128/
(A local census worker was found hanging in a grave yard with the word FED on his
chest. They later said he committed suicide.)
We have tried to educate and reassure, but some here are even distrustful of the
library since census worker testing has taken place here.
Jennifer Daugherty
Laurel County Public Library
London, KY
_____
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Annabel Seltzer
Sent: Wed 3/10/2010 12:17 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010

I have received an email forwarded from a friend advising everyone to only reveal
the number of persons living in the premises and that any other information should
be withheld because it is unconstitutional to ask. This person advises that giving
out this information to the Census Bureau could cause identity theft and/or other
bad results. I replied to this email from a genealogy standpoint. What if we
never got any information from the 1850 census forward? Please advise your patrons
to answer the questions the Census Bureau asks so that future generations can find
their roots. Several people around here in Georgia have never let themselves be
enumerated through some fear of identity. That was a shock to me. Have any of you
received any information like this?

Annabel B Seltzer

Annabel B. Seltzer
Hoschton, GA 30548

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100310/
b4a11b14/attachment.html
From jennifer at laurellibrary.org Wed Mar 10 16:39:22 2010
From: jennifer at laurellibrary.org (Jennifer Daugherty)
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 16:39:22 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010
References:
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE41D25686FAE@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
Message-ID: <FB1C79AAC2FCDE48BD37A145D927FD3F595886@laurelmail.laurellibrary.org>

I think it is good to know what sort of prejudices that people have against the
census, so that we can work to help them understand how essential it is. It seems
we are all dealing with much the same problem and I appreciate stories and ideas on
how to combat it.
(And yes, I know that it was ruled a suicide and I was not questioning that at all.
I am well aware of the full story as the man was actually from my town and knew
several people at our library. I was only pointing out that the story added to the
speculation and rumors already circulating.)
Thanks,
Jennifer
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Scouras, Susan C
Sent: Wed 3/10/2010 3:59 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Census 2010
Okay, I may have done my census work in New Jersey, but I am from Johnson County in
Eastern Kentucky, lived in Pike County, KY in the 1990's, now live in West Virginia
and have family all over the country. North or South, East or West, rural,
suburban or urban, the stories are basically the same, and always have been.
The man whose body was found with the work Fed on his body was ruled to have
committed suicide and the proof presented was very strong and convincing. His
death had nothing to do with his work for the census except that he tried to use
known suspicions against census and other federal workers to mask his suicide.
I'm sure Drew will agree with my thinking that we need to end this string since we
have gotten so far afield of GenLib's stated purpose. However, I think we have
proven that the census and census takers have always been viewed with great
suspicion by a significant number of our population for a couple of centuries, and
that nothing has changed much except the misinformation is now spread
electronically much further and faster than the gossip and newspapers of old.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Jennifer Daugherty
Sent: Wednesday, March 10, 2010 3:47 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Census 2010
In Eastern Kentucky, we have "heard" that people were avoiding the census
workers because they thought they were either trying to find out if the person was

lying on their paperwork for government aid programs or were really the FBI sending
their spies out trying to find drug labs and drug dealers. They were also
supposedly putting mini cameras on people's doors to help spy on them. This did
not help matters at all:
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/34130128/
(A local census worker was found hanging in a grave yard with the word FED on
his chest. They later said he committed suicide.)
We have tried to educate and reassure, but some here are even distrustful of
the library since census worker testing has taken place here.
Jennifer Daugherty
Laurel County Public Library
London, KY
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Annabel Seltzer
Sent: Wed 3/10/2010 12:17 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010

I have received an email forwarded from a friend advising everyone to only
reveal the number of persons living in the premises and that any other information
should be withheld because it is unconstitutional to ask. This person advises that
giving out this information to the Census Bureau could cause identity theft and/or
other bad results. I replied to this email from a genealogy standpoint. What if
we never got any information from the 1850 census forward? Please advise your
patrons to answer the questions the Census Bureau asks so that future generations
can find their roots. Several people around here in Georgia have never let
themselves be enumerated through some fear of identity. That was a shock to me.
Have any of you received any information like this?

Annabel B Seltzer

Annabel B. Seltzer
Hoschton, GA 30548

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 9219 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100310/2e57616e/
attachment.bin

From cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com Wed Mar 10 16:43:17 2010
From: cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 16:43:17 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010
In-Reply-To: <5FEC6C1088F5402EA9A11191995C8833@office01>
References: <5FEC6C1088F5402EA9A11191995C8833@office01>
Message-ID: <B77B69FC-43FE-43AA-A9E4-008D8E52EA77@yahoo.com>
The Bureau of the Census takes very seriously its responsibility to
protect census data pursuant to all legal requirements in Title 13,
United States Code. (I've taken their TItle 13 course at least twice.)
The National Archives and Records Administration likewise takes very
seriously its responsibility to protect census data pursuant to all
legal requirements in Title 13, United States Code. (Only those
employees with an actual need to work with the 1940 census microfilm
have done so, for example. I'm NOT one of them.)
Of the millions of ways for identity theft to occur, answering the
census is the least likely.
Please, folks, answer the Census. Don't give in to the fear mongers.
Claire Kluskens
National Archives and Records Administration
Washington, DC

On Mar 10, 2010, at 12:17 PM, Annabel Seltzer wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have received an email forwarded from a friend advising everyone
to only reveal the number of persons living in the premises and
that any other information should be withheld because it is
unconstitutional to ask. This person advises that giving out this
information to the Census Bureau could cause identity theft and/or
other bad results. I replied to this email from a genealogy
standpoint. What if we never got any information from the 1850
census forward? Please advise your patrons to answer the questions
the Census Bureau asks so that future generations can find their
roots. Several people around here in Georgia have never let
themselves be enumerated through some fear of identity. That was a
shock to me. Have any of you received any information like this?
Annabel B Seltzer
Annabel B. Seltzer
Hoschton, GA 30548

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100310/54fb0364/
attachment.html
From cygne1 at comcast.net

Wed Mar 10 18:19:32 2010

From: cygne1 at comcast.net (Pam Cooper)
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 18:19:32 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010
In-Reply-To: <B77B69FC-43FE-43AA-A9E4-008D8E52EA77@yahoo.com>
References: <5FEC6C1088F5402EA9A11191995C8833@office01>
<B77B69FC-43FE-43AA-A9E4-008D8E52EA77@yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <008601cac0a8$244f5ca0$6cee15e0$@net>
Has anyone seen this one?
http://blog.capecodgensoc.org/2010/02/save-2010-census-no-images-to-be.html
I just assumed it was another rumor and deleted it.

Also, attached (if it goes through) you will see an article from a newspaper
clipping of July 30, 1978.

There has been a monetary penalty for anyone who does not answer the census
questions since 1790. I have not seen any recent rulings, but wonder if that
is the same today and if it has ever been enforced!

Speaking of dogs on the census, we are thinking about doing a program called
"Pets are Family too!" Good work James!

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email:

<mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org> pcooper at irclibrary.org

Web Site: <http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100310/70f85c66/
attachment.html
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: census penalty.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 14336 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100310/70f85c66/
attachment.jpg
From bhill at berkeley.edu Wed Mar 10 19:40:15 2010
From: bhill at berkeley.edu (bhill at berkeley.edu)
Date: Wed, 10 Mar 2010 16:40:15 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] birth location
In-Reply-To: <8CC8DA0D88B6CAD-2118-A1EF@webmail-d027.sysops.aol.com>
References: <AE4ED41EA3EB5E42977EDE38629A9104F49ED860@03s-exch01.nngov.local>
<41BB8AE8466CB24996A805F02EB9D3B0020F57CB@newman.spokanelibrary.org><C21A5500-57054CEE-AE42-944BE49141EF@yahoo.com><037601cabd9f$f4edb7f0$dec927d0$@net>
<9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB940393A576@magneto.wals.local>
<8CC8DA0D88B6CAD-2118-A1EF@webmail-d027.sysops.aol.com>
Message-ID: <c29483f6a7a90f8ab411ab32e1673806.squirrel@calmail.berkeley.edu>
I think it is likeliest that "N.S." stands for "Not stated."
already been suggested?

Has this

Barbara Hill
Library Committee Member
California Genealogical Society
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Could N.S stand for Nova Scotia?

-----Original Message----From: Mara Munroe <Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Mon, Mar 8, 2010 10:16 am
Subject: [Genealib] birth location

Becky,
?
I looked at this on Ancestry, and as I see it, N. S. is written over
the top of? the census taker?s first record, which appears to be
?amercia,? his misspelling of America. ???See line 47 when he records
someone?s language as Amercian!? ??Which doesn?t answer what N. S.
stands for?unless he?s really misspelling United States! ??
?
?

>
>
>
>
>
>

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985

From llandis at starklibrary.org Thu Mar 11 08:45:52 2010
From: llandis at starklibrary.org (Lauren Landis)
Date: Thu, 11 Mar 2010 08:45:52 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 78, Issue 8
In-Reply-To: <mailman.3.1268154003.21395.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.3.1268154003.21395.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <D67A7DB159F2BD489394F763E46BBFEF044A61B8AD@mail.scdl.local>
Hi All,
I am trying to get a genealogy lock-in program approved for this year. My admin.
wanted to know if other libraries were doing similar programs. I know that AkronSummit County Public Library has done one for several years, but that is the only
one I could name off the top of my head. I have seen many ads for lock-ins in the
past, but I just couldn't name the libraries. If you have had a lock-in, please
let me know so that I can add it to my proposal. You can send it to me personally
if you wish, or post it to the list. Thanks.
Sincerely,
Miss Lauren K. Landis, Genealogy Division Mgr.
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. North
Canton, OH? 44702-1080
Phone: (330) 452-0665, ext. 2769
Email: llandis at starklibrary.org
?
From csokal at charter.net Thu Mar 11 09:12:12 2010
From: csokal at charter.net (charlene sokal)
Date: Thu, 11 Mar 2010 09:12:12 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 78, Issue 8
In-Reply-To: <D67A7DB159F2BD489394F763E46BBFEF044A61B8AD@mail.scdl.local>
References: <mailman.3.1268154003.21395.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<D67A7DB159F2BD489394F763E46BBFEF044A61B8AD@mail.scdl.local>
Message-ID: <000601cac124$d9225610$8b670230$@net>
Ms. Landis,
Worcester Public Library in Worcester, MA has had several of these and they
were very successful.
If I remember correctly, there was a similar program called Nightowls in a
Michigan library some time ago.
Good luck,

it is worth the effort!,

Charlene Sokal
Worcester, MA
-----Original Message-----

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lauren Landis
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 8:46 AM
To: 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 78, Issue 8
Hi All,
I am trying to get a genealogy lock-in program approved for this year. My
admin. wanted to know if other libraries were doing similar programs. I
know that Akron-Summit County Public Library has done one for several years,
but that is the only one I could name off the top of my head. I have seen
many ads for lock-ins in the past, but I just couldn't name the libraries.
If you have had a lock-in, please let me know so that I can add it to my
proposal. You can send it to me personally if you wish, or post it to the
list. Thanks.
Sincerely,
Miss Lauren K. Landis, Genealogy Division Mgr.
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. North
Canton, OH? 44702-1080
Phone: (330) 452-0665, ext. 2769
Email: llandis at starklibrary.org
?
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Thu Mar 11 09:24:48 2010
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Thu, 11 Mar 2010 09:24:48 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Lock-ins
In-Reply-To: <D67A7DB159F2BD489394F763E46BBFEF044A61B8AD@mail.scdl.local>
Message-ID:
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE41D25687040@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
The West Virginia Archives and History Library and Mining Your History Foundation
(our de facto friends of the archives group) co-sponsor an annual lock in that is
highly successful both for participants and the Archives. We have had no problems
of any kind with the lock-in. We will be having our 11th this month on March 2627. Here is link to our Web page, http://www.wvculture.org/news.aspx?
Agency=Archives&Id=1245, plus hit the link for the registration form from that page
to see PDF of entire brochure.
Usually no more than two staff members work, the director and one staff member who
is also an MYHF member, and they take flex time off within the week. They come in
late on Friday so they actually work 4 to 12 on Friday, and 12 to 8 on Saturday and
avoid overtime since our work week ends midnight Friday (we have a lot of weekend
events in our agency). The bulk of the patron assistance is handled by MYHF board
members who are well-known WV genealogists from all around the state. The staff
members make all photocopies, sells Vendapin cards and makes change with quarters
for the self-serve microfilm printers, and collects honor system fees for computer
printouts and for copies made on the three microfilm printers without coin boxes
that we borrow from the state library across the building. Staff members pull and
shelve all closed stack materials, although this is one of the rare times we allow
volunteers to reshelve books and microfilm in open stack rooms. (We do a complete

shelf read of the Reading Room book shelves after Hoot Owl each year.) All the copy
fees go into the Library's account. Registration fees are paid to MYHF who always
donates it all back to us in terms of assistance buying microfilm and equipment, or
donated books.
People can leave anytime they want but cannot return. The security escorts smokers
outside periodically for smoke breaks. MYHF and some regular participants bring
lots of food and non-alcoholic beverages which are served away from the library in
our staff conference room. There is a traditional midnight pizza order for those
who chip in. Unbelievably, most people last all night. Some put their heads down
on the table and nap, and a few bring pillows and/or sleeping bags and find an
empty floor space to nap.
We have people travel hundreds of miles by car and people who fly in just for our
lock-in. Registration trickles in slowly in the four months before the event, then
we always fill up to our capacity of 50 people by the week of the event.
If you have any more questions, give me a call or e-mail.
March 12.)

(I will be out Friday,

Enthusiastically yours,
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lauren Landis
Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 8:46 AM
To: 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 78, Issue 8
Hi All,
I am trying to get a genealogy lock-in program approved for this year. My admin.
wanted to know if other libraries were doing similar programs. I know that AkronSummit County Public Library has done one for several years, but that is the only
one I could name off the top of my head. I have seen many ads for lock-ins in the
past, but I just couldn't name the libraries. If you have had a lock-in, please
let me know so that I can add it to my proposal. You can send it to me personally
if you wish, or post it to the list. Thanks.
Sincerely,
Miss Lauren K. Landis, Genealogy Division Mgr.
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. North
Canton, OH 44702-1080
Phone: (330) 452-0665, ext. 2769
Email: llandis at starklibrary.org
_______________________________________________

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au Thu Mar 11 12:00:22 2010
From: ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au (Anne Burrows)
Date: Fri, 12 Mar 2010 04:00:22 +1100
Subject: [Genealib] Off duty all day on Friday 12 March 2010
Message-ID: <OF8F7C825C.D3E64035-ONCA2576E3.005D6B20-CA2576E3.005D6B20@LocalDomain>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100312/
dd036219/attachment.html
From JSchultz at mcpl.lib.mo.us Thu Mar 11 11:01:01 2010
From: JSchultz at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz)
Date: Thu, 11 Mar 2010 10:01:01 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 78, Issue 8
References: <mailman.3.1268154003.21395.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<D67A7DB159F2BD489394F763E46BBFEF044A61B8AD@mail.scdl.local>
Message-ID: <E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B4881584@VEX1.mcpl.loc>
Lauren,
If you go to the genealib archives, you will find that this has been discussed
before. It will give you plenty of fodder for your proposal. We have had two
lock-ins and they have been very successful.
Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz at mcpl.lib.mo.us
Midwest Genealogy Center
Mid-Continent Public Library
3440 S. Lee's Summit Rd.
Independence, MO 64055
http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us <http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/>
Phone (816) 252-7228
Fax (816) 254-7146
Unless explicity attributed, the opinions expressed are personal
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Lauren Landis
Sent: Thu 3/11/2010 7:45 AM
To: 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 78, Issue 8

Hi All,
I am trying to get a genealogy lock-in program approved for this year. My admin.
wanted to know if other libraries were doing similar programs. I know that AkronSummit County Public Library has done one for several years, but that is the only
one I could name off the top of my head. I have seen many ads for lock-ins in the
past, but I just couldn't name the libraries. If you have had a lock-in, please
let me know so that I can add it to my proposal. You can send it to me personally
if you wish, or post it to the list. Thanks.

Sincerely,
Miss Lauren K. Landis, Genealogy Division Mgr.
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. North
Canton, OH 44702-1080
Phone: (330) 452-0665, ext. 2769
Email: llandis at starklibrary.org
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100311/67b1c505/
attachment.html
From oleak_60453 at yahoo.com Thu Mar 11 13:02:23 2010
From: oleak_60453 at yahoo.com (O'Leary Kathy)
Date: Thu, 11 Mar 2010 10:02:23 -0800 (PST)
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 78, Issue 8
In-Reply-To: <000601cac124$d9225610$8b670230$@net>
Message-ID: <974718.80079.qm@web53701.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Evergreen Park Public Library in Evergreen Park, Illiois had a genealogy lock-in a
few weeks ago. There were two speakers presenting three programs and time for
online research. The program was quite successful.
It took place on a Friday evening from 6-10.
Kathy O'Leary
Oak Lawn Public Library, Oak Lawn, Illinois
--- On Thu, 3/11/10, charlene sokal <csokal at charter.net> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

From: charlene sokal <csokal at charter.net>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 78, Issue 8
To: "'Librarians Serving Genealogists'" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Thursday, March 11, 2010, 8:12 AM
Ms. Landis,
Worcester Public Library in Worcester, MA has had several
of these and they
were very successful.
If I remember correctly, there was a similar program called
Nightowls in a
Michigan library some time ago.?
Good luck,? it is worth the effort!,
Charlene Sokal
Worcester, MA
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu]
On Behalf Of Lauren Landis
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Sent: Thursday, March 11, 2010 8:46 AM
To: 'genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 78, Issue 8
Hi All,
I am trying to get a genealogy lock-in program approved for
this year.? My
admin. wanted to know if other libraries were doing similar
programs.? I
know that Akron-Summit County Public Library has done one
for several years,
but that is the only one I could name off the top of my
head.? I have seen
many ads for lock-ins in the past, but I just couldn't name
the libraries.
If you have had a lock-in, please let me know so that I can
add it to my
proposal.? You can send it to me personally if you
wish, or post it to the
list.? Thanks.
Sincerely,
Miss Lauren K. Landis, Genealogy Division Mgr.
Stark County District Library
715 Market Ave. North
Canton, OH? 44702-1080
Phone: (330) 452-0665, ext. 2769
Email: llandis at starklibrary.org
?
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Thu Mar 11 17:33:36 2010
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Thu, 11 Mar 2010 16:33:36 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] book for postage
Message-ID: <FC22B5347CC8FC4E9E08BFD53903EEA0877174@MCKMAIL2.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Republic of Texas: poll lists for 1846

Cover in good condition. Binding in fair condition. Library markings.

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Library
McKinney Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100311/3a5eb15c/
attachment.html
From cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com Thu Mar 11 22:34:34 2010
From: cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Thu, 11 Mar 2010 22:34:34 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Census 2010
In-Reply-To: <008601cac0a8$244f5ca0$6cee15e0$@net>
References: <5FEC6C1088F5402EA9A11191995C8833@office01>
<B77B69FC-43FE-43AA-A9E4-008D8E52EA77@yahoo.com>
<008601cac0a8$244f5ca0$6cee15e0$@net>
Message-ID: <7186FA61-7547-45F9-898B-B36DEDFF1F10@yahoo.com>
The National Archives is certainly aware of the genealogical and
historical value that census information about individuals will have
in 72 years and on into the future.
While NARA's formal appraisal of the records being created by 2010
census has not been completed, and I am not involved in that process,
I believe it is fair to say that the census data containing the names
and other answers to questions will be retained. I think it is
likely that individual census information will likely be preserved in
some electronic format -- and that saving millions of paper forms is
not a realistic or cost effective option.
Claire Kluskens
NARA
Washington, DC
On Mar 10, 2010, at 6:19 PM, Pam Cooper wrote:
> Has anyone seen this one? http://blog.capecodgensoc.org/2010/02/
> save-2010-census-no-images-to-be.html I just assumed it was
> another rumor and deleted it.
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Also, attached (if it goes through) you will see an article from a
newspaper clipping of July 30, 1978.

There has been a monetary penalty for anyone who does not answer
the census questions since 1790. I have not seen any recent
rulings, but wonder if that is the same today and if it has ever
been enforced!

Speaking of dogs on the census, we are thinking about doing a
program called "Pets are Family too!" Good work James!

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail
addresses are public records. If you do not want your e-mail
address released in response to a public records request, do not
send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office
by phone or in writing.

<census penalty.jpg>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:

http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100311/819683b6/
attachment.html
From traci.thompson at gmail.com Fri Mar 12 12:27:00 2010
From: traci.thompson at gmail.com (Traci Thompson)
Date: Fri, 12 Mar 2010 12:27:00 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Librarians and Pro Genealogists
Message-ID: <efca8b2a1003120927o27ad398p38e2dc63fdab4a9b@mail.gmail.com>
Recently I posted to several lists asking, is there a particular group, or
list, or chapter specifically for librarians who are simultaneously
practicing as professional genealogists, or who are certified genealogists,
or planning to become certified genealogists?
I found the response interesting enough to share. I heard from a total of
12 people. Of these, a few had left librarianship to pursue professional
genealogy, and most of the others work at a library (of all kinds, including
special, academic, and public) either full or part-time and have their own
genealogy businesses on the side. One person had CG behind his name, two had
AG, and one other person expressed interest in having letters (besides MLS)
behind her name.
There was little to no interest in a group specifically for librarians who
are also professional genealogists, as the general feeling was the existing
lists for both groups are sufficient.
Also, apparently no one is doing quite what I am at my library, which I also
found interesting. Most libraries (if not all) hold to the policy that
their staff cannot undertake in-depth genealogical research, and refer such
requests to professional genealogists (or library volunteers). I have been
advocating a ?if you can?t beat ?em, join ?em? philosophy at my library; as
economic considerations have caused our administration to adopt a fee
schedule for previously free (or donation basis) genealogical services, I
suggested that I be allowed to do in-depth research and charge accordingly,
hopefully creating a win-win situation (patrons get service, library gets
revenue, I get to do fun research.) I also hope this will create a new kind
of atmosphere and understanding between the library/archive world and the
genealogy world.
(Gee that sounds so cutting-edge!) J
Just thought I?d share. Hope no one minds.
Traci Thompson
Local History/Genealogy Librarian
Braswell Memorial Library
727 N Grace St
Rocky Mount, NC 27804
252-442-1951 ext 247(voice)
Opinions expressed are my own.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100312/1bc16769/
attachment.html
From genealogy at daddezio.com Fri Mar 12 12:33:51 2010
From: genealogy at daddezio.com (Illya D'Addezio)
Date: Fri, 12 Mar 2010 12:33:51 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] [TGF] Librarians and Professional Genealogists
In-Reply-To: <E7D13878059F834F87EF483943B605CC0128705B@SPARKY.braswell-library.org>

References: <E7D13878059F834F87EF483943B605CC0128705B@SPARKY.braswell-library.org>
Message-ID: <5AE3730E3548470F95468AA101E39614@NJWK2ID>
Bravo Traci! Nice to see someone is thinking of mutually beneficial ways to
help genealogists while continuing to support the local library community.
I'd like to extend you a free 2-year subscription to my genealogical
database project, Family Tree Connection. Contact me offlist and I'll get an
account set up for you.
- illya
Illya J. D'Addezio, Owner
editor at genealogytoday.com
Genealogy Today LLC
New Providence, NJ 07974
Follow me on Twitter
http://twitter.com/illyadaddezio

-----Original Message----From: transitional-genealogists-forum-bounces at rootsweb.com
[mailto:transitional-genealogists-forum-bounces at rootsweb.com] On Behalf Of
Traci Thompson
Sent: Friday, March 12, 2010 12:08 PM
To: transitional-genealogists-forum at rootsweb.com
Cc: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu; apgmembersonlylist at apgen.org
Subject: [TGF] Librarians and Professional Genealogists
Also, apparently no one is doing quite what I am at my library, which I also
found interesting. Most libraries (if not all) hold to the policy that
their staff cannot undertake in-depth genealogical research, and refer such
requests to professional genealogists (or library volunteers). I have been
advocating a "if you can't beat 'em, join 'em"
philosophy at my library; as economic considerations have caused our
administration to adopt a fee schedule for previously free (or donation
basis) genealogical services, I suggested that I be allowed to do in-depth
research and charge accordingly, hopefully creating a win-win situation
(patrons get service, library gets revenue, I get to do fun
research.) I also hope this will create a new kind of atmosphere and
understanding between the library/archive world and the genealogy world.
(Gee that sounds so cutting-edge!) :-)
Just thought I'd share.

Hope no one minds.

Traci Thompson
From howard_bybee at byu.edu Fri Mar 12 14:18:23 2010
From: howard_bybee at byu.edu (Howard Bybee)
Date: Fri, 12 Mar 2010 12:18:23 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Plustek A300 user reference
In-Reply-To: <mailman.5.1268413205.10771.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.5.1268413205.10771.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

Message-ID: <C3D2B115D2ABD44BA7E21F95EC413A23380A288CCA@tiller.exch.ad.byu.edu>
I would like a user reference for the Plustek A300 flatbed book scanner if anyone
has one or has used one.
Thanks, H
Howard C. Bybee
Family History Librarian
2246 HBLL
Harold B. Lee Library
Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah 84602
801-422-7661
From mgobert at wvls.lib.wi.us Fri Mar 12 14:55:44 2010
From: mgobert at wvls.lib.wi.us (Michelle Gobert)
Date: Fri, 12 Mar 2010 13:55:44 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Wisconsin Tax Roll question
Message-ID: <1445e1b11003121155v57b807afy8cf52cf54097f055@mail.gmail.com>
I currently have a patron who is doing research using property tax rolls.
She has come across a notation that she is not sure about and I am hoping
someone here may have the answer she is looking for.
In the tax roll, the column headings are as follows:
"Lot, Block, S., R., T., Acres, 100s, Valuation"
My patron's ancestor in question is the only taxpayer to have a number
listed in the column titled "100s". Any idea what the "100s" stands for?
Looking forward to your replies.
Michelle Gobert
Crandon Public Library
Crandon, WI 54520
www.crandonpl.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100312/
f2323e31/attachment.html
From andersod at uwgb.edu Fri Mar 12 16:40:03 2010
From: andersod at uwgb.edu (Anderson, Debra)
Date: Fri, 12 Mar 2010 15:40:03 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Wisconsin Tax Roll question
In-Reply-To: <1445e1b11003121155v57b807afy8cf52cf54097f055@mail.gmail.com>
References: <1445e1b11003121155v57b807afy8cf52cf54097f055@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <9A25DC98771AD343B189F011D22BB0D1076BEE962A@exmsa.uwgb.edu>
Hi!
We think the 100s column was used for those holding property that was less than an
acre.
Deb Anderson, Archivist
UW Green Bay

Area Research Center
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Michelle Gobert
Sent: Friday, March 12, 2010 1:56 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Wisconsin Tax Roll question
I currently have a patron who is doing research using property tax rolls. She has
come across a notation that she is not sure about and I am hoping someone here may
have the answer she is looking for.
In the tax roll, the column headings are as follows:
"Lot, Block, S., R., T., Acres, 100s, Valuation"
My patron's ancestor in question is the only taxpayer to have a number listed in
the column titled "100s". Any idea what the "100s" stands for?
Looking forward to your replies.
Michelle Gobert
Crandon Public Library
Crandon, WI 54520
www.crandonpl.org<http://www.crandonpl.org>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100312/5b003a7a/
attachment.html
From lvfreeter at gmail.com Sun Mar 14 19:52:01 2010
From: lvfreeter at gmail.com (Fred)
Date: Sun, 14 Mar 2010 18:52:01 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Plustek A300 user reference
In-Reply-To: <C3D2B115D2ABD44BA7E21F95EC413A23380A288CCA@tiller.exch.ad.byu.edu>
References: <mailman.5.1268413205.10771.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<C3D2B115D2ABD44BA7E21F95EC413A23380A288CCA@tiller.exch.ad.byu.edu>
Message-ID: <a957a99c1003141652k1202dbcbi8c0c44a7f509229a@mail.gmail.com>
Try this. I just downloaded it here. e-mail address not necessary
http://www.retrevo.com/support/Plustek-A300-Scanners-manual/id/23306ag120/t/2/
On Fri, Mar 12, 2010 at 2:18 PM, Howard Bybee <howard_bybee at byu.edu> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I would like a user reference for the Plustek A300 flatbed book scanner if
anyone has one or has used one.
Thanks, H
Howard C. Bybee
Family History Librarian
2246 HBLL
Harold B. Lee Library
Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah 84602
801-422-7661

> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100314/34bbd70a/
attachment.html
From head1 at skytex.net Mon Mar 15 09:06:48 2010
From: head1 at skytex.net (Lea Head)
Date: Mon, 15 Mar 2010 08:06:48 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] NARA Blog re 2010 Census
Message-ID: <DC9E61D78351472C81EBFE56737B87D9@lea44b9e7fea6f>
http://blogs.archives.gov/online-public-access/?p=1192
This link to a blog that NARA is running explains what methodology will be used to
preserve the 2010 census and keep the genealogists happy.
Lea Head
Lucille Teague Community Library
library1 at cableone.net
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100315/
aba296cf/attachment.html
From stirkk at juno.com Mon Mar 15 09:27:22 2010
From: stirkk at juno.com (Kate Stirk)
Date: Mon, 15 Mar 2010 13:27:22 GMT
Subject: [Genealib] Baby books
Message-ID: <20100315.092722.346.1@webmail04.vgs.untd.com>
A fellow librarian forwarded a list of interesting special collections. This one
caught my eye for it's genealogical perspective:
For centuries parents have been keeping meticulous records of their children?s
early years in baby books, and UCLA has an amazing special collection of these
treasured mementos. The Louise M. Darling Biomedical Library has been working on
building a collection of these memory books from the 19th through 21st centuries to
help shed light on trends in early childhood care and children?s health. The
collection includes everything from books that haven?t been filled out at all to
diligently completed books. Where has the school been able to round up so many baby
books? You guessed it: eBay.
http://www.library.ucla.edu/specialcollections/biomedicallibrary/13477.cfm

Kate Stirk, Campus Librarian
Chattahoochee Technical College, Georgia
StirkK at Juno.com
"Truth without love is brutality, and love without truth is hypocrisy."

? Warren Wiersbe
Please note: message attached
____________________________________________________________
Weight Loss Program
Best Weight Loss Program - Click Here!
http://thirdpartyoffers.juno.com/TGL2131/c?
cp=g09d4xWS5HVQj6CzCV0oDwAAJz1KeCAQKirST06u4TGMjnfWAAYAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADNAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAEUgAAAAA=
From tbenson at vbdl.org Mon Mar 15 09:31:46 2010
From: tbenson at vbdl.org (Toni I. Benson)
Date: Mon, 15 Mar 2010 09:31:46 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Duplication of library special collections policy
Message-ID: <4B9E36C2.7060902@vbdl.org>
Our facility houses some special collections in manuscript and
photograph form. Some material is unique only to our collection and
other pertains to famous individuals.
We have been approached by individuals requesting quality digital copies
of some of these materials. Some items are in the public domain, but
most are not. In one case, copies are requested for internet
publication, albeit by a non-profit group.
I've been monitoring the discussion regarding general permission for the
use of digital cameras and scanners, but no mention has really been made
of restrictions based on content. To date we have only allowed
photocopies, no digital reproduction.
We would like to devise a written library policy addressing the
privileges and limitations of the duplication of items from our special
collections.
I would like to hear from other libraries who may already have similar
written policies in place, online or offline.
Replies may be directed to me off list, but I suspect that other
subscribers may be interested in this as well.
Thank you,
Toni I. Benson, Local History
Van Buren District Library
Decatur, MI
(269)423-4771
From cribbswh at gmail.com Mon Mar 15 09:51:36 2010
From: cribbswh at gmail.com (cribbswh at gmail.com)
Date: Mon, 15 Mar 2010 08:51:36 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Newest obituary collections at GenealogyBuff.com
Message-ID: <4058421b1003150651vdc8c9cbpe8bfede439a04f4d@mail.gmail.com>
Hi all,
The following data sets have been added to GenealogyBuff.com.

Each

collection has its own search box at the upper part of each page and
has the GenealogyBuff.com watermark in the search field.
All of
these collections are free.
To keep from going to commercial sites,
avoid sponsor links and banners.
Mercer County, Ohio Obituary and Funeral Home Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/oh/mercer/webbbs_config.pl
Central Iowa Obituary Collection - updated
http://www.genealogybuff.com/ia/central/
Pasco County, Florida Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/fl/pasco/webbbs_config.pl
Surry County, North Carolina Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/nc/surry/webbbs_config.pl
Robertson County, Tennessee Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/tn/robertson/webbbs_config.pl
Aikens County, South Carolina Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/sc/aikens/webbbs_config.pl
You can also explore Search Central at http://www.genealogybuff.com/search.htm
to look for your surnames. The Famous Surname Tool there will let you
research your surnames in databases in other parts of the web. Some
of those are free, some are paid.
ALL of GenealogyBuff.com content
is free, however.
GenealogyBuff.com's Facebook page:
http://www.facebook.com/pages/GenealogyBuffcom/214156610691?ref=mf
Hope this helps.
Bill
From mrarchive at aol.com Mon Mar 15 10:26:02 2010
From: mrarchive at aol.com (mrarchive at aol.com)
Date: Mon, 15 Mar 2010 10:26:02 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Baby books
In-Reply-To: <20100315.092722.346.1@webmail04.vgs.untd.com>
References: <20100315.092722.346.1@webmail04.vgs.untd.com>
Message-ID: <8CC926292BB8311-5AA8-180@webmail-d001.sysops.aol.com>

KATE THANKS FOR SHARING THIS SITE. I AM PRESENTLY ETACHING AN ADULT ED COURSE ON
GENEALOGICAL RESEARCH AND THIS IS EXACTLY WHAT WE NEED.. UNUSUAL WEB AND
INTERESTING USEFUL COLLECTIONS.
STEVE

-----Original Message-----

From: Kate Stirk <stirkk at juno.com>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Cc: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Mon, Mar 15, 2010 9:27 am
Subject: [Genealib] Baby books
A fellow librarian forwarded a list of interesting special collections. This one
caught my eye for it's genealogical perspective:
For centuries parents have been keeping meticulous records of their children?s
early years in baby books, and UCLA has an amazing special collection of these
treasured mementos. The Louise M. Darling Biomedical Library has been working on
building a collection of these memory books from the 19th through 21st centuries
to help shed light on trends in early childhood care and children?s health. The
collection includes everything from books that haven?t been filled out at all to
diligently completed books. Where has the school been able to round up so many
baby books? You guessed it: eBay.
http://www.library.ucla.edu/specialcollections/biomedicallibrary/13477.cfm

Kate Stirk, Campus Librarian
Chattahoochee Technical College, Georgia
StirkK at Juno.com
"Truth without love is brutality, and love without truth is hypocrisy."
? Warren Wiersbe
Please note: message attached
____________________________________________________________
Weight Loss Program
Best Weight Loss Program - Click Here!
http://thirdpartyoffers.juno.com/TGL2131/c?
cp=g09d4xWS5HVQj6CzCV0oDwAAJz1KeCAQKirST06u4TGMjnfWAAYAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAADNAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAEUgAAAAA=
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100315/6176183b/
attachment.html
From DougB81042 at aol.com Mon Mar 15 12:38:40 2010
From: DougB81042 at aol.com (DougB81042 at aol.com)
Date: Mon, 15 Mar 2010 12:38:40 EDT
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 78, Issue 14
Message-ID: <4ba2d.39f8f7e1.38cfbc90@aol.com>
In a message dated 3/15/2010 12:00:46 PM Eastern Daylight Time,

genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu writes:
> This link to a blog that NARA is running explains what methodology will
> be used to preserve the 2010 census and keep the genealogists happy.
>
Lee
Thank You. That is about as close to the horses' mouth as we are going to
get.
Douglas Burnett
Satellite Beach
FL
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100315/3c2b8714/
attachment.html
From genealogy at morleylibrary.org Mon Mar 15 13:31:18 2010
From: genealogy at morleylibrary.org (Genealogy & Local History)
Date: Mon, 15 Mar 2010 13:31:18 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] News-Herald Ohio microfilm
Message-ID: <17F8FA94603A42248ECFF13AEEBAB2AC@library.morleylibrary.org>
Our collection of newspapers on microfilm is a very popular resource for
local researchers. We would like to increase our collection to include
reels of the Lake County, Ohio, News-Herald issues published prior to April
1, 1986, but later than July 31, 1975. The reel beginning with April 1,
1986, was provided by Crest Information Technologies in Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
but we believe the microfilm collection may have been sold to another
business. Any help in locating these newspapers would be appreciated, as we
have a memorial contribution to help us purchase some reels. Our
researchers like to browse through old issues of the paper, and digitized
newspapers available now on the Internet are not necessarily complete
issues.
Sally Malone
Genealogy specialist
Genealogy and Local History Room
Morley Library
184 Phelps Street
Painesville OH 44077
440-352-3383 x216

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100315/
ecc05264/attachment.html
From Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov Mon Mar 15 15:13:44 2010
From: Suzanne.Levy at fairfaxcounty.gov (Levy, Suzanne S.)
Date: Mon, 15 Mar 2010 15:13:44 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Hawkeye Heritage issue
Message-ID:
<99C1F7217998E84790D8D979BD81EF7419BF58BF@FFXEXVM01.FFX.CO.FAIRFAX.VA.US>

Does anyone out there have an extra copy of Vol. 25, no. 2, Summer 1990?
I am trying to pull together periodical sets for the bindery and that
issue would allow me to send off another few years.
I am happy to pay postage or trade something we have.
Suzanne Levy
Virginia Room Librarian
City of Fairfax Regional Library
10360 North Street
Fairfax VA 22030
703-293-6383
suzanne.levy at fairfaxcounty.gov
www.fairfaxcounty.gov/library/branches/vr
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100315/70dd2ff9/
attachment.html
From cygne1 at comcast.net Mon Mar 15 19:05:00 2010
From: cygne1 at comcast.net (Pam Cooper)
Date: Mon, 15 Mar 2010 19:05:00 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] News-Herald Ohio microfilm
In-Reply-To: <17F8FA94603A42248ECFF13AEEBAB2AC@library.morleylibrary.org>
References: <17F8FA94603A42248ECFF13AEEBAB2AC@library.morleylibrary.org>
Message-ID: <003601cac493$f081de80$d1859b80$@net>
Their new name is Heritage Microfilm and they have a vault of all the old
microfilm. They also own NewspaperArchive.com

Pam

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Genealogy &
Local History
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 1:31 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] News-Herald Ohio microfilm

Our collection of newspapers on microfilm is a very popular resource for
local researchers. We would like to increase our collection to include
reels of the Lake County, Ohio, News-Herald issues published prior to April
1, 1986, but later than July 31, 1975. The reel beginning with April 1,
1986, was provided by Crest Information Technologies in Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
but we believe the microfilm collection may have been sold to another
business. Any help in locating these newspapers would be appreciated, as we
have a memorial contribution to help us purchase some reels. Our
researchers like to browse through old issues of the paper, and digitized
newspapers available now on the Internet are not necessarily complete

issues.
Sally Malone
Genealogy specialist
Genealogy and Local History Room
Morley Library
184 Phelps Street
Painesville OH 44077
440-352-3383 x216

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100315/
f62b95c0/attachment.html
From genealogy at morleylibrary.org Tue Mar 16 10:55:13 2010
From: genealogy at morleylibrary.org (genealogy at morleylibrary.org)
Date: Tue, 16 Mar 2010 10:55:13 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [Genealib] News-Herald Ohio microfilm
In-Reply-To: <003601cac493$f081de80$d1859b80$@net>
References: <17F8FA94603A42248ECFF13AEEBAB2AC@library.morleylibrary.org>
<003601cac493$f081de80$d1859b80$@net>
Message-ID: <271e1a85b651ef8a4e30dd56f56e3623.squirrel@webmail.morleylibrary.org>
Thank you all.
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I am pursuing this lead.

Their new name is Heritage Microfilm and they have a vault of all the old
microfilm. They also own NewspaperArchive.com

Pam

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Genealogy &
Local History
Sent: Monday, March 15, 2010 1:31 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] News-Herald Ohio microfilm

Our collection of newspapers on microfilm is a very popular resource for
local researchers. We would like to increase our collection to include
reels of the Lake County, Ohio, News-Herald issues published prior to
April
1, 1986, but later than July 31, 1975. The reel beginning with April 1,
1986, was provided by Crest Information Technologies in Cedar Rapids,
Iowa,
but we believe the microfilm collection may have been sold to another
business. Any help in locating these newspapers would be appreciated, as
we
have a memorial contribution to help us purchase some reels. Our

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

researchers like to browse through old issues of the paper, and digitized
newspapers available now on the Internet are not necessarily complete
issues.
Sally Malone
Genealogy specialist
Genealogy and Local History Room
Morley Library
184 Phelps Street
Painesville OH 44077
440-352-3383 x216

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

Genealogy and Local History Room
Morley Library
184 Phelps Street
Painesville OH 44077
440-352-3383
genealogy at morleylibrary.org
From hlgoebel at yahoo.com Tue Mar 16 14:28:33 2010
From: hlgoebel at yahoo.com (Heather Goebel)
Date: Tue, 16 Mar 2010 11:28:33 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Are there any real UNKs around?
In-Reply-To: <1e72a.5ca9cb0.38a9a3d8@aol.com>
Message-ID: <227254.61646.qm@web52502.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
May I please get the details of your flight again?
?
I can't rfind it in my yahoo email although it may be in my Facebook.
?
Thanks!
?
Heather (at work)

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100316/9ceb6159/
attachment.html
From lcasson at cox.net Tue Mar 16 14:40:18 2010
From: lcasson at cox.net (Lois Casson)
Date: Tue, 16 Mar 2010 13:40:18 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] NY historical newspapers

Message-ID: <4FEFE869A1C94A52BCF157BEE9DA4BD6@PC302662807428>
There is a site that has old NY newspaper records available free. It has an off
beat name that I can't remember
and am hoping that I can get some suggestions since searches haven't turned it up.
Lois Casson
Director
Pensacola, FL FHC
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100316/532ace14/
attachment.html
From pcooper at irclibrary.org Tue Mar 16 14:51:47 2010
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Tue, 16 Mar 2010 14:51:47 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] NY historical newspapers
References: <4FEFE869A1C94A52BCF157BEE9DA4BD6@PC302662807428>
Message-ID: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA83B9064@mail.irclibrary.org>
Old Fulton NY Postcards - http://www.fultonhistory.com/Flash_ok.html

Incredible web site!

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org <mailto:pcooper at irclibrary.org>
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
<http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy>
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in
response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to
this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu

[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lois Casson
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 2:40 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] NY historical newspapers

There is a site that has old NY newspaper records available free.
has an off beat name that I can't remember

It

and am hoping that I can get some suggestions since searches haven't
turned it up.

Lois Casson
Director
Pensacola, FL FHC

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100316/975d4312/
attachment.html
From lcasson at cox.net Tue Mar 16 15:11:12 2010
From: lcasson at cox.net (Lois Casson)
Date: Tue, 16 Mar 2010 14:11:12 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] NY historical newspapers
References: <4FEFE869A1C94A52BCF157BEE9DA4BD6@PC302662807428>
<E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA83B9064@mail.irclibrary.org>
Message-ID: <CAA23B2E7B0D49858496C2CCEEA95DB4@PC302662807428>
Thanks, Pam..that's the one I was looking for. Lois
----- Original Message ----From: Pam Cooper
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 1:51 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NY historical newspapers
Old Fulton NY Postcards - http://www.fultonhistory.com/Flash_ok.html

Incredible web site!

Pam

Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor

Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy
Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public
records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response to a public
records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this
office by phone or in writing.

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lois Casson
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 2:40 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] NY historical newspapers

There is a site that has old NY newspaper records available free.
beat name that I can't remember

It has an off

and am hoping that I can get some suggestions since searches haven't turned it
up.

Lois Casson
Director
Pensacola, FL FHC

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 9.0.733 / Virus Database: 271.1.1/2750 - Release Date: 03/16/10 02:33:00
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100316/
ef9942c7/attachment.html
From loathout at tcpclibrary.org Tue Mar 16 15:22:21 2010
From: loathout at tcpclibrary.org (Larry Oathout)
Date: Tue, 16 Mar 2010 14:22:21 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] NY historical newspapers
In-Reply-To: <CAA23B2E7B0D49858496C2CCEEA95DB4@PC302662807428>
References: <4FEFE869A1C94A52BCF157BEE9DA4BD6@PC302662807428>
<E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA83B9064@mail.irclibrary.org>
<CAA23B2E7B0D49858496C2CCEEA95DB4@PC302662807428>
Message-ID: <WC20100316192221.9002F2@tcpclibrary.org>
Wow!

Thanks Pam...that will help me a bunch in our personal search.

Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry County Library
Tell City, IN 47586
812-547-2661
(Fax) 547-3038
www.tcpclibrary.org
-----Original Message----From: "Lois Casson" <lcasson at cox.net>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Tue, 16 Mar 2010 14:11:12 -0500
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NY historical newspapers
Thanks, Pam..that's the one I was looking for. Lois
----- Original Message ----From: Pam Cooper
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 1:51 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NY historical newspapers
Old Fulton NY Postcards - http://www.fultonhistory.com/Flash_ok.html
Incredible web site!
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960
772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper at irclibrary.org
Web Site: http://www.irclibrary.org/genealogy

Please note: As of July 1, 2006, under Florida law, e-mail addresses are
public records. If you do not want your e-mail address released in response
to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity.
Instead, contact this office by phone or in writing.
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lois Casson
Sent: Tuesday, March 16, 2010 2:40 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] NY historical newspapers
There is a site that has old NY newspaper records available free. It has an
off beat name that I can't remember
and am hoping that I can get some suggestions since searches haven't turned
it up.
Lois Casson
Director
Pensacola, FL FHC

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
Version: 9.0.733 / Virus Database: 271.1.1/2750 - Release Date: 03/16/10
02:33:00
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100316/
ca4921cb/attachment.html
From robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com Tue Mar 16 21:50:15 2010
From: robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com (Robert Sullivan)
Date: Tue, 16 Mar 2010 21:50:15 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] NY historical newspapers
In-Reply-To: <4FEFE869A1C94A52BCF157BEE9DA4BD6@PC302662807428>
References: <4FEFE869A1C94A52BCF157BEE9DA4BD6@PC302662807428>
Message-ID: <32c265401003161850p1f117774tabea2d85bff6b753@mail.gmail.com>
>
>
>
>

There is a site that has old NY newspaper records available free.? It has an
off beat name that I can't remember
and am hoping that I can get some suggestions since searches haven't turned
it up.

There is also Suffolk Historic Newspapers:
<http://www.suffolkhistoricnewspapers.org/>
-Bob Sullivan

Schenectady Digital History Archive
<http://www.schenectadyhistory.org/>
Schenectady County (NY) Public Library
From dfiskehiker at yahoo.com Tue Mar 16 22:20:21 2010
From: dfiskehiker at yahoo.com (Dave Fiske)
Date: Tue, 16 Mar 2010 19:20:21 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] NY historical newspapers
In-Reply-To: <32c265401003161850p1f117774tabea2d85bff6b753@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <841683.67993.qm@web33108.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
These are collections of digitized New York State newspapers,
(most prepared by libraries) that I know of. I'm sure there
are many others.
Northern New York Newspapers (Clinton, Essec, Franklin, Jefferson, Lewis, Oswego
and St.
Lawrence counties--can only search one county at a time, though)
http://news.nnyln.net/
Brooklyn Daily Eagle
http://eagle.brooklynpubliclibrary.org/
Altamont Enterprise (Albany County)
http://historicnewspapers.guilpl.org/
Schenectady Gazette (via Google News Archive)
http://www.dailygazette.com/
Several NYS newspapers in the Library of Congress'
Chronicling America project
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/search/pages/
Assorted digitalization projects by libraries (some include newspapers)
http://www.nysl.nysed.gov/libdev/lsta/digiproj.htm
ENJOY!
David Fiske
--- On Tue, 3/16/10, Robert Sullivan <robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

From: Robert Sullivan <robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] NY historical newspapers
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Tuesday, March 16, 2010, 9:50 PM
> There is a site that has old NY
newspaper records available free.? It has an
> off beat name that I can't remember
> and am hoping that I can get some suggestions since
searches haven't turned
> it up.
There is also Suffolk Historic Newspapers:
<http://www.suffolkhistoricnewspapers.org/>
-Bob Sullivan

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Schenectady Digital History Archive
<http://www.schenectadyhistory.org/>
Schenectady County (NY) Public Library
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From graymatters at windstream.net Tue Mar 16 23:02:02 2010
From: graymatters at windstream.net (Martha Grenzeback)
Date: Tue, 16 Mar 2010 22:02:02 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] NY historical newspapers
In-Reply-To: <841683.67993.qm@web33108.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
References: <32c265401003161850p1f117774tabea2d85bff6b753@mail.gmail.com>
<841683.67993.qm@web33108.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <39.47.13708.B2640AB4@lrcmmta08>
This may be the "offbeat" one--the portal is a little weird-looking,
but it is a great collection of historic NY state papers:
http://www.fultonhistory.com/Fulton.html
Martha Grenzeback
Omaha Public Library

At 09:20 PM 3/16/2010, Dave Fiske wrote:
>These are collections of digitized New York State newspapers,
>(most prepared by libraries) that I know of. I'm sure there
>are many others.
>
>Northern New York Newspapers (Clinton, Essec, Franklin, Jefferson,
>Lewis, Oswego and St.
>Lawrence counties--can only search one county at a time, though)
>http://news.nnyln.net/
>
>Brooklyn Daily Eagle
>http://eagle.brooklynpubliclibrary.org/
>
>Altamont Enterprise (Albany County)
>http://historicnewspapers.guilpl.org/
>
>Schenectady Gazette (via Google News Archive)
>http://www.dailygazette.com/
>
>Several NYS newspapers in the Library of Congress'
>Chronicling America project
>http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/search/pages/
>
>Assorted digitalization projects by libraries (some include newspapers)
>http://www.nysl.nysed.gov/libdev/lsta/digiproj.htm
>
>ENJOY!
>
>David Fiske
>
>--- On Tue, 3/16/10, Robert Sullivan <robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com> wrote:
>

> > From: Robert Sullivan <robert.g.sullivan at gmail.com>
> > Subject: Re: [Genealib] NY historical newspapers
> > To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> > Date: Tuesday, March 16, 2010, 9:50 PM
> > > There is a site that has old NY
> > newspaper records available free. It has an
> > > off beat name that I can't remember
> > > and am hoping that I can get some suggestions since
> > searches haven't turned
> > > it up.
> >
> > There is also Suffolk Historic Newspapers:
> >
> > <http://www.suffolkhistoricnewspapers.org/>
> >
> > -> > Bob Sullivan
> > Schenectady Digital History Archive
> > <http://www.schenectadyhistory.org/>
> > Schenectady County (NY) Public Library
> > _______________________________________________
> > genealib mailing list
> > genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> > http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> >
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>No virus found in this incoming message.
>Checked by AVG - www.avg.com
>Version: 9.0.733 / Virus Database: 271.1.1/2751 - Release Date:
>03/16/10 14:33:00
From ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au Wed Mar 17 13:00:23 2010
From: ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au (Anne Burrows)
Date: Thu, 18 Mar 2010 04:00:23 +1100
Subject: [Genealib] On leave and off duty on Friday 19 and Monday 22 March
2010
Message-ID: <OFB544C406.40F340F2-ONCA2576E9.005D6B4F-CA2576E9.005D6B4F@LocalDomain>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100318/66a75860/
attachment.html
From cribbswh at gmail.com Thu Mar 18 16:30:48 2010
From: cribbswh at gmail.com (cribbswh at gmail.com)
Date: Thu, 18 Mar 2010 15:30:48 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Newest obituary collections at GenealogyBuff.com
In-Reply-To: <4058421b1003150651vdc8c9cbpe8bfede439a04f4d@mail.gmail.com>
References: <4058421b1003150651vdc8c9cbpe8bfede439a04f4d@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <4058421b1003181330v18b3e809t48b421a57f6be930@mail.gmail.com>
I'm sorry, the South Carolina link was erroneous with an extra "s".
The corrected link is as follows:

Aiken County, South Carolina Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/sc/aiken/webbbs_config.pl
On 3/15/10, cribbswh at gmail.com <cribbswh at gmail.com> wrote:
> Hi all,
>
> The following data sets have been added to GenealogyBuff.com.
Each
> collection has its own search box at the upper part of each page and
> has the GenealogyBuff.com watermark in the search field.
All of
> these collections are free.
To keep from going to commercial sites,
> avoid sponsor links and banners.
>
> Mercer County, Ohio Obituary and Funeral Home Collection
> http://www.genealogybuff.com/oh/mercer/webbbs_config.pl
>
> Central Iowa Obituary Collection - updated
> http://www.genealogybuff.com/ia/central/
>
> Pasco County, Florida Obituary Collection
> http://www.genealogybuff.com/fl/pasco/webbbs_config.pl
>
> Surry County, North Carolina Obituary Collection
> http://www.genealogybuff.com/nc/surry/webbbs_config.pl
>
> Robertson County, Tennessee Obituary Collection
> http://www.genealogybuff.com/tn/robertson/webbbs_config.pl
>
> Aikens County, South Carolina Obituary Collection
> http://www.genealogybuff.com/sc/aikens/webbbs_config.pl
>
> You can also explore Search Central at http://www.genealogybuff.com/search.htm
> to look for your surnames. The Famous Surname Tool there will let you
> research your surnames in databases in other parts of the web. Some
> of those are free, some are paid.
ALL of GenealogyBuff.com content
> is free, however.
>
> GenealogyBuff.com's Facebook page:
>
> http://www.facebook.com/pages/GenealogyBuffcom/214156610691?ref=mf
>
> Hope this helps.
> Bill
>
-Bill Cribbs
GenealogyBuff.com
http://www.genealogybuff.com
Fax: 1-832-553-2796
From JJeffrey at denverlibrary.org Thu Mar 18 18:25:05 2010
From: JJeffrey at denverlibrary.org (James Jeffrey)
Date: Thu, 18 Mar 2010 16:25:05 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Denver Public Library
In-Reply-To: <4058421b1003181330v18b3e809t48b421a57f6be930@mail.gmail.com>
References: <4058421b1003150651vdc8c9cbpe8bfede439a04f4d@mail.gmail.com>
<4058421b1003181330v18b3e809t48b421a57f6be930@mail.gmail.com>

Message-ID: <4BA253E1.8911.0049.0@denverlibrary.org>
Gang
This morning the Denver Public Library held its 2009 Staff Recognition Event.
I am pleased to announce that Wendel Cox and James Jeffrey were both recognized.
J. Wendel Cox, PhD is the Western History Bibliographer he was recognized as the
Hardest Worker. "Wendel works amazingly hard, doing a countless number of tasks
and often working long and odd hours...Wendel has made huge efforts to keep our
morale high and help out in as many areas as possible...His easy manner and
cheerful disposition put customers at ease and his encyclopedic knowledge of
American Indian culture is a marvelous storehouse."
James K. Jeffrey is the Genealogy Specialist in Western History and Genealogy. He
has been at the DPL for 25 years and won the Long-Term Dedication Award. "James
greets each customer like a long-lost cousin...his rapport with the community has
led to many groups offering classes at DPL...he and his collection have made DPL a
destination library."

From birdie at holsclaw.net Thu Mar 18 19:36:01 2010
From: birdie at holsclaw.net (Birdie Holsclaw)
Date: Thu, 18 Mar 2010 17:36:01 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Denver Public Library
In-Reply-To: <4BA253E1.8911.0049.0@denverlibrary.org>
References: <4058421b1003150651vdc8c9cbpe8bfede439a04f4d@mail.gmail.com>
<4058421b1003181330v18b3e809t48b421a57f6be930@mail.gmail.com>
<4BA253E1.8911.0049.0@denverlibrary.org>
Message-ID: <dbda6331003181636x5371d76agb61601042428cbbc@mail.gmail.com>
A well-deserved "Hurray!"

to you ... and to Wendel as well.

All the best,
Birdie
On Thu, Mar 18, 2010 at 4:25 PM, James Jeffrey
<JJeffrey at denverlibrary.org>wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Gang
This morning the Denver Public Library held its 2009 Staff Recognition
Event.
I am pleased to announce that Wendel Cox and James Jeffrey were both
recognized.
J. Wendel Cox, PhD is the Western History Bibliographer he was recognized
as the Hardest Worker. "Wendel works amazingly hard, doing a countless
number of tasks and often working long and odd hours...Wendel has made huge
efforts to keep our morale high and help out in as many areas as
possible...His easy manner and cheerful disposition put customers at ease
and his encyclopedic knowledge of American Indian culture is a marvelous
storehouse."

> James K. Jeffrey is the Genealogy Specialist in Western History and
> Genealogy. He has been at the DPL for 25 years and won the Long-Term
> Dedication Award. "James greets each customer like a long-lost cousin...his
> rapport with the community has led to many groups offering classes at
> DPL...he and his collection have made DPL a destination library."
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100318/
a439f767/attachment.html
From ASteele at oakville.ca Thu Mar 18 19:52:26 2010
From: ASteele at oakville.ca (ASteele at oakville.ca)
Date: Thu, 18 Mar 2010 19:52:26 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] AUTO: Andra Steele is out of the office. (returning
03/22/2010)
Message-ID: <OF37CA5E1C.DE0AE6DC-ON852576EA.008324DF-852576EA.008324DF@oakville.ca>
I am out of the office until 03/22/2010.
If you require immediate assistance, please contact the Adult Information
Desk at (905) 815-2042 x 5053/5054.
I will respond to my e-mail messages upon my return.
Andra

Note: This is an automated response to your message
Public Library" sent on 03/18/2010 7:36:01 PM.

"Re: [Genealib] Denver

This is the only notification you will receive while this person is away.
From Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov Fri Mar 19 08:47:55 2010
From: Susan.C.Scouras at wv.gov (Scouras, Susan C)
Date: Fri, 19 Mar 2010 08:47:55 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Denver Public Library
In-Reply-To: <4BA253E1.8911.0049.0@denverlibrary.org>
Message-ID:
<D755A6DDA9D0F543A78201F3818A6BE41D258BE30D@OTB6MAIL01.executive.stateofwv.gov>
We West Virginians congratulate J. Wendel Cox, and our own Jim Jeffreys from
Barboursville, WV. The staff of the West Virginia Archives and History Library
were happy to hear of his award, and look forward to his next visit home.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library

The Culture Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of James Jeffrey
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2010 6:25 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Denver Public Library
Gang
This morning the Denver Public Library held its 2009 Staff Recognition Event.
I am pleased to announce that Wendel Cox and James Jeffrey were both recognized.
J. Wendel Cox, PhD is the Western History Bibliographer he was recognized as the
Hardest Worker. "Wendel works amazingly hard, doing a countless number of tasks
and often working long and odd hours...Wendel has made huge efforts to keep our
morale high and help out in as many areas as possible...His easy manner and
cheerful disposition put customers at ease and his encyclopedic knowledge of
American Indian culture is a marvelous storehouse."
James K. Jeffrey is the Genealogy Specialist in Western History and Genealogy. He
has been at the DPL for 25 years and won the Long-Term Dedication Award. "James
greets each customer like a long-lost cousin...his rapport with the community has
led to many groups offering classes at DPL...he and his collection have made DPL a
destination library."

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From JJeffrey at denverlibrary.org Fri Mar 19 11:40:48 2010
From: JJeffrey at denverlibrary.org (James Jeffrey)
Date: Fri, 19 Mar 2010 09:40:48 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Denver Public Library
In-Reply-To: <dbda6331003181636x5371d76agb61601042428cbbc@mail.gmail.com>
References: <4058421b1003150651vdc8c9cbpe8bfede439a04f4d@mail.gmail.com>
<4058421b1003181330v18b3e809t48b421a57f6be930@mail.gmail.com>
<4BA253E1.8911.0049.0@denverlibrary.org>
<dbda6331003181636x5371d76agb61601042428cbbc@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <4BA346A1.8911.0049.0@denverlibrary.org>
Birdie
Thank you much.

I am honestly thrilled.

Have you been able to watch any of the Faces of America or Who Do You Think You Are
episodes.

Process, process, process. But that aside, it has stirred up interest and that is
what is important. There are people coming in who had never considered the fact
that there might be material available about their families.
I have had some interesting Hispanic and African-America researchers in the past
few months and I love a challenge. In a beginning online genealogy class a couple
of weekends ago I had one of the Shwayders.
Enough. Hope you are feeling stronger this spring. Am looking forward to talking
with Josh Taylor this afternoon, he wants to see the collection. Paul Millner did
the same a few weeks ago and was able to "talk to" the collection in his lectures.
CCGS is on Saturday 10 April here at the DPL if you would like to come.
James

>>> Birdie Holsclaw <birdie at holsclaw.net> 3/18/2010 5:36 PM >>>
A well-deserved "Hurray!" to you ... and to Wendel as well.
All the best,
Birdie
On Thu, Mar 18, 2010 at 4:25 PM, James Jeffrey
<JJeffrey at denverlibrary.org>wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Gang
This morning the Denver Public Library held its 2009 Staff Recognition
Event.
I am pleased to announce that Wendel Cox and James Jeffrey were both
recognized.
J. Wendel Cox, PhD is the Western History Bibliographer he was recognized
as the Hardest Worker. "Wendel works amazingly hard, doing a countless
number of tasks and often working long and odd hours...Wendel has made huge
efforts to keep our morale high and help out in as many areas as
possible...His easy manner and cheerful disposition put customers at ease
and his encyclopedic knowledge of American Indian culture is a marvelous
storehouse."
James K. Jeffrey is the Genealogy Specialist in Western History and
Genealogy. He has been at the DPL for 25 years and won the Long-Term
Dedication Award. "James greets each customer like a long-lost cousin...his
rapport with the community has led to many groups offering classes at
DPL...he and his collection have made DPL a destination library."

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From lapiu.bella1 at verizon.net Fri Mar 19 12:53:58 2010
From: lapiu.bella1 at verizon.net (lapiubella1)
Date: Fri, 19 Mar 2010 12:53:58 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Free Book
Message-ID: <88B767A0D6384DDCB457D78BA1D477A8@louise5j6nusqq>
Listers,
I have the book: "Lake Reflections" published by the Graduates of Nineteen-Thirty
Four, of Orchard Lake, Michigan. Good to poor condition, hardback, 7 x 10, 255
pages. Mostly in English, but lots of Polish language printing.
I don't know what this school was, perhaps a seminary? Regardless, it's free to a
good home. First emailer to contact me off-list gets it. Thanks, Bella
lapiu.bella1 at verizon.net
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100319/
ce0b04e8/attachment.html
From glennperdue at bellsouth.net Fri Mar 19 14:28:31 2010
From: glennperdue at bellsouth.net (D GLENN PERDUE)
Date: Fri, 19 Mar 2010 11:28:31 -0700 (PDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Newest obituary collections at GenealogyBuff.com
Message-ID: <854694.24853.qm@web83815.mail.sp1.yahoo.com>
While you are searching South Carolina obituaries visit
http://chesterfield.scgen.org and access The Cheraw Chronicle & Chesterfield
Advertiser OBITUARY ARCHIVE ONLINE.
It has transcribed obituaries from the second quarter of 2003 through February
2010.
Any feed back would be appreciated:? editor at chesterfield.scgen.org
Glenn Perdue, Editor
Chesterfield District Chronicle.
?

?

--- On Thu, 3/18/10, cribbswh at gmail.com <cribbswh at gmail.com> wrote:
From: cribbswh at gmail.com <cribbswh at gmail.com>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Newest obituary collections at GenealogyBuff.com
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists"
<genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Thursday, March 18, 2010, 4:30 PM

I'm sorry, the South Carolina link was erroneous with an extra "s".
The corrected link is as follows:
Aiken County, South Carolina Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/sc/aiken/webbbs_config.pl
On 3/15/10, cribbswh at gmail.com <cribbswh at gmail.com> wrote:
> Hi all,
>
> The following data sets have been added to GenealogyBuff.com.???Each
> collection has its own search box at the upper part of each page and
> has the GenealogyBuff.com watermark in the search field.???All of
> these collections are free.???To keep from going to commercial sites,
> avoid sponsor links and
banners.
>
> Mercer County, Ohio Obituary and Funeral Home Collection
> http://www.genealogybuff.com/oh/mercer/webbbs_config.pl
>
> Central Iowa Obituary Collection - updated
> http://www.genealogybuff.com/ia/central/
>
> Pasco County, Florida Obituary Collection
> http://www.genealogybuff.com/fl/pasco/webbbs_config.pl
>
> Surry County, North Carolina Obituary Collection
> http://www.genealogybuff.com/nc/surry/webbbs_config.pl
>
> Robertson County, Tennessee Obituary Collection
> http://www.genealogybuff.com/tn/robertson/webbbs_config.pl
>
> Aikens County, South Carolina Obituary Collection
>
http://www.genealogybuff.com/sc/aikens/webbbs_config.pl
>
> You can also explore Search Central at http://www.genealogybuff.com/search.htm
> to look for your surnames.? The Famous Surname Tool there will let you
> research your surnames in databases in other parts of the web.? Some
> of those are free, some are paid.???ALL of GenealogyBuff.com content
> is free, however.
>
> GenealogyBuff.com's Facebook page:
>
> http://www.facebook.com/pages/GenealogyBuffcom/214156610691?ref=mf
>
> Hope this helps.
> Bill
>
-Bill
Cribbs
GenealogyBuff.com
http://www.genealogybuff.com
Fax: 1-832-553-2796
_______________________________________________

genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100319/3c0e037f/
attachment.html
From ihansen at wisc.edu Sat Mar 20 09:54:48 2010
From: ihansen at wisc.edu (Irene Hansen)
Date: Sat, 20 Mar 2010 08:54:48 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Denver Public Library
In-Reply-To: <mailman.5.1269014403.27006.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.5.1269014403.27006.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <73b095a97641.4ba48d58@wiscmail.wisc.edu>
Congratulations to both James and Wendel, two wonderful and deserving people!
Irene Hansen
Wisconsin Historical Society
> Gang
>
> This morning the Denver Public Library held its 2009 Staff Recognition Event.
>
> I am pleased to announce that Wendel Cox and James Jeffrey were both recognized.
From lapiu.bella1 at verizon.net Sat Mar 20 14:29:13 2010
From: lapiu.bella1 at verizon.net (lapiu.bella1 at verizon.net)
Date: Sat, 20 Mar 2010 13:29:13 -0500 (CDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Free Book
Message-ID: <1683421510.958355.1269109753403.JavaMail.root@vms124.mailsrvcs.net>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100320/
ede12962/attachment.html
From prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us Mon Mar 22 11:46:10 2010
From: prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Mon, 22 Mar 2010 11:46:10 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Denver Public Library
In-Reply-To: <4BA253E1.8911.0049.0@denverlibrary.org>
References: <4058421b1003150651vdc8c9cbpe8bfede439a04f4d@mail.gmail.com>
<4058421b1003181330v18b3e809t48b421a57f6be930@mail.gmail.com>
<4BA253E1.8911.0049.0@denverlibrary.org>
Message-ID: <001e01cac9d6$cca8f690$65fae3b0$@lib.mi.us>
Congratulations!
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of James Jeffrey
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2010 6:25 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Denver Public Library

Gang
This morning the Denver Public Library held its 2009 Staff Recognition
Event.
I am pleased to announce that Wendel Cox and James Jeffrey were both
recognized.
J. Wendel Cox, PhD is the Western History Bibliographer he was recognized as
the Hardest Worker. "Wendel works amazingly hard, doing a countless number
of tasks and often working long and odd hours...Wendel has made huge efforts
to keep our morale high and help out in as many areas as possible...His easy
manner and cheerful disposition put customers at ease and his encyclopedic
knowledge of American Indian culture is a marvelous storehouse."
James K. Jeffrey is the Genealogy Specialist in Western History and
Genealogy. He has been at the DPL for 25 years and won the Long-Term
Dedication Award. "James greets each customer like a long-lost cousin...his
rapport with the community has led to many groups offering classes at
DPL...he and his collection have made DPL a destination library."

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From ccottone at lyon.lib.mi.us Mon Mar 22 12:40:02 2010
From: ccottone at lyon.lib.mi.us (Cathy Cottone)
Date: Mon, 22 Mar 2010 12:40:02 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Tutorial or PowerPoint for familysearch.org
Message-ID: <877473069.8893991269276002820.JavaMail.root@crono>

Does anyone have a good tutorial or powerpoint for the website www.familysearch.org
?that you can share?

Cathy

--

Cathy Cottone, Genealogist
Lyon Township Public Library
27005 S. Milford Road
South Lyon, Michigan 48178
248 437-8800 x104

www.lyon.lib.mi.us

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100322/531693a0/
attachment.html
From Jennifer.Marlatt at ci.corona.ca.us Mon Mar 22 12:40:05 2010
From: Jennifer.Marlatt at ci.corona.ca.us (Jennifer Marlatt)
Date: Mon, 22 Mar 2010 09:40:05 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Sample RFPs for the digitization of newspapers
Message-ID: <E97740E521EBC64B977E5D0DE1AADF05D7A59A@ex2.cityofcorona.net>
Hello,
I'm preparing a request for proposals (RFP) for the digitization and
online delivery of our library's newspaper collection, which dates back
to 1887. The entire collection is on microfilm.
If you have written an RFP for a similar project and are able to share a
copy, please contact me off-list at jennifer.marlatt at ci.corona.ca.us.
Thank you, in advance.
Jennifer Marlatt, Librarian
Corona Public Library
650 S. Main Street
Corona, CA 92882
951-279-3796
jennifer.marlatt at ci.corona.ca.us
From cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com Tue Mar 23 10:28:57 2010
From: cpklus-genelib at yahoo.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Tue, 23 Mar 2010 10:28:57 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good library home
Message-ID: <BE9714BE-9863-48E4-B3E6-1F773D2F1F84@yahoo.com>
Hello all,
I'm cleaning out a few things from my personal bookshelves here at
home. These are free to a good library home; public libraries may get
priority. Please include your name and postal mailing address so I
don't have to look it up (and reply off line). Thanks!
APG Quarterly, Vols. 22-24 complete run (2007-2009)
Magazine of Virginia Genealogy, Vols. 44-47 complete run (2006-2009)
(Scholarly journal of Virginia Genealogical Society. Permanent value
- transcribed original records).
Virginia Genealogical Society Newsletter, Vols. 31-35 complete run
(2005-2009) (Informative articles on VA genealogy in addition to
'news' items).
In Context (newsletter of Vermont Historical Society), Vols. 7-10

complete run (2002-2006) plus Vol. 6, No. 4
History Connections (newsletter of Vermont Historical Society), Vols.
1-2 complete run (2006-2008)
Fairfax Genealogical Society Newsletter, Vol. 21 complete run
(2005-2006). Informative articles on VA research plus news.
Mid-Atlantic Archivist, Vols. 34-36 complete run (2005-2007)
Genealogical Society of Vermont Newsletter, Vols. 10-13 complete run
(2003-2006)
OGS Genealogy News, Vol. 37 complete run (2006)
Claire Kluskens
NARA

From Patricia.VanSkaik at cincinnatilibrary.org Tue Mar 23 10:57:59 2010
From: Patricia.VanSkaik at cincinnatilibrary.org (Van Skaik, Patricia)
Date: Tue, 23 Mar 2010 10:57:59 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Denver Public Library
In-Reply-To: <dbda6331003181636x5371d76agb61601042428cbbc@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <79820AB5A3CEDB458D5287ABEAC612890320C2320B@plchexch01.plch.net>
Congrats to both!
Patricia Van Skaik, Manager
Genealogy and Local History Department
Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu]On Behalf Of Birdie Holsclaw
Sent: Thursday, March 18, 2010 7:36 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Denver Public Library
A well-deserved "Hurray!"

to you ... and to Wendel as well.

All the best,
Birdie

On Thu, Mar 18, 2010 at 4:25 PM, James Jeffrey < JJeffrey at
denverlibrary.org<mailto:JJeffrey at denverlibrary.org>> wrote:
Gang
This morning the Denver Public Library held its 2009 Staff Recognition Event.

I am pleased to announce that Wendel Cox and James Jeffrey were both recognized.
J. Wendel Cox, PhD is the Western History Bibliographer he was recognized as the
Hardest Worker. "Wendel works amazingly hard, doing a countless number of tasks
and often working long and odd hours...Wendel has made huge efforts to keep our
morale high and help out in as many areas as possible...His easy manner and
cheerful disposition put customers at ease and his encyclopedic knowledge of
American Indian culture is a marvelous storehouse."
James K. Jeffrey is the Genealogy Specialist in Western History and Genealogy. He
has been at the DPL for 25 years and won the Long-Term Dedication Award. "James
greets each customer like a long-lost cousin...his rapport with the community has
led to many groups offering classes at DPL...he and his collection have made DPL a
destination library."

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100323/
a59f04ba/attachment.html
From jmcman at millinocket.lib.me.us Tue Mar 23 12:00:42 2010
From: jmcman at millinocket.lib.me.us (John McManus)
Date: Tue, 23 Mar 2010 12:00:42 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Query on genealogy book
Message-ID: <001b01cacaa2$00de45c0$254ef4a9@town>
A patron donated a few books to our library, one of which is:
Title: The library: a guide to the LDS History Library
Author/editors: Johni Cerny & Wendy Elliott
Ancestry Publishing Company. C1988
Would this book be a worthwhile addition to our library, or is it too far out-ofdate to be useful?
Thanks,
John
John L. McManus, MAT, MLIS
Director
Millinocket Memorial Library
5 Maine Avenue
Millinocket, ME 04462
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100323/5c1c778f/
attachment.html
From kdr at ckls.org Tue Mar 23 12:06:27 2010
From: kdr at ckls.org (Kathy Rippel)
Date: Tue, 23 Mar 2010 11:06:27 -0500

Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good library home
In-Reply-To: <BE9714BE-9863-48E4-B3E6-1F773D2F1F84@yahoo.com>
References: <BE9714BE-9863-48E4-B3E6-1F773D2F1F84@yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20100323110531.055b0f18@ckls.org>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100323/33ca1092/
attachment.html
From jbrannan at uwa.edu Tue Mar 23 12:16:02 2010
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce)
Date: Tue, 23 Mar 2010 11:16:02 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Query on genealogy book
In-Reply-To: <001b01cacaa2$00de45c0$254ef4a9@town>
References: <001b01cacaa2$00de45c0$254ef4a9@town>
Message-ID: <BA0970D50C2F064A8E0B8A5787D84C070960B19BFC@LEAD.uwa.edu>
It is much too far out of date to be really useful.
Joyce A. Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library
University of West Alabama
Livingston, AL 35470
205.652.3677
jbrannan at uwa.edu

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of John McManus
Sent: Tuesday, March 23, 2010 11:01 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Query on genealogy book
A patron donated a few books to our library, one of which is:
Title: The library: a guide to the LDS History Library
Author/editors: Johni Cerny & Wendy Elliott
Ancestry Publishing Company. C1988
Would this book be a worthwhile addition to our library, or is it too far out-ofdate to be useful?
Thanks,
John
John L. McManus, MAT, MLIS
Director
Millinocket Memorial Library
5 Maine Avenue
Millinocket, ME 04462
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100323/6b3afa0a/
attachment.html
From ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au

Tue Mar 23 13:00:56 2010

From: ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au (Anne Burrows)
Date: Wed, 24 Mar 2010 04:00:56 +1100
Subject: [Genealib] Leave Thursday 25 to Monday 29 March 2010
Message-ID: <OF0FDF11AF.AE22DD82-ONCA2576EF.005D7849-CA2576EF.005D7849@LocalDomain>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100324/
b465ce04/attachment.html
From RKilgallon at florencelibrary.org Tue Mar 23 13:50:39 2010
From: RKilgallon at florencelibrary.org (Ruth Kilgallon)
Date: Tue, 23 Mar 2010 13:50:39 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] NCGSJ to good home
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F201003231350.AA50390560@florencelibrary.org>
A patron donated their collection of The North Carolina Genealogical Society
Journal. The following are duplicates we would like to find a good home in a
library.
The North Carolina Genealogical Society Journal
1985- V. 11 (1-4); 1986- V. 12 (1-2,4); 1987 V. 13 (1-4); 1988 V. 14 (1-4)
Ruth Munn Kilgallon
Library Associate II
South Carolina Room
Florence County Library
509 S. Dargan St.
Florence, SC 29506
843-413-7060- Direct Line
843-413-7091- FAX
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100323/6f375c7f/
attachment.html
From maychan at reginalibrary.ca Tue Mar 23 14:49:08 2010
From: maychan at reginalibrary.ca (May P Chan PHR)
Date: Tue, 23 Mar 2010 12:49:08 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 78, Issue 22
In-Reply-To: <mailman.7.1269360005.16803.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.7.1269360005.16803.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <E42A3F65D4A8114DBD3AA327AF33DF2F1FFB054621@natasha.rpl.local>
Hi Cathy,
Here is a link to my powerpoint presentation that gave in the Fall of 2008 on
FamilySearch.org http://dl.dropbox.com/u/620636/FamilySearch.ppt
Please feel free to use it if you think it would be of any use to you.
May
-----------------------------------------------------May P. Chan
Prairie History & Genealogy Librarian
Regina Public Library
Phone: 306-777-6011

Email: maychan at reginalibrary.ca
Website: www.reginalibrary.ca/prairiehistory/
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Date: Mon, 22 Mar 2010 12:40:02 -0400 (EDT)
From: Cathy Cottone <ccottone at lyon.lib.mi.us>
Subject: [Genealib] Tutorial or PowerPoint for familysearch.org
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <877473069.8893991269276002820.JavaMail.root at crono>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"

Does anyone have a good tutorial or powerpoint for the
website www.familysearch.org ?that you can share?

Cathy

--

From ccottone at lyon.lib.mi.us Tue Mar 23 16:27:40 2010
From: ccottone at lyon.lib.mi.us (Cathy Cottone)
Date: Tue, 23 Mar 2010 16:27:40 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 78, Issue 22
In-Reply-To: <E42A3F65D4A8114DBD3AA327AF33DF2F1FFB054621@natasha.rpl.local>
Message-ID: <347158397.9153291269376060408.JavaMail.root@crono>

Thank you very much May - this will help me greatly!

They have changed the look of their website since this has been created but I think
I could create new screen shots for those pages.

Again - I thank you for responding and sending me your power point presentation.

Cathy in Michigan

----- Original Message ----From: "May P Chan PHR" <maychan at reginalibrary.ca>
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Tuesday, March 23, 2010 2:49:08 PM GMT -05:00 US/Canada Eastern
Subject: Re: [Genealib] genealib Digest, Vol 78, Issue 22
Hi Cathy,

Here is a link to my powerpoint presentation that gave in the Fall of 2008 on
FamilySearch.org http://dl.dropbox.com/u/620636/FamilySearch.ppt
Please feel free to use it if you think it would be of any use to you.
May
-----------------------------------------------------May P. Chan
Prairie History & Genealogy Librarian
Regina Public Library
Phone: 306-777-6011
Email: maychan at reginalibrary.ca
Website: www.reginalibrary.ca/prairiehistory/
>
> Date: Mon, 22 Mar 2010 12:40:02 -0400 (EDT)
> From: Cathy Cottone ?<ccottone at lyon.lib.mi.us>
> Subject: [Genealib] Tutorial or PowerPoint for familysearch.org
> To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> Message-ID: <877473069.8893991269276002820.JavaMail.root at crono>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="utf-8"
>
>
>
> Does anyone have a good tutorial or powerpoint for the
> website www.familysearch.org ?that you can share?
>
>
>
> Cathy
>
>
>
> -_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-Cathy Cottone
Genealogist
Lyon Township Public Library
27005 S. Milford Road
South Lyon, Michigan 48178
Phone: ?248 437-8800 x104
Fax: ?248 437-4621
Website: ?www.lyon.lib.mi.us
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From bhill at rbhayes.org Wed Mar 24 16:26:33 2010
From: bhill at rbhayes.org (Becky Hill)
Date: Wed, 24 Mar 2010 16:26:33 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] RootMagic Workshop in Ohio - April 25 2010
In-Reply-To: <347158397.9153291269376060408.JavaMail.root@crono>
References: <E42A3F65D4A8114DBD3AA327AF33DF2F1FFB054621@natasha.rpl.local>
<347158397.9153291269376060408.JavaMail.root@crono>
Message-ID: <000001cacb90$4b87ca80$e2975f80$@org>
Dear genealogy librarians,
Below is a notice for an upcoming program at the Hayes Presidential Library in
Fremont, Ohio. We have had Bruce here several times and he has been a big success.
Please help spread the word.
Becky Hill

Rebecca B. Hill
Head Librarian
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center
Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420

419.332.2081
bhill at rbhayes.org
www.rbhayes.org
419.332.4952 (fax)

RootsMagic Genealogy & Family History Software, a Workshop by the Author, Bruce
Buzbee
Sunday, April 25, 2010 - 1 - 4 pm
Hayes Presidential Center Auditorium
Admission: Free

Enjoy an informative afternoon learning how to get the most out of RootsMagic4
software. RootsMagic is a leading genealogical software that offers advanced
abilities to help you record and share your family history while remaining one of

the easiest to use.

12:00 ? 1:00 ? Library will be open for browsing and research

1:00 - Bruce Buzbee presents an overview and demonstration of RootsMagic4

2:15 - Break; Refreshments

2:30 - 3:45 - Ask Bruce questions and answers on how to use RootsMagic and other
software he offers.

Learn the best techniques for entering information, notes, navigation; sources and
repositories; adding photos; creating reports and charts, importing/exporting
GEDCOM files, etc Also learn how to combine reports to create a book using the
Publish feature in RootsMagic.
Bruce Buzbee is the founder and president of RootsMagic, Inc.,
http://rootsmagic.com/ and the author of RootsMagic genealogy software. He has been
writing genealogy software for over 19 years, having originally written the very
popular Family Origins genealogy software. A resident of Springville, Utah, Buzbee
will be exhibiting at the Ohio Genealogical Society Annual Conference in Toledo
April 22-24th, 2010.

SPECIAL DEAL:
Mr. Buzbee has again shown his support of the Hayes Center by donating autographed
copies of his RootsMagic CD and book those who become a member of the Hayes
Presidential Center at the $100 or more level. Anyone who becomes a member at that
level on April 25th will not only get all the benefits that usually go with that
amount (free admission to HPC, 5 free guest passes, discount at store, and Heritage
Quest access at home), but also the book and program which retail for $39.95. If
you already a member, your membership will be extended a year from the expiration
date.
The RootsMagic software will be available from Mr. Buzbee at the Hayes Presidential
Center on the day of the talk for a special price.

For this day only the Hayes Presidential Center Library will be open at 12:00 to 1
pm for tours and research, but will be closed the rest of the afternoon.

To help plan seating and refreshments, registration is requested. Please call 419332-2081 (Fremont) and ask for the library or email <mailto:bhill at rbhayes.org>
bhill at rbhayes.org prior to the event.

The Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center is located at the corner of Hayes and
Buckland avenues in Fremont, Ohio. The facility is affiliated with the Ohio
Historical Society. For further information on the Center, visit our website,
www.rbhayes.org http://www.rbhayes.org <http://www.rbhayes.org/>

Contact Becky Hill, bhill at rbhayes.org, 419.332.2081 for further information.
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From ggrunow at nngov.com Wed Mar 24 16:22:18 2010
From: ggrunow at nngov.com (Grunow, Gregg S.)
Date: Wed, 24 Mar 2010 16:22:18 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Oral History Workshop
Message-ID: <AE4ED41EA3EB5E42977EDE38629A91040121072FF0@03s-exch01.nngov.local>
Hello,
There are still openings in the Oral History workshop that will be held in Newport
News, VA on 04/30/2010 from 9:00am to 5:00pm that is being co-sponsored by the
Society of American Archivists and the Newport News Public Library System. The
workshop is entitled, "Oral History: from Planning to Preservation." The
information and registration for the workshop can be found at the following link.
http://saa.archivists.org/Scripts/4Disapi.dll/4DCGI/events/180.html?
Action=Conference_Detail&ConfID_W=180&Time=114804223&SessionID=84944463rw677l1b09fro9529bi4mce1ok6d93npi4b0o2x86z49hr23av9co17
o
Gregg Grunow
Senior Librarian
Virginiana Room
Newport News Public Library System
Main Street Library
110 Main Street
Newport News, VA 23601
757-591-4858
ggrunow at nngov.com
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From ocgs at frontiernet.net Wed Mar 24 15:36:52 2010
From: ocgs at frontiernet.net (Dan)
Date: Wed, 24 Mar 2010 15:36:52 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] NEXUS
Message-ID: <5EF14384D52441448BDCB1ABEE92671C@daniel93k8o92j>

We are missing a few issues of NEXUS, newsletter of NEHGS -- specifically:
Volume 2, Issue #2
Volume 13 Issue # 5
A few others need replacement due to discoloration etc -- we are ready to bind
the set.
Also looking for all issues of The News-Letter -- Volumes 1-12
Dan Burrows
Orange Co Genealogical Society
101 Main St
Goshen NY 10924
ocgs at frontiernet.net
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From lcarter at arlsmail.org Sat Mar 27 17:24:04 2010
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura W. Carter)
Date: Sat, 27 Mar 2010 17:24:04 -0400 (EDT)
Subject: [Genealib] Sample RFPs for the digitization of newspapers
In-Reply-To: <E97740E521EBC64B977E5D0DE1AADF05D7A59A@ex2.cityofcorona.net>
References: <E97740E521EBC64B977E5D0DE1AADF05D7A59A@ex2.cityofcorona.net>
Message-ID: <62832.168.12.1.91.1269725044.squirrel@mail.arlsmail.org>

This might help
http://dlg.galileo.usg.edu/AboutDLG/DigitizationGuide.html
Laura
Jennifer Marlatt wrote:
> Hello,
>
> I'm
preparing a request for proposals (RFP) for the digitization and
>
online delivery of our library's newspaper collection, which dates back
> to 1887. The entire collection is on microfilm.
>
> If you have written an RFP for a similar project and are able to
share a
> copy, please contact me off-list at
jennifer.marlatt at ci.corona.ca.us.
>
> Thank you, in
advance.
>
> Jennifer Marlatt, Librarian
> Corona
Public Library
> 650 S. Main Street

up

> Corona, CA 92882
> 951-279-3796
> jennifer.marlatt at ci.corona.ca.us
>
_______________________________________________
> genealib mailing
list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke
County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, GA 30606
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From ocgs at frontiernet.net Sat Mar 27 20:01:16 2010
From: ocgs at frontiernet.net (Dan)
Date: Sat, 27 Mar 2010 20:01:16 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] ***SPAM*** New England Ancestors Magazine
Message-ID: <8744C134216E45FAAF8EB116FB557131@daniel93k8o92j>
Glacier
Is anyone discarding New England Ancestry, the Magazine of NEHGS
[Note: Name change to American Ancestry in 2010]
Our genealogical collection would like to complete its set and lacks the following.
Postage and reasonable costs gladly paid.

New England Ancestors (2000 - 2009)

Year:

Volume and Issue

2000: 1:1,

1:2,

2001: 2:2,

2:4

2002: 3:4,

3:5-6

1:3,

1:4,

1:5-6

2003: 4:2,

4:3,

4:4,

4:5-6

2004: 5:1,

5:2,

5:3,

5:4,

5:5-6

2005: 6:1,

6:2,

6:3,

6:4,

6:5-6

2007: 8:3,

8:4,

8:5-6

2008: 9:1,

9:2,

2009: 10:1,

10:2 ,

Note:

9:3,

10:3,

9:4,

10:4

9:5-6

5 & 6 are combined issues

American Ancestors (2010 - ----)

2010: 11:1

Thanks in advance for your help

Orange Co. Genealogical Society
Attn: Dan Burrows, Research Room
101 Main Street

Goshen NY 10924
845 800 9042 (Cell)
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From WuehlerAC at familysearch.org Mon Mar 29 12:02:48 2010
From: WuehlerAC at familysearch.org (Anne Wuehler)
Date: Mon, 29 Mar 2010 10:02:48 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Handout for FamilySearch.org
Message-ID: <C62F596A20AB834B86375CE75059D1375D099C6FF0@MBX01.ldschurch.org>
Here's a handout we've used for our patron classes in the Family History Library.
If you have questions about the content, let me know.
Anne Wuehler
Senior British Research Consultant
Family History Library
Salt Lake City, UT
Email: wuehlerac at familysearch.org
Phone: 801-240-2089
FAX: 801-240-1584
NOTICE: This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and
may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use,
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original
message.
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From mkmannix at gmail.com

Tue Mar 30 09:58:23 2010

From: mkmannix at gmail.com (Mary K. Mannix)
Date: Tue, 30 Mar 2010 09:58:23 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] seeking someone with knowledge of San Diego
Message-ID: <b63c86521003300658y644bf312qc9bc982c3e68fad5@mail.gmail.com>
Hello Genealibers,
I am working on the RUSA Genealogy Preconference for ALA MidWinter
2011 and am looking to see if there is anyone on the list who works in
an institution in downtown San Diego or who knows San Diego very well.
Please contact me off list, so we don't bore everyone else. :)
Everyone else, think about penciling the Genealogy Preconference into
your schedule -- Friday, January 7, 2011. Drew has said he may be
willing to speak again. :)
Much thanks!
Mary
-Mary K. Mannix
Maryland Room Manager
C. Burr Artz Public Library
Frederick County Public Libraries
Frederick, MD
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Tue Mar 30 16:21:29 2010
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Tue, 30 Mar 2010 15:21:29 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] new book to trade
Message-ID: <FC22B5347CC8FC4E9E08BFD53903EEA08771E9@MCKMAIL2.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
I have an extra copy of this book and wondered if anyone wants to make a
trade.

Building Neighborhoods: Jackson County, Tennessee prior to 1820,
abstractions from Record Group 50, early land records, Tennessee State
Library and Archives, by Betty Huff Bryant. It's comb binding but is
brand new except for library markings.

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Public Library System
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org
subscribe to my genealogy blog at

http://mckinneylibrarygenealogy.blogspot.com/

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
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From amsmith at lib.usf.edu Tue Mar 30 17:11:37 2010
From: amsmith at lib.usf.edu (Drew Smith)
Date: Tue, 30 Mar 2010 17:11:37 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] Shelving 11x14 pages
Message-ID: <5e931bb31003301411t42e7d2cn25f3248002b5fd9c@mail.gmail.com>
I'm forwarding this on behalf of Diane Lunow.
If you have a response, please be sure to respond directly to her, and
not to me.
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Dlunow at aol.com <Dlunow at aol.com>
Date: Wed, Mar 24, 2010 at 10:23 AM
Subject: Question for Genealogy Librarians
To: "genealib-owner at mailman.acomp.usf.edu"
<genealib-owner at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
please place this question on Genealib.
Dear Librarians:
I am formatting a book to be published.
I need an extra long page.
Can/will you shelve one that is 11" X 14" with the regular books?
Please send your answers to DLUNOW at AOL.COM
Thank you, in advance, for your advice.

Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
585 County Road 1492
Wimberley, Texas 78676
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Tue Mar 30 17:39:09 2010
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Tue, 30 Mar 2010 16:39:09 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Shelving 11x14 pages
Message-ID: <FC22B5347CC8FC4E9E08BFD53903EEA08771EC@MCKMAIL2.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Yes, but it might have to be turned on it's spine which makes it harder
to identify by patrons in their browsing.
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Public Library System
subscribe to my genealogy blog at
http://mckinneylibrarygenealogy.blogspot.com/
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Drew Smith
Sent: Tuesday, March 30, 2010 4:12 PM
To: GENEALIB list
Subject: [Genealib] Shelving 11x14 pages
I'm forwarding this on behalf of Diane Lunow.
If you have a response, please be sure to respond directly to her, and
not to me.
Drew Smith
GENEALIB List Administrator
---------- Forwarded message ---------From: Dlunow at aol.com <Dlunow at aol.com>
Date: Wed, Mar 24, 2010 at 10:23 AM
Subject: Question for Genealogy Librarians
To: "genealib-owner at mailman.acomp.usf.edu"
<genealib-owner at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
please place this question on Genealib.
Dear Librarians:
I am formatting a book to be published.
I need an extra long page.
Can/will you shelve one that is 11" X 14" with the regular books?
Please send your answers to DLUNOW at AOL.COM
Thank you, in advance, for your advice.

Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
585 County Road 1492
Wimberley, Texas 78676
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
From ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au Wed Mar 31 13:00:57 2010
From: ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au (Anne Burrows)
Date: Thu, 1 Apr 2010 04:00:57 +1100
Subject: [Genealib] Leave Thursday 1 April to Tuesday 6 April 2010
Message-ID: <OFD5A78F4C.DFB3FF5E-ONCA2576F7.005D78B0-CA2576F7.005D78B0@LocalDomain>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20100401/99afda5e/
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From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Wed Mar 31 16:42:57 2010
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Wed, 31 Mar 2010 16:42:57 -0400
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in RELIC (April 2010)
Message-ID: <ABEB22CCB70E4A4CB7424A72FA667C2704ACEF5A@sudley1.pwc.ad>
WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC
April 2010

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History
(RELIC), Prince William Public Library System, Bull Run Regional
Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109. 703-792-4540 Email:
relic2 at pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org> .

To read the latest lists of new materials available in RELIC click on
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm> .
RELIC PROGRAMS
Here are our latest offerings. Funding for RELIC programs is provided
by the Friends of Central and Bull Run Libraries. Sign language
interpretation is available for Prince William Public Library programs

if requested at least three weeks in advance. To be notified of
upcoming programs and new resources in RELIC, visit
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm> and click
on Subscribe. All these programs will take place at the community room
at Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA. You may
register for any of these programs at 703-792-4540 or relic2 at pwcgov.org
<mailto:relic2 at pwcgov.org> .
For details see
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/relic_programs.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/relic_programs.htm>
April 8, 11 a.m. - Family Search Records Pilot Program, with Julie
Gideon. Repeated April 27, 7 p.m.
May 13, 11 am - Genealogy Roundtable, moderated by Don Wilson.
May 25, 7 pm - Genealogy 101, with Beverly Veness
June 10, 11 am - Genealogy 201, with Tish Como
June 22, 7 pm - Organizational Skills for Genealogists, with Diane
Nesmeyer.
The Genealogy Doctor is In
Schedule a private, 30-minute visit with RELIC's Don Wilson to discuss
an historical or genealogical problem that has stumped you. Please call
703-792-4540 for a free appointment.
Here are upcoming available
times.
Thursdays, April 15, May 6 and 20 - 10 am-noon.
Thursday, April 8, 11 a.m.
Repeated Tuesday, April 27, 7 p.m.
FAMILY SEARCH INDEXING:
A NEW VISION FOR ONLINE GENEALOGY
Presented by Julie Gideon
On April 8, and repeated on April 27, genealogist Julie Gideon, former
manager of the Centreville (Va.) Family History Center will describe the
Family Search Indexing Project, also called the Family Search Records
Pilot Program, underway since 2005. Learn about the scope of the plan
to digitize, index, and post to the internet, the enormous microfilm
archive of the Family History Library in Salt Lake City. More than 350
million genealogical records have already been digitized and indexed and
are ready to be searched for free. You will also learn how you can
participate in this ambitious project that will make a wide variety of
genealogical materials, from around the world, easy to access.
This free program is scheduled for Thursday, April 8, at 11 a.m. and
will be repeated on Tuesday, April 27, at 7 p.m., at Bull Run Regional
Library's community room.
Please call (703) 792-4540 or email relic2 at pwcgov.org to register for
this free program.

Thursday, May 13, 2010, 11 a.m.
RELIC'S GENEALOGICAL ROUNDTABLE
Moderated by Don Wilson
RELIC's Genealogical Roundtable returns, moderated by Don
Wilson. It's a chance to discuss your family history challenges in a
group environment, share your own insights, and get tips for new
approaches. It will be held on Thursday, May 13, at 11 a.m., at Bull
Run Regional Library's community room.
Please call (703) 792-4540 or email relic2 at pwcgov.org to
register for this free event.
Tuesday, May 25, 2010, 7 p.m.
GENEALOGY 101
Presented by RELIC's Beverly Veness
Family history buffs have an opportunity to learn about methods,
strategies and resources for tracing their roots at a free session
sponsored by The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center (RELIC). The
hour-long program, conducted by Beverly Veness of the RELIC staff, is
scheduled for Tuesday, May 25, at 7 p.m.
This program, "Genealogy 101," will highlight the numerous free
genealogical resources available at RELIC and will explore basic
techniques for tracking ancestors.
Please call (703) 792-4540 or email relic2 at pwcgov.org to register for
this free program.
Have a question about Prince William County history, places or families?
Need guidance with your genealogical research?
You may contact RELIC staff for help and advice at Ask RELIC
<http://www.pwcgov.org/default.aspx?topic=040034001840001757>
calling us at 703-792-4540.

or by
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From cribbswh at gmail.com Wed Mar 31 17:16:10 2010
From: cribbswh at gmail.com (cribbswh at gmail.com)
Date: Wed, 31 Mar 2010 16:16:10 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] New obituary collections and marriages/divorces data
added
Message-ID: <v2n4058421b1003311416n590ce39bpe3b7876863955b1e@mail.gmail.com>
Hi all,
The following data sets have recently been added to GenealogyBuff.com:
WISCONSIN - Lincoln County Obituary Collection

http://www.genealogybuff.com/wi/lincoln/webbbs_config.pl
VERMONT - Orleans County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/vt/orleans/webbbs_config.pl
NEW JERSEY - Camden County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/nj/camden/webbbs_config.pl
MISSOURI - Buchanan County Obituary Collection
http://www.genealogybuff.com/mo/buchanan/webbbs_config.pl
MISSOURI - Northern Missouri Obituary Collection - updated!
http://www.genealogybuff.com/mo/north/webbbs_config.pl
Also, the 2008 marriages and divorces data sets have been added to the Texas
Marriages Search Engine 1966-2008
http://www.genlookups.com/texas_marriages/and Texas Divorces Search
Engine 1968-2008
http://www.genlookups.com/texas_divorces
Hope these helps.
Bill
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